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INTRODUCTION

When Charles E. and J. Frank Duryea placed a small,
internal-combustion engine in a modified horse-drawn
buggy in Springfield, Massachusetts, in 1893, the first
step had been taken toward a revolutionary change in the
highway transportation system of the United States and
in American life. Within a generation road transporta-
tion had been almost completely "motorized" -- mechani-
cal power substituted for animal power in highway ve-
hicles -- and the motor vehicle had become the most im-
portant means of transportation in the country.

The motorization of the highway system was begun
without any formal consideration of either how the motor
vehicle might serve the transportation needs of the
nation or what effect a change from animal to mechanical
power might have on the economy, efficiency and safety
of the road system. Motor car enthusiasts uncritically
touted the many expected benefits of the transition.
Some predicted a great revolution in transportation, but
a positive one which would bring more freedom and a
fuller life to Americans by solving many of the problems
created by an urban industrial society. I Gouverneur
Morris, in an article in Collier's in 1912, expressed
this point of view very eloquently when he wrote, "God
gave us the automobile: that in the short life which is
ours we may see a few more hills and valleys, a few more
fields of flowers. . . ."2

The American public accepted the motor car as en-
thusiastically as its early proponents, and the reason
for the response is not difficult to discover. The
motorized passenger vehicle fitted perfectly into Amer-
ican culture because it appeared to offer inexpensive,
individualized transportation to an individualistic,
highly mobile people. With the introduction of depend-
able, low cost motorcars like the Model T Ford in 1908,
Americans rapidly abandoned their horse-powered vehicles
for mechanically-powered ones, and the motorized highway
system appeared full blown, almost overnight. Once it
had arrived, its mere existence became its raison d'etre,
and it developed a momentum all its own, fired by a
growing number of interest groups with a direct economic
stake in continuing and expanding the motorized highway
transportation system.

The responsibility for the construction and main-
tenance of highways and the regulation, if any, of road
vehicles had traditionally lain with the states, but
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with the arrival of the motorcar there were calls for
the duty to be accepted by the federal government.
Ironically, the proposals came from the very interests
which would so vigorously oppose federal regulation of
motorcars sixty years later -- the automobile industry
and its supporters, who wished to override conflicting
state and local motor vehicle laws which they felt were
inhibiting the sale and use of motor cars.

National automobile laws appeared in Europe in the
first decade of the twentieth century setting uniform
standards of competence for motorists and of safety for
motor vehicles. In 1902, Horseless Age, a leading Amer-
ican automotive trade journal, endorsed the idea of
government standards for motor vehicles as a way to keep
unsafely-constructed automobiles off the market.3 More
significant, in the same year, the National Association
of Automobile Manufacturers petitioned both the United
States Senate and House of Representatives, requesting
the framing and enactment of legislation providing for
a uniform national automobile license, and in 1905, the
NAAM joined with the American Automobile Association in
a campaign to secure a national motor vehicle law. Sev-
eral bills were introduced during the Fifty-Ninth Con-
gress, but all died in committee.4

The campaign continued, supported by national mag-
azines like the Nation and Harper's, and in 1907 another
bill was introduced by the NAAM and the AAA calling for
federal regulation of speed, identification and regis-
tration of vehicles, licensing of drivers, and establish-
ment of a Federal Motor Vehicle Bureau to keep records,
but the bill died before reaching the floor of the
House.5 The high point of the attempt by the NAAM and
the AAA to secure national regulation of automobiles
came with the calling of a national legislative conven-
tion on the matter in Washington, D.C., in February,
1910, but even this grand effort proved fruitless. Con-
gressmen could not see the need for such legislation and
doubted the constitutionality of the proposals which were

-based on the commerce clause. By 1910, general adoption
of interstate reciprocity agreements and a trend toward
uniformity in state motor vehicle laws ended most of the
major problems involved with conflicting state require-
ments, and the campaign to secure national regulation
was abandoned.6

In 1919, E. H. Beldon, Chief Engineer of the Willys-
Overland Company, a well-known American automobile manu-
facturer, stated: "I believe the time is coming when



all cars will have to pass a government inspection for
roadability for a given weight, and cars will only be
permitted to travel below a definite speed depending on
their roadability." 7 The time was coming, but it was
nearly fifty years off. The federal government left the
control of road vehicles in the hands of state and local
authorities where it had historically lain. However,
there were precedents for federal involvement in highway
construction, and Congress did act in this area in re-
sponse to pressure from the same groups which had called
for national regulation of motor vehicles.

A "Good Roads" movement had been formed in the
1880's by bicycle enthusiasts and manufacturers, and
early in the next century it came to be dominated by
automobile interests.8 In 1902, the NAAM resolved to
support the Brownlow-Latimer Federal Good Roads Bill
which would have appropriated $20,000,000 in government
funds to construct a transcontinental highway. But des-
pite strong support from the automobile industry and
auto clubs, this bill and others introduced in 1905 died
in committee like the proposals for national regulation
of motor vehicles. 9 The Good Roads movement held nation-
al conventions beginning in 1908, and by 1909, the NAAM
had been joined by the AAA, the American Motor Car Manu-
facturer's Association, the American Road Maker's Assoc-
iation, and the National Grange. The movement's lobby-
ing on the state and local level resulted in an increase
in improved and surfaced roads as well as in total road
mileage.10 While Congress still refused to approve a
transcontinental highway, it did vote in 1912 to supply
up to 33 percent of the cost of constructing post
roads.11

In 1913, Carl G. Fisher, a successful manufacturer
of compressed carbide gas for motor vehicle headlights,
proposed to a group of automobile manufacturers that
they set up their own transcontinental highway. The in-
dustry representatives agreed and on July 1, the Lincoln
Highway Association was formed to work for the establish-
ment of a highway from New York to San Francisco.12
Henry B. Joy, President of the Packard Motor Car Company,
and Roy D. Chapin, who was later to found the Hudson
Motor Car Company, were among the leaders of the assoc-
iation, and Joy, especially, was very active in promoting
the project, writing letters to, among others, presidents
and senators on behalf of the highway.13 Other indus-
tries within the highway movement offered financial sup-
port and aid in the lobbying effort for the project
which pioneered national highway routing. 14
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In 1916, the highway movement gained a significant
victory when Congress reluctantly passed and President
Woodrow Wilson signed a Federal Aid Road Act into law
which offered to pay 50 percent of the cost of construc-
tion of rural public roads. 15 With the passage of this
act, the extent of major national involvement in the
motorized highway transportation system was set for the
next fifty years. The federal government had declined
to regulate motor vehicles but it had agreed to pay 50
percent of the cost of the most important component of
the system -- the roads upon which the motor vehicles
would operate. Constantly increasing local, state, and
federal expenditures for the construction of highways
soon reshaped the total national transportation system.
Inter-urban, streetcar, and passenger railroads, and
boat lines found themselves unable to compete with the
subsidized road system, and as more and more lines
ceased operations, the motor vehicle emerged as the
principle means of transportation in the United States.

At the same time that the growth of the highway
system was destroying old industries, it was creating
giant new ones to manufacture the components of the
system -- roads, bridges, and vehicles. The increasing
demand for motorcars and trucks stimulated the growth
of automobile manufacturing into the largest industry
in the United States by 1925. 1 6 It was to this new in-
dustry that the main responsibility was given for the
economy, efficiency, and safety of the motor vehicles
which operated within the highway system -- by the
refusal of Congress to accept the responsibility and
the inability of state and local governments to handle
it adequately.

The safety of the automobile as a means of trans-
portation soon became a significant question because
the accident rate for motor vehicles quickly exceeded
those of the transit systems it replaced. However, the
increasing magnitude of the problem was masked by the
decentralized nature of automobile accidents which,
unlike mishaps in mass transit systems, rarely received
more than local attention. Furthermore, it was natural
for the public to assign the responsibility for acci-
dents to the driver rather than to the inanimate motor
vehicle or highway. This conclusion was quickly insti-
tutionalized in a number of safety organizations which
used public relations methods in an effort to educate
motorists to "drive safely." The automobile manufactur-
ers did not initially see accidents as a threat to sales,
but as public concern over the rising accident rate in-
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creased in the 1920's and 1930's, the industry came to
strongly support and financially subsidize the highway
safety organizations.

Automobile manufacturers, echoing the reasoning of
the highway safety professionals, took the position that
it was not normal for a motor vehicle to be involved in
an accident, and that, therefore, they were under no
obligation to design for that circumstance. Manufactur-
ers asserted that not only were automobiles "safe" when
properly utilized, but that they were also becoming
"safer" as a result of improvements introduced with each
new annual model. In reality, the industry had found it
difficult to use engineering improvements to a techni-
cally complex product as a means of selling automobiles
to relatively uninformed consumers. Instead, the in-
dustry had come to emphasize fashion or "styling,"
altered on an annual basis in order to make previous
models appear old-fashioned, particularly after automo-
bile manufacturing became dominated by a few large firms
competing for shares of a replacement market for motor
vehicles. Rather than producing safer automobiles, the
oftentimes exaggerated annual changes dictated by com-
petition in styling resulted in motor vehicles that were
sometimes more hazardous than previous models.

As automobile accidents increased in the 1930's,
manufacturers expanded their support of and influence in
the highway safety movement with its emphasis on driver
responsibility. However, beginning in mid-decade, a
small but increasing number of critics -- particularly
physicians -- began to stress the necessity of automo-
bile design to minimize injuries in what they argued
were a large number of inevitable accidents produced by
reliance on motor vehicles as a principle means of
transportation. A number of design changes for crash
protection were adopted and promoted as minor sales
themes by some manufacturers in the late 1930's, but
they were abandoned in the restyled models produced
after the war. Increasing criticism of design by
physicians coupled with formal crash injury research
conducted by private and governmental agencies prompted
one manufacturer to attempt to use safe design as a
major sales theme in the 1956 model year. However, in-
dustry concern that raising the subject of safety might
deter sales prevented any major progress on design for
crash protection. This lack of responsible action by
the largest and most profitable industry in the world
in the face of the most serious public health problem
facing the country was strikingly revealed in a series



of Congressional Hearings held in the mid-1960's.

Ironically, sixty-five years after the automobile
industry had proposed federal standards for automobile
construction, Congress passed the Highway Safety Act
over the opposition of the industry. After a half cen-
tury of the laissez-faire, a federal agency was given
the responsibility for the safe design of American auto-
mobiles, and a new era in the history of the automobile
industry was begun.
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CHAPTER I

THE SAFETY OF THE FIRST AMERICAN AUTOMOBILE

The great and growing demand for motorcars, com-
bined with initial difficulties of producing them in
large quantities, did not encourage a careful, scien-
tific approach in planning a basic motorcar design in
the United States. After a brief period of producing
the motor carriages developed by American inventors,
manufacturers turned to the more stylish and fashion-
able French design first introduced by the Panhard
Company in 1894 which was feferred to in the United
States as an "automobile". 	 Unlike the motor carriage,
which was a horse-drawn style buggy steered by a tiller
and propelled by a small motor mounted horizontally be-
neath a single seat, the French automobile was dis-
tinctly a motorized vehicle. A relatively large engine
was mounted vertically beneath a hood at the front of
a body--which was often enclosed--containing front and
rear seats, and the driver sat behind a windshield fac-
ing a steering wheel, clutch, brake, and transmission
selector. It was this design which manufacturers un-
critically adopted as the basic configuration of the
American motorcar. In effect, the modern automobile
industry was created to produce this design in the first
decade of the twentieth century, and it continues to
produce that design with little fundamental change to-
day.2 Fortunately, the French automobile had its pos-
itive characteristics, but its weaknesses were to make
it much more dangerous than the horse-drawn vehicles it
replaced on America's streets and highways.

A scientific approach to the design of a motorcar
would have required the establishment of definite cri-
teria for the construction and operation of road ve-
hicles, the evaluation of various alternative designs
in light of these criteria, and then the selection of
a single, standardized design. The general goal of
such an approach would be to develop a vehicle which
would operate as efficiently as possible within the
highway system, and thus, a balance would have to be
struck between speed, economy, and safety. Because of
the laws of physics, the point of diminishing returns
to an increase in the motive power and potential top
speed of a vehicle is soon reached. Each increase in
the power of the engine brings a decline in economy and
a rise in exhaust emissions and requires an increase in
the strength of the chassis and body and a modification
of the weight distribution and suspension. Each in-
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crease in the maximum speed, likewise, necessitates a
stronger construction to handle higher stress and to
protect occupants in the event of a collision and lar-
ger brakes to bring the vehicle to a halt. Increments
in power and speed also bring an increase in the demands
on the human operator and a decrease in his margin of
error. When these observations are considered along
with the fact that the highways, themselves, have to be
designed for specific operating speeds, it is obvious
that maximum speeds should not be especially high.

Once maximum power and speed are determined, the
total vehicle system can be designed within these par-
ameters. A fundamental criterion would be a proper re-
lationship between the power and speed of the engine,
the total weight of the vehicle and its distribution,
and the braking capacity. While it is obvious that a
vehicle should be able to decelerate as rapidly as it
can accelerate, it is just as important that the power
of the motor be in sensible ratio to the total weight
of the vehicle and that the weight be distributed so as
to enhance the stability and manuverability of the ve-
hicle under all operating conditions. Equally of con-
cern would be the relationship between the operator and
the vehicle. The tasks that the driver is required to
perform are complex and precise, and it is obvious that
the information he receives on the vehicle and its re-
lation to the road and environment should be as complete
and useable as possible. The driver's position ought
to be viewed as the center of a cybernetic complex, and
the vehicle designed to ensure proper tactile input
through the seat, foot rests, and hand controls as well
as the more apparent audio and visual information.3

On the basis of this input, the driver would be re-
quired to take action--reflex action in an emergency
situation--to keep his vehicle under control and proper-
ly coordinated with the other vehicles on the roadway.
Thus, the controls must be designed not only to conform
to the human physique but also the human physiology and
psychology. The actions required to control the vehicle
should closely approximate natural human movements and,
especially for braking manuvering, reflex actions.
Finally, it would be necessary to assume that failures
of the motorized transportation system were inevitable
given the ever-present possibility of human error and
mechanical breakdown and, thus, to design vehicles--as
well as other parts of the system--which would minimize,
if not prevent, injury to occupants and pedestrians when
such a failure occurred.
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In the absence of effective governmental regulation
of motor vehicles, however, there was no requirement
that they be designed in a systematic way and no set of
criteria against which alternative designs could be
weighed. In this laissez-faire situation there was no
real demand for vehicles which were scientifically de-
signed since consumers lacked the technical knowledge
of what was wanted in a functional motorized road mach-
ine. Thus, there was no incentive for manufacturers to
design and produce a rational vehicle, to say nothing
of a single, standardized design. From the beginning
motor vehicles were marketed and consumer decisions were
made, to a large extent, on the less than scientific
but more easily comprehensible basis of such criteria
as appearance, appointments, prestige, power, speed,
and size. The early motor carriage designs offered ex-
cellent visibility, good weight distribution, and econ-
omy of operation. Steam and electrically-powered de-
signs offered almost noise and emission-free operation.
Yet, the automobile with its long hood, stylish body,
and noisy but powerful internal combustion engine came
to be the basic configuration of American road vehicles.

Regardless of whether the French style of motor
vehicle would have been chosen as the result of a sys-
tematic evaluation of competing design types, the early
automobile was not without its positive characteristics.
The relationship between the machine's power, weight,
and braking ability was acceptable, if only because its
slow acceleration and low top speed matched its two-
wheeled brakes. Weight distribution was good and vis-
ibility was very good except in inclement weather or at
night when meeting another car. Tactile and audio in-
put on the road and environment were not lacking in the
largely open cars with their stiff springs, firm seat-
ing, and manual steering and braking. There were also
deficiencies in the basic design of the automobile which
raised serious questions about its utility. Vehicle
controls, for example, left a great deal to be desired.

The form and location of the primary controls of
the automobile evolved early and then were accepted un-
critically as given. The accelerator, clutch, brake,
and steering wheel have been basically the same since
at least 1905. 4 The hand brake and gearshift lever both
early moved from one side of the driver to the other;
the former continues to do so while the latter moves up
and down on the right from the steering column to the
floor. Yet, even the acceptance and use of a design
for seventy years does not necessarily guarantee that
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it is a sound one. The steering wheel, for example,
appears to have been an improvement over the tiller,
and yet rotating a wheel in the direction of travel, es-
pecially when some effort and several rotations are re-
quired, is surely not the most natural operation for a
human to perform; situations which require the rapid
and precise manuvering of an automobile around obstacles
especially when gearshifting, or braking are also re-
quired, could be expected to cause some difficulty for
the operator.

However, human hands and arms are surely better
suited to quick, precise actions than legs and feet
with their great weight and large muscles and their us-
ual trappings of heavy clothing and footwear. And yet
the traditional controls required that the right foot
be held on the accelerator, in an often unnatural and
tiring position, to precisely control the speed and the
acceleration of the automobile while the left foot man-
ipulated the clutch.5 More important, in order to halt
the vehicle, the design of the controls required the
right foot to be withdrawn from the accelerator, moved
a precise distance to the left, and then applied with
a specific amount of pressure to the brake, surely not
the most simple action for these parts of the human
anatomy. Thus, with the automobile controls designed
so that a forward thrust of the right foot made the ve-
hicle accelerate as well as decelerate, there was ob-
viously some room for human error.6

Man is a very intelligent animal, capable of adap-
ting to a wide variety of conditions, and he was thus
able to conform to the complex controls of the auto-
mobile. Sufficient practice enables a person to con-
dition himself to respond to stimuli from the vehicle,
road, and environment with appropriate movements of the
controls. However, in situations requiring quick and
complex manipulation of the controls, it seems apparent
that the driver would have some difficulty moving his
limbs, especially his legs and feet, rapidly and pre-
cisely enough to successfully carry out the learned
behavior. Moreover, in emergency situations when emo-
tional stress rises beyond a certain level, conditioned
responses can be completely blotted out and instinctive
reflexes substituted.? Given the lack of precise stan-
dardization of location and design of the hand brake
and gearshift lever, there would be even more reason to
expect a confused response in an emergency situation.8

The implications of these deficiencies in the de-
sign of the controls of the automobile for the safe op-
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eration of the highway transportation system were not
missed by all observers of the motor vehicle. In 1914,
a writer in the Scientific American pointed out:

One of the prime requisites in the safe
operation of an automobile is a thorough
and instinctive knowledge on the part of
the driver, of the uses of the various
levers and pedals that control the move-
ments of the car. The seasoned driver
does not stop to think what motions must
be made to bring the car to a sudden stop
in case of an emergency.9

In 1911, the same magazine described a foot pedal design
which could be adjusted to better accomodate both tall
and short drivers; in 1922, an article in Automotive 
Industries stated, "The motor car engineer should know
the facts of the human body, the skeleton system, the
muscular system and the psychological system in order to
produce the best results"; and in 1924, the journal
called for better design of foot controls to keep the
driver's foot from slipping off the brake pedal and hit-
ting the accelerator by mistake, pointing out that this
was a hazard which could be reduced or controlled by de-
sign engineers.10 Two years later the Committee on
Causes of Accidents of the National Conference on Street
and Highway Safety reported that the lack of uniformity
in the controls of automobiles was a "prolific" cause
of accidents when a driver shifted from one car to an-
other.11

In November, 1935, Professor Yandell Henderson of
Yale University, an eminent physiologist, presented a
paper before the National Academy of Scientists entitled
"How Cars Go. Out of Control: Analysis of the Driver's
Reflexes." The thesis of his study was that it is a
natural reflex in all animals to forcibly extend their
limbs when unexpectedly jolted--the "extensor thrust"
of the legs, "a righting reaction to recover equilib-
rium." Applying his thesis to automobile drivers,
Henderson argued that many accidents in which automo-
biles went out of control could have been caused by
man's natural reflexes pushing the accelerator to the
floor in an emergency situation.l2 A highway safety
expert, writing in 1942, admitted: "Very little sys-
tematic psychological research has been done on the
efficiency of present-day controls. The traditional ve-
hicle controls, having impressed automobile designers
as being satisfactory, have become standardized."13
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If primary controls, despite their serious limita-
tions, did become largely standardized, secondary con-
trols have yet to evolve any real consistency as to lo-
cation and design, even among makes produced by the same
manufacturer. Ignition, choke, throttle, headlight,
windshield wiper, heater, defroster, and other controls
are varied to distinguish one make from another and
changed yearly to differentiate one annual model from
another. However, no attempt has been made to differ-
entiate one control from another so that the driver
would be able to locate the proper switch without re-
moving his eyes from the road.l4

It was not until 1956 that General Motors decided
to standardize the location of controls in well-defined
areas in the automobiles produced by all its divisions.
Charles A.Chayne, Vice President in Charge of Engineer-
ing, pointed out that hereafter drivers of General
Motors cars would "not have to learn all over again
where to reach for things." 1 5 At the same time that
General Motors was taking this step toward standardiza-
tion, it was producing automatic transmissions with at
least two types of shift patterns; one transmission
went into low when the selector was moved all the way
to the right, the other transmission into reverse. The
corporation also offered an ignition switch on at least
one of its brands from which the key could be removed
at any time. The possibility of a driver inadvertently
leaving a car in gear with the engine running after
withdrawing the ignition key was reviewed by General
Motors engineers at the time the automatic transmission
was put into use, but "this hazard was considered too
remote to require a redesign of the switch." 1 8 After
a court case resulting from an accident, the switch
was changed.

Consumer Reports stated in 1958 that the lack of
standardization of controls among automobiles was be-
coming a real threat as two car families increased and
more people were renting cars. 17 A Department of Com-
merce report in 1959 pointed out in regard to automo-
bile controls:

Adequacy, simplicity, and standardiza-
tion of dials and controls seem to have
been sacrificed, to a degree at least, for
attractiveness of layout and presentation
and to provide individuality for the
brand and year mode1.18

If human factors were largely ignored in the design
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of vehicle controls, they were also given little consid-
eration in other important areas of automobile construc-
tion. The first adjustable driver's seats did not ap-
pear until 1914 and were only slowly adopted throughout
the next decade. 19 When engineers designing the Model
T asked Henry Ford how much room should be left between
the front and rear seats, he quickly told them to leave
enough room for a farmer's milk cans. 2 0 At another
manufacturer's plant the president's wife was used to
test the seating in new models: "She was driven to the
factory, seated in the car, and if she found it comfor-
table the design was approved; conversely, if the seat
failed to fit her particular (and peculiar) dimensions,
alterations were made."21 As early as 1931, Scientific 
American declared that the driver's posture influenced
fatigue and, thus, his ability to drive safely. 22 An-
other critic ten years later stated that the driver's
seat "appears to be designed for complete comfort rather
than the seat for a person performing a delicate action
which required a great deal of skill," and he recommend-
ed a firm, straight-backed seat for the driver. 23 In
1955, similar comments were being made: "The seats,
which serve as the only real contact between passenger
and automobile, have been designed purely for com-
fort." 24 An article in Consumer Reports three years
later complained that soft automobile seats absorbed
rather than supported body weight, encouraging a tense,
awkward slouch which produced a tired, squirming dri-
ver 2 5 and in 1962, another observer explained why seat
were built the way they were:

The tendency is to get a nice showroom
feeling cushion so that when the pros-
pective customer sits in the car he feels
luxurious. But when you take that car
out on the road you get the bouncing
which is very fatiguing. 26

Consumer Reports charged that automobile seats were not
only absurd in design but also directly dangerous. The
magazine explained that the high, hard forward edge of
many car seats exerted pressure under the driver's
thighs, restricting circulation and causing numbness and
slower responses in the legs which were used to operate
the accelerator and brake. In its advanced stages this
ailment, called "auto legs" was said to bring blood
clots and serious circulation problems.27

A highway safety expert writing in 1942 charged
automobile manufacturers with creating a safety hazard
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through their failure to consider drivers "who vary con-
siderably from the norm in stature," and he pointed out
that women and short people in particular had difficul-
ty in reaching the controls and seeing out of automo-
biles. He further suggested that the driver, at least,
be given a bucket-type seat to keep him from sliding
sideways on curves. 2 8 Automobile manufacturers con-
tinued to use unscientific data as a basis for human
dimensions, and apparently designers checked interior
legroom and headroom, the relation of the seats to the
windows and windshields, and the angle of the steering
wheel and its relation to the seat only after the ex-
terior body styling had been determined. 2 9 It was not
until after World War II that some manufacturers began
using anthropometric data; Ford Motor Company construc-
ted a dummy to the dimensions of an eightieth percentile
man based on data gained from a study of United States
Army inductees during the war, and designers used the
mannikin to "double check" on the visibility and comfort
of Ford automobiles.30

Many people, however, continued to complain that
American cars were not built around people, but built
and the people put in afterwards, and one critic pointed
out that dummies could reveal little about the muscular
activity involved in operating an automobile and nothing
of the psychology of the driver. 31 Scientists complain-
ed that the automobile industry was not collecting or
using data scientifically and charged that manufactur-
ers had refused to even consider available anthropolog-
ical data. Others argued that despite a lack of stan-
dard body sizes for determining the proper locations of
vehicle components, there were steps which could be ta-
ken immediately to improve the driver's workspace.32
Some engineers raised familiar complaints, stating that
"the continuous efforts of automobile manufacturers to
insulate the driver from the discomforts of rough pave-
ments by various kinds of shock absorbers and noise
insulation serve also to insulate him from a kind of
sensory input necessary for safe driving."33 A well-
known automobile stylist, Raymond Lowey, called current
automobiles "dangerous" because attempts to achieve
"comfort" had reached critical limits--the steering,
seats, and springs were all too soft, lulling drivers
to sleep. 34 Critics called for a separate seat for the
driver, one that would provide forward, lateral, and
lumbar support for the thighs, hips, and trunk increas-
ing his ability to perform and helping to prevent fat-
igue. Furthermore, they stated that a well-designed
seat should accomodate individual differences by adjust-
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ing forward and back, up and down, and in the lumbar
area, and transmit a "feel" of what the automobile was
doing.35

Human factors were given less than adequate atten-
tion in other areas of automobile design, also. The
first low-sided, often doorless styles were barely ade-
quate for keeping occupants in position under normal op-
erating conditions, and early forms of seat belts were
installed in a few automobiles just to keep passengers
from falling out.36 The introduction of models with
higher sides and closed bodies helped retain passengers
more effectively, but door latches were designed for
static conditions and often allowed doors to open when
subjected to the stresses of highway trave1.37 As late
as the 1950's, inside door handles were designed in such
a way that they were easily confused with window cranks,
often caught the driver's coat sleeve, and would unlatch
the door if leaned on.38 It was not until after World
War II that General Motors "incorporated inside door
handles that did not open the door if the passenger's
weight was thrown against them." Vice President Chayne
reported in 1956 that: "We found that with the old
push-type handles, this situation frequently caused
doors to be opened accidentally."39 When a rear-hinged
door of a moving automobile was unlatched accidentally,
the possibility of a passenger falling out was increased
since the action of the air would force the door com-
pletely open. Yet despite court cases involving injury
from just such occurrences, rear-hinged doors were being
manufactured as late as 1969.40

Another problem of automobile design which was
early evident was headlight glare which became a point
of criticism as soon as more than one driver ventured
out after dark.41 A highway safety group reported in
1915 that "The protest against the headlight nuisance
has become very vigorous and widespread," and the fol-
lowing year the organization stated that the blame for
the problem was partly "that of automobile manufactur-
ers, who should have worked up long ago to the necessity
of providing some way of obviating the headlight
glare." 42 Strong criticism continued for the next ten
years, and in 1926, a state motor vehicle official
blamed automobile manufacturers for the problem.43 In
1933, Safety Engineering magazine charged that "horse
and buggy lights" were causing automobile accidents, and
in 1941 another critic stated that all the drivers in
the United States agreed on one thing--that automobile
headlights were poor.44
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A highway safety expert blamed the lack of progress
on lack of cooperation among automobile manufacturers
and conflicting state laws, but in 1937 the American
Association of Motor Vehicle Administrators called on
the industry to undertake a program to develop improved
headlighting equipment which would be uniform regardless
of manufacturer. This effort resulted in the general
adoption of sealed beam headlights on the 1940 models
but criticism continued.45 The Massachusetts Registrar
of Motor Vehicles declared that the new units were more
powerful than necessary and still produced too much
glare, and a highway safety expert claimed that many
drivers did not dim their lights or keep them properly
adjusted. 4 6 Another critic argued that headlights
should be mounted above the windshield so that they
would hit the road at a sharper angle producing less
glare and more effective lighting with less distortion,
but such an arrangement called for a radical change in
styling.47 In 1933, a paper had been presented before
the Illuminating Engineers Society pointing out that
four headlights rather than two would provide the best
optical arrangement for automobile lighting but there
were drawbacks to the plan, one of which was, again,
styling. As Vice President Chayne of General Motors,
explained in 1956, "car appearance design had not reach-
ed a stage which would permit satisfactory mounting of
four headlamps." 4 8 With the development of sealed beam
units in 1937 this proposal was again raised, but it was
not until 1957 that the first dual headlights were fin-
ally installed.49

The most ambitious proposal put forward for im-
proving headlighting was the use of polarized lighting
equipment. Automotive Industries reported in 1936 that
automobiles could be economically equipped with polar-
ized lights and windshields, and Safety Engineering 
suggested that this was the way to solve the problem of
glare.50 Mr. E. H. Land of the Polaroid-Land Company
discussed the prospects of using Polaroid headlamps and
windshields for the prevention of glare in automobile
headlights in the SAE Journal early in 1937.51 Science 
reported early in 1940 that the automobile industry was
contemplating the use of polarized light, and shortly
after the war Fortune suggested that the time was ripe
for the switch.52 However, the automobile industry had
decided well before 1940 not tb adopt the system, pri-
marily because of the cost of increasing the capacity of
the automobile electrical system to meet the larger de-
mands of the Polaroid system.53 The Committee on High-
ways and Motor Vehicles of the Massachusetts House of
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Representatives investigated the system in 1952, a study
by the United States Department of Commerce in 1959 con-
cluded that most of the automobile industry's objections
to the system were no longer valid, and the Bureau of
Public Roads began a study in 1965 of polarized lighting
as a way of eliminating the still present headlight
glare.54

Deficiencies in other areas of the automobile
lighting system were also recognized at an early date.
Observers of the automobile suggested that if effective
signalling devices were mounted on motorcars which would
indicate the intentions and actions of the driver for
other operators and pedestrians to see, the result could
be a more efficient flow of traffic and a reduction of
accidents. In 1915, Scientific American reported that
the New York Safety First Society was testing various
rear signalling devices which used electric lights to
indicate braking and right and left turns. The follow-
ing year the same magazine described an illuminated
celluloid hand which was mounted over a flashlight for
improved night-time signalling, and in 1920, Popular 
Mechanics detailed another variation of automobile dir-
ection indicator.55 In 1928, a friend of Pierre S. du
Pont, former President of General Motors, wrote to him
describing a signalling device widely used in Europe to
which an acquaintance had acquired the American patent
rights and suggested that the corporation might be in-
terested in the system.56 However, although directional
signals continued to be advocated as safety devices and
various types of accessory systems were put on the mar-
ket, the first automobile manufacturer, General Motors,
did not offer them until 1939, and they did not appear
on other models and makes until the late 1940's.57

In 1962, amber lights for front turn signals--long
used on trucks and European automobiles--were adopted by
the entire industry after the AMA reported that exten-
sive visibility tests had revealed that amber lights
could be seen more readily than white lights. 58 In
1960, Chrysler Corporation began installing a four-
light emergency flashing system on all its models, but
as late as 1965 General Motors insisted that such de-
vices were not necessary and stated that it had no
plans to place them on its products.59 A 1959 Commerce
Department study had criticized the lack of emergency
flashers and clearance lights and pointed out that rear
lights had been moved lower making them less visible,
that lights with different functions were not separated,
and that none of the lights were designed to stay clean
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and visible in use. The report went on to state that
"it is evident that vehicle lighting, a highly function-
al aspect of design which needs greater standardization
and improvement for safety reasons, is instead being
manipulated to a considerable extent for appearance pur-
poses." 6 0 A General Motors report published six years
later admitted in regard to automobile lights that
"Their outside shape may be influenced by styling con-
siderations, but the lens has been designed by illum-
inating engineers to direct the light in the most effec-
tive manner."61

If automobile design was less than satisfactory un-
der normal operating conditions, it was completely in-
adequate when a failure of the highway transportation
system resulted in a vehicle going out of control. The
few seat belts in use were designed merely to retain
passengers on rough roads. Thus, when an automobile de-
celerated rapidly as the result of a collision, the laws
of physics dictated that the unrestrained occupants of
the vehicle would continue to travel at the previous
speed until they also collided with something. Occu-
pants were often ejected from open cars and through the
easily-unlatched doors of closed cars to be halted by
objects within the road environment. At other times
they were slowed or brought to a halt by parts of the
vehicle itself. Depending on the nature of the object
he decelerated against, the individual passenger could
receive any degree of injury from a minor scratch to a
fatal wound.

The possibility of failure of the highway trans-
portation system and the consequences of this were con-
sidered by some individuals,and inventions appeared in-
tended both to prevent accidents from happening and to
minimize human injury when accidents did occur. In
1916, Scientific American described a system which al-
lowed a rear-seat passenger to cut the ignition and ap-
ply the brakes in an emergency by merely pushing a but-
ton while a similar device detailed in 1922 did the same
thing automatically; fifteen pounds of pressure on a
specially designed bumper threw out the clutch, applied
the brakes, cut the ignition, and blew the horn. The
Oakland, California, manufacturer also claimed that the
energy-absorbing qualities of the bumper minimized the
effects of a collision on the car and on pedestrians.62
Earlier, in 1911, Scientific American had pointed out
that the steering wheel and the column, especially in
the long, low style of automobiles then in fashion, was
both inconvenient and dangerous. "If the car is sudden-
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ly stopped by a collision, the driver is projected vio-
lently forward and is seriously injured by the steering
wheel." The magazine went on to describe a French de-
sign for a modified steering column equipped with a un-
iversal joint at the floor level which allowed the
column and wheel to be pushed forward to permit ease of
entrance and exit and, more important, which would bend
forward in a sudden stop, allowing the driver to be
"thrown clear" of the automobile.°3

Other devices appeared with the purpose of minimi-
zing pedestrian injuries, a major accident problem in
the early decades of the century. In 1908, John O'Leary
of Cohoes, New York, was granted the first of several
patents on an "auto fender":

A. slight touch on-a bar of the Fender
which would first come in contact with
a person in front of the car, releases
levers holding the cradle or net basket
of the Fender in place, and this cradle
scoops the person up out of harm's way. 64

This and several other types of safety fenders were
successfully developed, but were objected to because of
their "unsightly" appearance. Then in 1921, another New
Yorker, E. Finelli, designed one that was effective but
which did not "detract from the lines of the car," and
he tested in on himself successfully at twenty-five
miles per hour.65

While a few individuals pointed out some of the de-
ficiencies of automobile design and a few inventors
wrestled with the problems of preventing accidents and
minimizing the results of those that did occur, the
automobile industry continued to manufacture and market
its product, little changed. There was no significant
demand for improved vehicle controls and seating or
safety steering columns and pedestrian-protecting bump-
ers, and thus no incentive for the industry to give its
attention to such devices. Demand for improved head-
lighting was present but alternative designs either in-
volved costs which manufacturers felt could not be pass-
ed along to consumers or were incompatible with current
styling or both, and there was no single national agency
with the authority to force a change.

There were exceptions to this general lack of con-
sideration of improved automobile design, however. The
unpredictable Henry Ford developed a semi-automatic
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transmission for the Model T which he felt was simpler
to operate than a conventional transmission and which
enabled the car to be halted in an emergency by pushing
on almost any or all of the three foot controls. In
addition, the door latch on the Model T featured a grip
that prevented the door from being opened accidentally
unlike some other cars. As a former Ford employee re-
called:

Mr. Ford wouldn't let go of that lock.
That was outmoded so far, but he wouldn't
let go of it. He had a good point there
too. As long as that open car wasn't tied
up, it was more safe than anything else.66

Around 1910, Henry M. Leland of Cadillac Motor Car Com-
pany was moved to attempt to devise a safer method of
starting automobiles as the result of the death of his
friend and fellow automobile manufacturer, Byron Carter.
Carter of gangrene after suffering a broken jaw when a
crank handle kicked back while he was attempting to
start a stalled automobile for a woman motorist. Leland
was determined to prevent such future tragedies, and he
put his company's engineering department to work on the
problem. He also discussed the situation with Charles
F. Kettering of the Dayton Engineering Laboratories
Company, later taken over by General Motors, and it was
Kettering who applied the principle he had used in de-
veloping the electric cash register to the starting
problem and came up with what became the modern electric
automobile starter.67

Despite these exceptions, the American automobile
industry generally accepted the French-style of motor
vehicle uncritically and concentrated primarily on im-
proving production techniques in order to increase out-
put to meet the great and growing demand for automobiles
which existed during the first twenty years of the cen-
tury. The fact that this design had its positive as
well as negative characteristics may have partially
ameliorated the potentially disastrous consequences of
this unscientific approach to the planning of a complex
motor vehicle, but the automobile was killing and injur-
ing more people than horse-drawn vehicles by 1909. The
motorcar accident rate surpassed that of horse-drawn ve-
hicles in that year, and automobile accidents were
claiming an average of 6,800 lives per year in 1913-19
compared to horse and buggy deaths which peaked at 3,860
in 1909. 68 In the 1920's the automobile industry, under
the competitive pressure of a stabilizing market for
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motor vehicles, began a manipulation of the basic auto-
mobile design which resulted in a vehicle that was in
many ways less functional and safe than the original
one, and the accident rate skyrocketed.
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ago: National Safety Council, 1968], p. 59). Accident
statistics revealed by 1909 that the accident rate for
automobiles was much higher than what was considered
normal for horse-drawn vehicles (James J. Flink, Amer-
ica Adopts the Automobile, 1895-1910 [Cambridge, Mass.:
MIT Press, 1970], pp. 100, 104, 108-9).
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CHAPTER II

THE IMPACT OF THE ANNUAL MODEL CHANGE ON

THE DESIGN OF THE AMERICAN AUTOMOBILE

It was natural for motor vehicle sales and produc-
tion to be geared to an annual cycle for manufacturers
had been faced with a seasonal market from the beginning
of the industry--few people wanted to purchase motorcars
in the late fall or dead of winter when their operation
was inhibited, if not prevented, by inclement weather'.
In adjusting to this fact, manufacturers came to sched-
ule whatever modifications were to be made to their
products on an annual basis in order to be able to use
these changes as selling points during the next buying
season. Annual national automobile shows, held continu-
ally from 1900, added to this tendency. Each year every
manufacturer attempted to appear at the show with a ve-
hicle which had been improved in some way over the pre-
vious year's design.

The introduction of the inexpensive, mass-produced
Model T Ford eclipsed the importance of the annual model
change •for over a decade by meeting the demand of most
Americans for their first automobiles. However, when
this initial demand was satisfied and replacement sales
came to dominate a market of relatively fixed size in
the 1920's, the annual model change loomed up again as
the logical strategy for convincing customers to replace
their current cars with new ones. It was General Mo4-
tors, under the leadership of Alfred P. Sloan, Jr.,
which led the industry in adapting to the mature market
for motorcars by formulating a definite strategy of us-
ing the annual model change as a method of obsoleting
its previous models--and those of the competition--in
order to speed the replacement cycle, increase the cor-
poration's market share, and allow an increase in the
price and profit on each unit. The use of technological
innovation as a basis for yearly new models was rarely
considered by General Motors or any other manufacturer--
research was expensive, risky, unpredictable and not in
the tradition of the industry; furthermore, technical
developments were often difficult for the consumer to
appreciate. The use of restyling, on the other hand,
could easily be made to conform to a yearly cycle and a
precise budget, and the modifications to be made in the
product could be selected on a basis of their adaptibil-
ity to advertising.
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The structure and priorities of General Motors soon
came to reflect the new emphasis on sales and styling.
Sales and styling departments gained in prominence over
engineering and production, and sales and styling con-
siderations took precedence over those of engineering
and production. Although the basic vehicle configura-
tion continued to be accepted as given, modifications
were made to the chassis if necessary to accomodate a
new body designed by the styling department; keeping
production costs low continued to be an accepted policy,
but costly assembly line machinery and procedures were
adopted to produce new models if it was felt the in-
creased expense would be covered by increased sales.

As the use of the annual model change became in-
stitutionalized, body designs and other vehicle compo-
nents and subsystems which would aid sales were added,
modified, or deleted without any serious consideration
of the functional value of each, to say nothing of any
attempt to determine how the changes would affect the
operation of the vehicle as a whole or its functioning
within the highway system. Components and subsystems
which could not aid sales were not only neglected, but
sometimes sacrificed to achieve savings which could be
used elsewhere. Because there was a limit to the number
of practical sales themes, some changes were made pri-
marily to serve as the basis for an annual advertising
campaign and were dropped at the end of a model cycle,
only to reappear some years later. More important, the
bulk of the changes came to be made merely to make pre-
vious models obsolete and to differentiate one brand
from another, and thus had little intrinsic value;
while each might be advertised as a significant "im-
provement" at the time it was introduced, it would not
be included on the next model.

Restyling of the body was the principal means used
to outmode previous models. Fashion can have artistic
value, and the most enduring styles are usually based on
function. However, because the annual model change re-
quired such frequent alterations of body design, it was
rarely possible to achieve or maintain functional sty-
ling. Furthermore, certain aspects of design came to be
accentuated for sales purposes to serve as symbols of
qualities of the vehicle such as power, speed, status,
and ultimately, even psychological factors. In addit-
ion, the public's fancy was frequently caught by flam-
boyant body designs and frivolous features which fur-
ther encouraged the lack of function in body design.

Competition in the automobile industry tended to
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further exaggerate all the irrational design tendencies
produced by the annual model change strategy. Competing
firms were forced to copy the successful styles and
features of rivals--or those which seemed to have that
potential--or risk losing sales, whether they felt these
items to be worthwhile or not. Furthermore, some as-
pects of design such as long bodies and hoods or power-
ful engines were relative qualities, measured in compar-
ison to those of other cars; thus, competition required
an increase in the size of the item which necessitated a
similar response from other firms which often produced
an exaggeration of a certain aspect of the vehicle all
out of proportion to what would be desired in a balanced
design. If the original approach to the design of auto-
mobiles had been uncritical and uninnovative, it had
been based on relatively sound engineering. The intro-
duction of the annual model change downgraded even this
modest effort and created a highly unscientific approach
to design based on a philosophy which gave top priority
to almost any change, no matter how frivolous, which
promised to increase the sales of the product, with much
less consideration to the function or service life of
the vehicle.

The policy of the annual model change was not read-
ily accepted by the entire automobile industry. Auto-
motive Industries reported in 1924 that annual changes
had been "questioned many times in the past" and were
being questioned again because of poor sales and high
inventories. The trade journal stated that dealers and
distributors opposed the annual model change because it
made the past year's model obsolete, causing dissatis-
faction among people who had just purchased one and mak-
ing sales difficult late in the year since customers re-
frained from buying a car until the new model came out;
furthermore, it required changes in parts inventories
and tools. Manufacturers were divided on the issue, but
those who opposed the annual model change were forced to
adopt it by the competition within the industry.1 C. E.
Eldridge of the Reo Motor Car Company opposed making
frequent model changes, stating that it was not necess-
ary for the improvement of the automobiles; "However, it
was a sales stimulant and it served to transform a dur-
able good into a consumable, thus permitting greater
production."2

Proponents of the annual model change, led by Gen-
eral Motors, argued that yearly models were not only
needed to deliver new technical innovations to the pub-
lic, but also that they stimulated the inventive process
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within the industry. Harry H. Bassett, head of Buick
division of General Motors, proclaimed in 1926, "A de-
sign that was successful this year is not one to be re-
tained next year if the most diligent effort can produce
something better,"3 while the corporation's president,
Alfred P. Sloan, Jr., argued that, although the bringing
out of a new model every year was a very costly process,
it was a worthwhile undertaking "for the annual model
change is part of the very nature of the development of
the industry. Since its earliest days, long before the
expression 'annual model change' was used, the process
of creating new models has generated the progress of the
automobile," and Sloan added that it had become " a nat-
ural and accepted part of American life." 4 Sloan stated
that yearly models made it possible ". . . to make a-
vailable, . . . as rapidly as possible, the most advanc-
ed knowledge and practice in the building of motor-
cars."5 The General Motors president in 1955, Harlow H.
Curtice, stated that the annual model change had "speed-
ed technological progress,"6 while the corporation's an-
nual report for 1959 stated: "The requirements present-
ed by the yearly model change spur engineers and design-
ers to greater accomplishment. . . . By bringing out
new and improved models each year, General Motors gives
the public the benefit of research, engineering and sty-
ling advances as soon as they have been developed and
tested."7 This argument was echoed later by other large
firms; in 1966 John S. Bugas, a Ford Motor Company vice
president, stated, "The new models include not just sty-
ling changes but also a large number of mechanical ad-
vances, . . ." and he further argued: "This industry
thrives on the annual vehicle improvement. That is the
rhythm that the industry has developed over the years,
by which to improve its vehicle."8

When General Motors began to implement a program of
planned obsolescence through the use of the annual model
change in the 1920's, its management attempted to formu-
late specific requirements for automobile design which
were summarized in a company publication in 1940:

Since the automobile is an intimate per-
sonal possession--comparable in a sense
to one's clothes or one's home--it is es-
sential that it express individuality,
style and good taste. Because it is a
swiftly moving vehicle, its exterior must
suggest fleetness and movement; because
it carries passengers, its interior must
express comfort and repose.9
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The use of changes in styling to obsolete previous mod-
els was an item of particular concern at the corpora-
tion. As Alfred Sloan observed: "Automobile design is
not . . . pure fashion, but it is not too much to say
that the 'laws' of the Paris dressmakers have come to
be a factor in the automobile industry--and woe to the
company which ignores them."10 Buick division's chief
engineer, Oliver K. Kelly, expanded on this point in
1959 when he stated: "We live in a highly civilized
country where the appearance of our cars is almost as
important as the appearance of our clothing. When
clothes become old fashioned we discard them--this is
true of our cars too." 11 President George Romney of
American Motors eight years later likened the automobile
business to the "millinery industry, "1 2 while in 1966,
Chrysler's safety director, Roy C. Haeusler, echoed this
when he observed: "To a great degree our cars are 'wom-
en's hats.' They have to have special attractiveness,
and sometimes they even compromise with function."13

In an effort to abide by the laws of fashion, Gen-
eral Motors' styling department kept "in close touch
with the_ style trends in other fields such as architec-
ture, furniture, interior decorating, women's gowns,
etc., to the end that the styling of General Motors cars
shall be kept in step with the style tempo of the
times."14 However, public reaction was hard to predict
and could change quickly. As Alfred Sloan observed, af-
ter spending millions of dollars over a two or three
year period, "the consumers' taste, income, and spending
habits may have all changed radically. For that matter,
we cannot even be certain that the new model is 'right'
at the time it is first conceived. . . ."15 Another
automobile company executive stated, "Consumer's styling
preferences shift unpredictably from round to blunt to
sharp, or gaudy to austere." 16 Sloan also discovered
that "The degree to which styling changes should be made
in any one model run presents a particularly delicate
problem." The 1929 Buick failed to sell because of its
"radical styling" featuring a roll below the belt line
which earned it the nickname of the "pregnant Buick."17
This lack of certainty about what the public reaction to
a new design would be led to an attempt to gauge likes
and dislikes by building experimental models based on
"advanced styling ideas." The first of these automo-
biles, which were soon being called "dream cars," was
begun in 1937, and when the public reaction appeared to
be favorable, General Motors went ahead with plans to
implement new styles and to speed up model changes.18

Despite all the efforts of General Motors and other
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firms in the automobile industry to predict consumer re-
action, there was still an element of uncertainty in the
use of styling, and this was reflected in the way de-
cisions on design were made and in the sources of in-
spiration for the styles, themselves. Business Week 
pointed out in 1968 that "the seat of the pants still
plays a major role in decisions" on styling and that
"the biggest styling influence comes from the gut reac-
tion of executives who have spent a lifetime building
and selling cars." The magazine stated the strong exec-
utives often overrode earlier decisions to make changes
in styling.19 A Ford biographer echoed this point that
a "telepathic gut"--"a gut feel"--was vital to success
in the automobile industry, and a 1953 Ford Motor Com-
pany publication pointed out that through the long per-
iod during which a new model was being prepared,
". . . stylists and engineers pray that the public will
like the new design."20

This intuitive approach was also evident in the ac-
tivities of styling departments. During World War I,
stylists drew inspiration from armored cars and other
military vehicles, designing automobiles with straight
lines, high hoods, and steel wheels. Designs for radia-
tor caps were copied from the figureheads of old ships,
while in the 1930's, stylists began to imitate the lines
of aircraft; this popular styling influence was labeled
"streamlining," although it had no basis in aerodynamic
design. 21 One of the most prominent design features in
the history of the industry was inspired by a World War
II fighter plane. During the war General Motor's direc-
tor of styling, Harley Earl, obtained special security
clearance so that his stylists could see the new P-38
which featured twin engines, twin fuselages, and twin
tail fins. The tail fins were copied and appeared after
the war on the 1948 Cadillac. The fins were widely im-
itated, and General Motors stylists spent the next twen-
ty years making minor and major alterations to those on
the Cadillac.22

Ford Motor Company revealed in 1953 that the sty-
ists in the advanced styling studio were completely free
of restrictions:

Nobody tells them what to do. Their job
is simply to draw sketches of any kind of
idea for a new car that happens to come
into their heads. A magazine picture of
a tropical fish may inspire a sketch for
a fender, or the nose of a jet fighter may
lead to a contour for a hood.23
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Yet for all the freedom of advanced stylists, those who
were preparing the designs for planned production models
were restricted to styles that would sell; as Ford vice
president and director of styling, Eugene Bordinat put
it in 1965, "It's the [sales] curve that counts." An-
other observer argued, "like the slave in the southern
plantation economy, he [the stylist] is so valuable that
he must be kept in his place."24 Once a design feature-
such as a rear fender design inspired by an airplane
tail fin or a tropical fish--caught the fancy of enough
consumers, a demand would be created, and other manufac-
turers would be forced to copy it. An automotive. writer
pointed out in 1938 that imitations of successful sty-
les, or just parts of one, were found in the styling de-
partments of all manufacturers, where they were blended
with other ideas in an effort to produce a similar mod-
el.25 Consumer Reports stated in 1958 that each manu-
facturer operated a well organized espionage system so
that everyone knew what everyone else was doing and
could come out with similar styles and other design fea-
tures.26

Thus, industry competition, in practice, not only
put limits on the type of designs which the stylists
could create, but also sometimes forced them to produce
or copy styles which they did not feel were artistically
pleasing. In the years before World War II, some sty-
lists opposed the growing use of "bright work" decora-
tion on automobiles, and management was concerned about
the rising labor costs involved since it had to be in-
stalled by hand. Finally, the industry agreed to limit
the amount of chrome decoration to a specific number of
square inches and then to reduce that amount each year.
However, the pact was dropped in the face of opposition
from dealers who argued that it helped to sell automo-
biles.27 Not only did this attempt to limit the use of
chrome fail, but competition in the postwar period led
to annual increases in decoration until by late in the
decade of the 1950's some models appeared to be entirely
covered with bright work. General Motors' head of sty-
ling, William L. Mitchell, later admitted: "Sales dic-
tated the wide use of chrome in the 1950's. No designer
wanted it." Finally, in an effort to reverse the trend,
General Motors' central styling studio produced a
"clean" model design in 1963 which it offered to any
division that wanted it.28 Ford's chief stylist, Eugene
Bordinat, stated that the automobiles produced in the
1950's were revolting, but he pointed out that they sold
well. He and other stylists argued: "The American pub-
lic is to blame. If they want it, who are we not to let
them have it?"29
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Styling and decoration were not the only aspects of
automobile design which were affected by the annual mod-
el change and the oligopolistic competition of the auto-
mobile industry. Fundamental was the process of making
models longer, lower, wider, and heavier (making an aut-
omobile lower may, at first, appear to be directly op-
posite the other changes, but a lower design makes the
vehicle appear to be even wider and longer than it real-
ly is). Sales executives and advertising men began
pushing for larger automobiles in the 1920's for some
very particular reasons.30 As one automobile observer
explained in 1938: "A car that looks like a lot for the
money is easy to sell. This appearance of a 'big pack-
age' may boil down to a general massiveness of outline.
It may mean overall length, or wheel base, or even only
a longer hood."31 Large cars were also felt by the pub-
lic to offer a better ride and to be more stable and sa-
fer in a collision, although these assumptions were not
always valid.32 New models grew in size almost every
year and each was advertised annually as longer, lower,
and wider. Plymouth advertisements boasted that the
1938 model was "nearly seven inches longer than one low-
priced car, ten inches longer than another."33 In ad-
vertising new models automobile manufacturers took steps
to make cars look even longer, lower, and wider. This
was relatively easy when drawings of automobiles were
used for artists could easily manipulate the cars, peop-
le, and other objects in the scene. However, when ad-
vertising switched to the wide use of photographs be-
cause they carried more of a "conviction of truth,"
things became more complicated. Elaborate photo ses-
sions were held where automobiles were weighted down and
large people photographed beside them to make them ap-
pear lower; small people were placed inside the cars to
make them appear wide and roomy.34 W. S. Knudsen of
General Motors effectively stated the industry's attit-
ude toward the physical dimensions of its product when
he proudly proclaimed in 1940: ". . . if you go out and
weigh a motor car and see how much you pay per pound
you will find out that you are paying a very low pound
price for your car."35

The intense competition of the 1950's exaggerated
the emphasis on size even more, and even low-priced cars
reached what, at the time, seemed like monumental dimen-
sions. The 1958 model Ford, for example, was five in-
ches longer, five inches wider, six inches lower, and
240 pounds heavier than it had been in 1949.36 The 1957
recession helped to produce a reaction against big Amer-
ican automobiles which resulted in an influx of small,
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imported cars. As Barron's magazine put it, "economy
has become the latest style in cars," and another obser-
ver felt that the foreign competition would force the
American automobile industry to abandon its large, lux-
urious models and begin manufacturing sensible vehicles
again.37 By 1959 this segment of the market was large
enough so that the major American manufacturers all of-
fered "compact" models for the 1960 sales year. How-
ever, size is, of course, relative, and the automobile
industry applied the same policy of upgrading to the
compacts as it had to the small, standard-size cars of
the 1920's. 3 8 As one observer wrote, "The giants cajol-
ed and led the public back to the type of car they want-
ed to produce."39 The compact cars were annually made
longer, wider, heavier and more powerful until they were
comparable to the low-priced cars of the mid-1950's,
which led to another invasion of small foreign cars in
the late 1960's and another generation of small American
models.40

Overall size was not the only thing that was annu-
ally increased; individual aspects of automobile design
were also exaggerated. A stylist pointed out in 1937
that hoods were being made artificially long for styling
purposes, and another observer stated the next year:

Most beholders assume that a powerful en-
gine ("It must cost him a lot to run, but
doubtless he can afford it") resides under
a long or high hood. This helps to ex-
plain why manufacturers make even the
cheapest cars as large, as long, as power-
ful-looking, and as high of hood as they
can. . . .41

Another writer in 1948 added that a long, massive hood
was used by stylists as a symbol of power, an image left
over from the time of massive engines, when today the
hood "could be done away with entirely." He also argued
that what had come to be called "streamlining" was not
functional but had been used as a symbol of speed and
power by designers. Boxy, rectangular styles were done
away with in favor of rakish lines which suggested
speed, and windshields were slanted at sharper angles
each year. 42 A zinc manufacturer pointed out in 1937
that the radiator grill could serve as a symbol of a
well built automobile:

One of the chief reasons for the increas-
ed use of this type grill[zinc] on next
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year's models has been dealer demand.
The radiator grill, by creating the
greatest single note of distinction on the
car, naturally means much to the dealer in
his sales talks to the prospect. With the
new grills, die-cast in zinc alloy, the
dealer can point out their sturdy, solid
construction as being typical of the con-
struction to be found throughout the en-
tire car. This factor gives him an im-
portant edge for competitive selling against
those cars still equipped with the pre-
viously favored type of gri11.43

The emphasis on radiator grills was also an example
of what one observer called the tendency of automobile
manufacturers ". . . to include equipment that can be
seen, like white side-wall tires, rather than items
which will add to the value of the car for transporta-
tion purposes."44 Novel pieces of equipment like fancy
radiator caps, fender skirts, or trunk racks would usu-
ally be introduced on luxury cars and then would be cop-
ied by medium and low-priced automobiles until almost
all cars had them and their sales appeal diminished.
Then some of these features would be dropped, only to
appear years later advertised as a new innovation.
Steel wheels replaced wire ones and the spare tire was
relocated inside the trunk in the 1930's, but in the
1950's both wire wheels and externally-mounted spares
reappeared as optional, luxury equipment.45 Business 
Week echoed the point that manufacturers tended to em-
phasize appearance items in 1968 when it quoted a former
automobile product planner as saying, "The general prac-
tice is to put the cost where the customer can see it or
feel it. . . ." The article continued by crediting
General Motors with being most successful in this ap-
proach, pointing out that the corporation usually in-
vested heavily in dashboards since they were an obvious
center of attention for the occupants of an automo-
bile.46 Sound also played an important role along with
sight and feel. Chevrolet's general manager boasted in
the mid-1950's, "We've got the finest door slam in the
low-price field, a real big car sound."47

Just as automobile manufacturers used symbolism to
represent solid construction, power, and speed and at-
tempted to appeal to the consumer's physical senses, the
industry soon came to use symbolism and sophisticated
advertising to appeal to the social and psychological
desires of the public. As one observer of the automo-
bile has written: "The motor car was invented in an era
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when status and privilege were still respected by all.
And since motor cars were expensive and wealth went with
status, the motor car was easily established as the
status symbol discovered later by commercial ana-
lysts."48 The automobile soon became the most important
symbol of status in the United States; in 1909 so many
people were making financial sacrificies in order to pur-
chase motorcars that the practice became a matter of
public concern in some areas. Paradoxically, the auto-
mobile became an item of mass consumption at almost this
same time so that status soon came to be determined not
by the mere ownership of an automobile, but by the part-
icular type of car owned.4 9 As an important historian
of the automobile industry observed in 1928, "as the use
of automobiles became more and more common, motives of
emulation and display reinforced the immediate services
of the vehicle as important elements in the demand."50
Another automotive writer stated ten years later that
"large, high-powered expensive cars are . . . an obvious
sign of social superiority," and he pointed out, "As
something to be judged by, a car's chief virtue is to
appear expensive."51 Automobile manufacturers were
quick to respond to the potential of the motorcar as a
mobile status symbol, in their designing and in their
advertising. An ad for the Owen Magnetic which was pub-
lished in Country Life magazine in March, 1919, illus-
trates this approach well: Entitled "Banishing the
Commonplace," the essay stated that Magnetic owners were

strict individualists, though not bizarre.
Their town and country houses, their gar-
dens, all their possessions are far from
commonplace. And so when it comes to a
car, they insist on getting away from the
monotonous. Up and down the Avenue, or at
the opera, or at the Country Club--wherever
the world of fashion congregates--certain
cars distinguish the vivid personalities
from the drab. Each Owen Magnetic express-
es this idea of unobtrusive elegance.
Exterior and interior colors and uphol-
stery are decided upon by the owner. . . .
The most casual observer knows instantly
that the owner is a person of faultless
taste.52

The use of psychology in automobile promotions was
more complex than the appeal to status, but Edward Jor-
dan, who founded the Jordan Motor Car. Company in 1916,
began the use of the "wildly explicit" automobile adver-
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tisement in the early 1920's "composed in an eccentric
free-verse manner, rich in easy imagery and commercial-
ly desirable associations"--like sex, romance, youth,
"vicarious escape from the grubby details of everyday
life."53 One of his ads for the Playboy model created
a sensation when it was first published in 1926:

Somewhere west of Laramie there's a bronco-
busting, steer-roping girl who knows what
I'm talking about. She can tell what a
sassy pony, that's a cross between greased
lightning and the place where it hits, can
do with eleven hundred pounds of steel and
action when he's going high, wide and
handsome.

The truth is--the Playboy was built for her.

Built for the lass whose face is brown with
the sun when the day is done of revel and
romp and race.

She loves the cross of the wild and the
tame.

There's a savor of links about that car--
of laughter and lilt and light--a hint of
old loves--and saddle and quirt. It's a
brawny thing--yet a graceful thing for
the sweep o' the Avenue.

Step into the Playboy when the hour grows
dull with things gone dead and stale.

Then start for the land of real living with
the spirit of the lass who rides, lean and
rangy, into the red horizon of a Wyoming
twilight.54

In the 1930's, the J. Sterling Getchell agency which had
won the Plymouth advertising account employed psychia-
trist Ernest Dichter to study the s ymbolism of the auto-
mobile and he reported that a convertible was like a
mistress and a sedan like a wife.55 During the postwar
period a formal theory was put forward arguing that the
consumer "does not judge on an objective, rational, or
even conscious grounds," for he "consumes not things,
but expected benefits, . . ." such as "the car's capac-
ity to enhance its user's status and his access to fe-
male prey," and thus advertisements should be psycholog-
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ically oriented.56 A 1954 Chicago Tribune study urged
automobile manufacturers to make better use of their
car's personalities in advertising: "By personality of
the car is meant its character or reputation, which is
the composite of all the attitudes that people have
about it. It isn't a question whether these are factual
or not. These are what people believe is true."5 7 The
automobile industry also took the lead in designing con-
sumer motives into their models, and in 1958 Ernest
Dichter and Albert Shepard of the Institute for Motiva-
tional Research were urging manufacturers to put even
greater emotional satisfaction into their products.
Observers noted the symbolism of Cadillac's "bosom" bum-
per design, Buick's ring-shaped hood ornament pierced by
a "flying phallus," and Edsel's "vaginal" center grill
design. At first attempts were made to give all pos-
sible motives to the same car and sell it to everyone,
but this too often resulted in cars that lost their dis-
tinctiveness. As a result, more of an effort was made
to differentiate the personality of each model, ". . .
based on exhaustive psychological research" for differ-
ent segments of the market.58 An advertising expert
wrote in 1957 that the auto ". . .tells us who we are
and what we think we want to be, it is a portable symbol
of our personality and our exact position."59

The effect of the annual model change on the auto-
mobile is evident in the changes in the Ford during a
nine year period. As compared to the 1949 model, the
1958 was not only five inches longer, five inches wider,
six inches lower, and 240 pounds heavier, but also fea-
tured smaller wheels, 20 percent more glass area, 100
percent more horsepower, an oil filter, an air cleaner,
foam rubber seat cushions, four headlights, four tail
lights (two were dropped the next year), turn indica-
tors, increased chrome decoration, radically different
"sculptured" styling, and a markedly increased price.
As Ford vice president Theodore 0. Yntema pointed out,
"The current model is clearly a more costly car to
build--more glass, more and larger lights, larger bump-
ers, more complex sheet metal surfaces, . . . and in-
creased ornamentation have all added to the cost and
value of the car." Yntema asked, "where else can you
buy as much for your money as in the mechanical marvels
that make up an automobile? Where can you get as much
per dollar in performance, comfort, convenience and
style?"60

Not everyone agreed that the annual model change
was producing mechanical marvels. An article in Auto-
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motive Industries in 1925 charged that the annual inno-
vations were trivial while engines were wasteful, trans-
missions poor, and the weight of the automobile was
twice what it should be. Most manufacturers just ". . .
alter a few body lines or change the kind of paint em-
ployed"; the last real improvement had been the adoption
of four-wheel brakes. "Gadgets and doodads appeal more,
or are supposed to so appeal, than things which would
make cars safer and more economical to operate."61 In
1933 L. H. Pomeroy wrote in the Society of Automotive
Engineers' journal that the design of American cars was
based on ". . . a hodge podge of ideas taken from com-
petitors, absolutely sincere but misinformed opinions of
ignorant golf-club critics (and] . . . salesmen, . . .
plus what little the engineering department can wedge in
on the side." 62 Three years later, a feature in the
Aubomobilist, a publication of the Automobile Legal
Association of Boston, stated:

We grow angry when we stop to consider
the game automobile manufacturers are play-
ing with our pocket books. Every year
they out-mode our last year's model by
bringing out a car which is really no dif-
ferent from the old "bus," except for
perhaps the horizontal radiator louvres as
against the vertical louvres. They call
it progress and waste a lot of reading
space in newspapers and magazines with
advertisements designed to shame us into
buying new cars.63

Another critic, writing in 1938, observed: "The manu-
facturers of automobiles . . . are not in the transpor-
tation business, except indirectly. Their aim is to
make cars that can be sold at a profit." The author
went on to argue that although obviously the car had to
run, features which improved its service life were ". .
. not the chief features which make it sell readily. .
. ." Thus, the manufacturer invested in styling, elab-
orate grillwork, ornate dashboards, chrome moldings,
period hardware, and gadgets, and the author stated,

. . every chromium strip drains a few cents from the
value of a hidden bearing. . ." or other unseen part.64
A more eloquent writer in the New Yorker two years later
argued:

The public is just the whipping boy for
the industry's style experts, who are
trying to out-streamline each other and
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who are so snarled up in their little
chromium do-funnies and nutty refinements
to take the eye of half-anesthetized
people in the sluggish air of a sales-
room that they are not doing their job
as engineers.65

Other critics charged that the automotive engineers had
been "pushed aside by the high command who give their
first attention to those who talk glibly of color,
chromium and 'class'" and that they were finding it dif-
ficult to make new cars run as well as earlier models
because the wrenching of the basic machinery to fit the
new shapes created by the stylists had almost reached
its limit.66

Immediately after the war, Lewis Mumford attacked
as a perversion the practice of "fashioning a motor car
to go out of style in five years in order merely to in-
crease the demand for production and profit,"67 while
the well-known styling engineer of Studebaker Corpora-
tion, Virgil M. Exner, stated in a paper delivered at
the 1948 meeting of the American Society of Body Engin-
eers in Detroit: "If the present trend toward building
elephantine automobiles persists, we shall find our
automobiles literally choked under their own weight."68
Even the usually uncritical American Automobile Associa-
tion attacked postwar automobile design in a series of
resolutions passed at local, regional, and national con-
ventions during 1948 and 1949, suggesting that cars were
now being designed in Hollywood. The new models were
criticized for: being too long and wide to maneuver,
park, or fit into garages; being too low to the ground
to drive on rural roads or in sand, mud or snow; having
roofs and seats too low for comfort or visibility; being
too expensive to operate, maintain, and repair; and hav-
ing brakes too small for the larger size of the cars.69
An article in Harper's magazine in 1949 entitled "Those
Big Fat Cars: Detroit's Big Package and How It Grew"
charged that the argument the industry had been using
for the previous twenty years in response to criticism
of automobile design--"We are building the kind of cars
our customers tell us they want"--was absurd because the
public had no alternatives to pick from other than what
the industry produced: "And the successive models which
Detroit has poured out in their tens of millions during
the past twenty years--together with the sales talk that
sold them--have pointed steadily to the form which post-
war cars have now assumed."70

Complaints about new car styling continued into the
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1950's. Consumers' Research Bulletin printed letters
from readers complaining about various aspects of de-
sign,7 1 and in 1954 an article in the New Republic crit-
icized automobile manufacturers for decreasing space on
the highways by making cars larger and for encouraging
accidents by increasing horsepower, and it charged: "In
our opinion the absurdity of the 1955 models is exceeded
only by the idiocy of the advertising through which they
are being foisted on the American public."72

The year 1957 which saw the launching of the Soviet
space satellite, Sputnik, and the beginning of a reces-
sion in the United States also produced a great deal of
comment and criticism, some of it very bitter, of Amer-
ican automobiles.73 In particular, attacks were center-
ed on a new, medium priced model introduced that year by
the Ford Motor Company, the Edsel, which seemed to sym-
bolize the direction in which automobile design was
headed. The new Edsel was longer, lower, wider, heavier
and more powerful than other medium priced cars, and
featured a variety of new features and accessories in-
cluding a push button transmission selector in the cen-
ter of the steering wheel, dual headlights, a horse-
collar shaped center piece in the grill and dual tail
lights sculptured into a gull-wing rear deck design.74
Dr. S. I. Hayakawa of San Francisco State College offer-
ed some particularly biting comments on the Edsel in the
spring of 1958 and charged that automobile company exec-
utives "in their efforts to turn out a car that would
satisfy customer's sexual fantasies and the like, had
failed to supply reasonable and practical transporta-
tion, . . ." and he claimed the motivation researchers
had neglected to tell the automobile manufacturers
"that only the psychotic and the gravely neurotic act
out their irrationalities and their compensating fan-
tasies."75 The Edsel did not sell in volume, and when
it was withdrawn from the market two years later, David
Wallace, the director of planning for the Edsel, blamed
its failure on the launching of Sputnik:

I don't think we yet know the depths of the
psychological effect that that first or-
biting had on us all. Somebody had beaten
us to an important gain in technology, and
immediately people started writing articles
about how crummy Detroit products were,
particularly the heavily ornamented and
status-symbolic medium priced cars . . . .
The American people . . . put themselves
on a self-imposed austerity program. Not
buying Edsels was their hair shirt.76
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A poll taken by Elmo Roper and Associates in 1958
revealed that 50 percent of the public opposed the an-
nual model change with only 38 percent approving it, and
a proposal was put forward to continue the 1958 models
unchanged through another year and pass on the $250 sav-
ing on each car to the public in the form of a reduced
price in order to stimulate new car sales and help boost

— the-economy out of the recession.77 Attacks on the sty-
ling of the new models continued in numerous articles
and editorials. Consumer Reports charged that the in-
dustry's definition of "improving" automobiles was mere-
ly a change in style,78 and E. B. White, writing in the
New Yorker complained:

For 25 years car makers have been fool-
ishly pursuing two false and seductive
ideas: first, that the stature of man
is decreasing; second, that the way to
create beauty is to turn the matter over
to the style department after consulting
a few motivational research monkeys and
a covey of social psychologists.79

Dr. Earl L. Koos, a sociologist at Florida State Univer-
sity, commented: "The auto is not necessarily the most
useful instrument of transportation, and it is used be-
cause of its status value and its use to the individual
as an instrument of power, etc."80 Speakers at the an-
nual meeting of the American Society of Body Engineers
again criticized automobile manufacturers, charging that
the horrible, chrome-covered models merely delineated
the fantasies of the sales managers, and the members of
the Senate subcommittee on antitrust and monopoly blamed
the excessive emphasis on styling and other non-price
features on the oligopolistic nature of the industry.81
J. B. Lippincott published a full length, comprehensive
criticism of the automobile industry and its products by
John Keats entitled the Insolent Chariots which critic-
ized the automobile industry for, among other things,
operating on the theory "that Americans don't buy auto- \
mobiles, but instead buy dreams of sex, speed, power,
and wealth."82

Criticism continued through the next few years, if
at a lower level of volume. Some charged that the in-
dustry was "engaged in forcing extravaganzas on an un-
willing public, and that their business is the creation
of fantasies and the rolling palaces in which to indulge
them."83 A study by the Commerce Department was much
less colorful in its language, reporting: "Vehicle de-
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signs are necessarily a continuous series of compromis-
es, balancing engineering against considerations of sty-
ling, weight, cost, and available space. The problem is
complicated by the competition for sales and the relat-
ive appeal of body styling as compared with sound engin-
eering and safety in design."84 Edward A. Tenny in a
book published in 1962 entitled the Highway Jungle sta-
ted that "the average citizen is compelled to buy a dan-
gerous car, one built on the principle of planned obsol-
escence--a car designed to convert itself within one
decade or so into rust and oily rubble, as the ample
auto cemeteries testify."85 Consumer Reports continued
to periodically criticize the emphasis on styling as op-
posed to sound engineering, and charged that the main
goal of "the manufacturers has been and remains predom-
inately salability favored by newness and change, and
obsolescence that makes a 3-year old car look passe. .
. , n 86 Senator Estes Kefauver devoted a chapter in his
book, In a Few Hands: Monopoly Power in America, pub-
lished in 1965, to the automobile industry and was crit-
ical of planned obsolescence, stating: "To convert a
durable type of consumer product into an ephemeral per-
ishable of fashion is a difficult art."8 7 A British ob-
server of the American automobile industry charged that
the annual model change not only increased the cost of
cars by 25 percent, but also produced poor automobiles,

if

"bulging with useless chromium and littered internally
with ill conceived and dangerous gadgets." Furthermore,
he conceded that "The motor car has . . . been ideally
designed as a status symbol and has performed this fun-
ction in society with great effect--if we can accept
this as anything but a design failure."88 An American
historian of the industry wrote in 1968:

spokesmen for the industry are forever
proclaiming, "We struggle unceasingly to
give the public what it demands." It is
a noble thought, but it is a myth, repeated
so persistently as to assume the stature
of a fact. It is a phrase used to explain
or justify upward price movements, annual
models, increases in engine horse-power,
absence of small cars; in fact, any sales
policy or engineering design a company
believes will be most profitable.89

In spite of criticism, the annual model change was
a highly profitable approach to the market for General
Motors. The replacement cycle was speeded up so that
annual sales remained at a level well above what could
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be expected on the basis of replacement sales alone,
profits per unit sold increased, and the corporation's
market share grew. The rest of the automobile industry
was forced to adopt the General Motors' strategy, and
the great resources required for annual model change
quickened the demise of the remaining small competitors.
There were occasions when General Motors officials and

----other-commentators spoke candidly about the annual-model
change. General Motors president Sloan stressed in 1928
that the key to industry's current economic position and
future growth lay in keeping the customer "dissatisfied"
through the use of yearly model changes,90 and he later
pointed out: "The automobile industry is able to expand
its own payroll and those of others through the produc-
tion incident to the glamour of the new model."91 The
author of one of a collection of papers on The Dynamics 
of Automobile Demand published by General Motors in 1939
pointed out that if the customer could not be made dis-
satisfied with his old model, ". . . the life of the
product will be prolonged and the current demand will
fall."92 Business Week echoed this point in 1947: "Any
change in favor of less frequent car buying can have a
drastic effect on production schedules, used car turn-
over, prices and profits, replacement parts production--
even advertising and promotion."93 To keep this from
happening, the magazine argued for more radical styling
changes to make present models obsolete along with more
advertising and promotion to create buying desires.94
An article in Advertising & Selling in the same year by
industrial designer J. Gordon Lippincott agreed with the
industry's use of the annual model change "as a merchan-
dising feature leading to style obsolescence," claimed
that it was "soundly based on our economy of abundance,"
and argued: "It must be further nurtured even though it
is contrary to one of the oldest inbred laws of humanity
--the law of thrift--of providing for the unknown and
often feared day of scarcity."95

In 1955, General Motor's president Harlow H. Cur-
tice said, "It is my considered opinion that the annual
model change has been the most important single factor
responsible for the growth and vitality of our indus-
try," and he argued that it brought employment and in-
creased purchasing power.96 The corporation's 1959 an-
nual report echoed this later point: "Without the an-
nual model change, industry sales would not have reached
the current volume with the employment, purchases and
services this produces."97 General Motor's president
James R. Roche repeated these arguments in 1965,98 and
five years later, when Henry Ford II, chairman of the
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board of the Ford Motor Company, stated that the annual
model change and planned obsolescence were now passe,
Roach in rebuttal claimed that they were the very cor-
nerstone of the automobile industry: "Planned obsol-
escence in my opinion is another word for progress. No-
body in the industry coined the phrase. But if we had
not had the annual model change, I don't think the auto
industry would be in the position it's in today."99

In 1964 Time magazine called the annual model
change "the most unbeatable sales gimmick of them all,"
and a year later, an automobile company executive was
quoted as saying, "If the public ever catches on to the
fact that a new car every two years is not a necessity,
we are sunk. u100 The public, lacking the information
necessary to evaluate the complex motor vehicle ration-
ally, and overwhelmed by the millions of dollars spent
by the automobile manufacturers in advertising, did not
catch on to the annual model change gimmick. And trag-
ically, although the strategy produced enormous profits
for the industry, the new models on which the money was
made were less economical, less efficient, and in many
ways less safe than the vehicles they replaced.
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CHAPTER III

THE SAFETY DEFICIENCIES CREATED

BY THE ANNUAL MODEL CHANGE

------ The annual model change strategy pioneered-by-Gen-
eral Motors was a highly effective technique for in-
creasing the replacement sales of the industry's prod-
ucts, but at the same time it was a highly irrational
method of designing motor vehicles. Although the basic
configuration of the automobile was accepted as given by
the manufacturers, the annual model change gave rise to
a product philosophy which gave priority to almost any
nonfundamental change in design which promised to in-
crease sales, while downgrading research and development
on significant aspects of motor vehicle design. Func-
tional improvement of the automobile was not a prereq-
uisite for change, and the effect an alteration in de-
sign might have on the operation of the vehicle was
given little or no attention. It was inevitable that
this approach to automobile design would have an adverse
effect on the motor vehicles produced by the industry,
and numerous safety deficiencies were observed and crit-
icized over the years by engineers, mechanics, insurance
men, state highway administrators, traffic safety of-
ficials, federal government investigators, and members
of the general public. The specific defects included
deficiencies in visibility, brakes, weight distribution,
steering, tires and wheels, springs, ventilation, main-
tenance and repair, and basic body structure. Although
the consequences of these specific defects as well as of
the total irrationality of the approach to automobile
design are almost impossible to calculate in terms of
resultant accidents and injuries and deaths, contempor-
ary critics realized that the inadequacies resulted in
automobiles which were in many ways less safe than pre-
vious models.

In 1920, a writer in Automotive Industries stated:
"To the automobile the windshield, the glass in the rear
of the car, and the mirror are its eyes upon which de-
pend to a large extent the safety of traffic. The
slightest blemish by which vision is distorted may bring
about a grievous accident."1 Good visibility for the
driver is one of the main requirements of functional mo-
tor vehicle design, and yet the "eyes" of the automobile
were modified yearly like other aspects of the motorcar
in order to meet the demands of the annual model change.
These changes, along with other alterations, combined to
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diminish the driver's field of vision, to eliminate im-
portant vehicle reference points which he used in maneu-
vering on the highway, and even to distort his view.
The deficiencies in visibility were obvious even to the
untrained observer, and many people criticized them and
pointed out the dangers involved.

Styling changes affected all the windows in the
automobile, but the windshield, the most important part
of the vehicle in regard to driver vision, was, perhaps,
altered the most. Fashions in body design emphasizing
the illusion of speed required the slanting of wind-
shields at more and more rakish angles during the 1920's
and in the next decade the round shapes of the "stream-
lining" style led to the wide adoption of slanted, two-
piece, v-type windshields. Chrysler pioneered a return
to a one-piece windshield by bending a single sheet of
glass in the middle, but as a company vice president
later reported, "The location of that curvature was at
such a point that it gave quite noticeable and, in some
cases, severe eyestrain."2

Yet, v-type windshields were not compatible with
design trends, and stylists demanded curved windshields
to give them more freedom in designing future models.
There was some resistance to this proposal; curved glass
cost four times as much to manufacture as flat glass,
was more difficult to fit, seal, and replace, and pre-
sented problems of visibility, reflection, and cleaning.
Furthermore, since most glass was less than perfect, the
industry practice was to place the clearest portion of
the windshield in front of the driver; since curved
glass could not be reversed, this technique would not be
possible.3 However, General Motors' re-styled postwar
Cadillac, Buick and Oldsmobile models featured two-
piece, double-curved windshields in 1947 and 1948; in
1950 one-piece curved windshields appeared and compet-
ition forced other manufacturers to follow General Mo-
tors' lead.4

The most radical change in windshield styling came
in 1954. President Harlow Curtice of General Motors an-
nounced that the corporation had topped its previous
"major developments" in windows--the divided windshield,
the sloping windshield, the curved rear window, and the
one-piece, curved windshield--with a major technological
advance, the "panoramic," or, as it was more commonly
called, "wraparound" windshield.5 A year later Curtice
reported: "It is no exaggeration to say that the im-
proved styling inspired by the panoramic windshield to-
gether with higher compression engines, automatic trans-
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missions [etc.] . . . have been responsible for the
greatest forward surge by all manufacturers in the en-
tire history of any industry." 6 Curtice argued that
"This outstanding achievement of the stylists and en-
gineers combines beauty of design with increased vision
for greater driving safety," but the wraparound wind-
shield was soon being attacked as a hazard. 7 At the

---annual meeting of the American Medical Association in
1956, Dr. Dupont Guerry, chairman of the Department of
Ophthalmology at the Medical College of Virginia, com-
plained:

In it all basic optical principles have
been completely ignored, and the stylists'
dream or nightmare has been allowed to
run rampant. The driver who must use such
[a windshield] suffers from terrific visual
distortion due to prismatic effect, in-
creased glare because of the focusing of
extraneous light in the axial area of the
windshield, and insuperable diplopia
[double vision] from ghost images result-
ing from the surface reflections exagger-
ated by the acute curvature.8

Another critic charged that as far as the vision geom-
etry of the driver was concerned, "scientific data re-
garding the population could not have been used in the
design of the windshield," and insurance men criticized
the great expense involved in replacing the complex
piece of glass.9

Roy Haeusler, director of automotive safety at
Chrysler Corporation, admitted that the automobile in-
dustry had not consulted any authority in the field of
optics while designing the wraparound windshield and
concurred that there was distortion in it: "This is one
of the many instances in which we have to evaluate the
balance between a new problem introduced, such as the
addition of distortion and benefits to be gained from
the greater wraparound windshields."10 Larry Nagler,
safety engineer at American Motors Corporation, pointed
out that the greatest distortion in the windshield was
in the area that the driver did not have to look through
constantly, while in the section immediately in front of
the operator "distortion . . . is not great," and he ar-
gued that the distortion was compensated for by an in-
crease in the driver's angle of vision.11 Virgil Exner,
a leading automobile stylist, stated, on the other hand,
that wraparound windshields not only gave less visibil-
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ity and more distracting reflections day and night, but
also provided a much weaker installation than flat wind-
shields. He also claimed that it had not been in the
power of anyone to oppose the adoption of the new wind-
shield despite its faults for "this was the style andi this is what all the companies were doing at the
time."12 Before the windshield competition had run its
course, Chrysler Corporation introduced a double com-
pound windshield which extended into the roof line.13

At the same time that General Motors was introduc-
ing the one-piece curved windshield, it was making an-
other innovation in automobile visibility--the tinted
windshield, introduced first on the 1951 Buick. General
Motors announced that this new feature (which was ac-
tually developed by Libbey-Owens-Ford Glass Company),
eliminated about one-third of the sun's glare-producing
rays and one-half of its heat-producing rays while still
preserving the optical qualities of clear glass, thus
making the new "E-Z-Eye" glass a safety feature.14 How-
ever, Consumer Reports soon asked whether tinted wind-
shields were not a safety hazard, and others also ques-
tioned the merits of the new design.15 Finally, in 1955
a study published in the Journal of the Optical Society 

if

reported that tinted windshields were a hazard to safe
night driving, reducing driver vision from 9 to 15 per-
cent at distances of 200 to 1,000 feet and from 30 to 45
percent where there was poor contrast between an object
and the background. Furthermore, the study claimed that
the tinting had only negligible effectiveness against
daylight glare. 16 A similar examination ten years later
came to the same conclusion and recommended that the
front and rear windows of automobiles not be tinted.17
Charles Chayne, General Motors vice president in charge
of engineering, admitted in 1956 that tinted glass did
reduce vision, but only by 3 percent at night at dis-
tances of 200 feet which did not constitute a hazard.
Furthermore, he argued that it did absorb heat rays and
reduce glare, thus making it a safety feature.l8 Chry-
sler's safety engineer, Roy Haeusler, concurred but set
the loss of visibility at 4 percent or more, while the
director of engineering at American Motors Corporation
reported a 10 percent loss of visual distance in night
driving.19 The president of General Motors again called
his corporation's innovation a safety feature in 1965,
and, perhaps more to the point, a company booklet en-
titled Design for Safety, published in the same year,
stated: "This comfort and safety feature has been well
accepted by car buyers."20

There were aspects of automobile design other than
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the windshield itself which also caused visibility prob-
lems. The widespread adoption of closed cars in the
1920's with their glass side and rear windows offered
improved vision over the composition windows of the side
curtains used in inclement weather on open cars, which
"cracked and scratched easily, became opaque and made
for poor visibility. H21 However, as an article in the

	-Literary Digest in 1925 pointed out, the wide windshield
and door pillars and broad rear quarter panels of the
closed cars caused blind spots which restricted the
range of vision of the driver, a situation which some-
times caused accidents.22

The yearly alterations brought by the annual model
change resulted in further impediments to vision. A
writer in Automotive Industries in 1933 reported:
"While seats have been going down, belt lines, wind-
shield bars and hoods have all been going up in an ef-
fort to make cars look lower by reducing the vertical
dimensions of the windows. The result has been that
driving vision has been impaired. . . ." The author
went on to point out that the right front fender was no
longer within the view of the driver, and in response to
this situation automotive accessory companies had begun
manufacturing and selling fender markers to help indic- .
ate to the driver what the actual dimensions of his ve-
hicle were.23 An article in Safety Engineering in 1934
stated that automobiles had "twentieth century speed"
but only "nineteenth century visibility," and the fol-
lowing year National Safety News asked, "How well can
the driver see?"24 An article in the New Yorker magaz-
ine charged in 1937 that the new cars were "brilliantly
powered, wonderfully smooth and foully designed by per-
sons of criminal negligence. They are so badly design-
ed that thousands of people are committing suicide in
them, because of an inability to see where they are go-
ing." The author offered detailed criticism: "Cowls
are built to eye level. Top of steering wheel at eye
level. Rear windows nothing but slits. Side windows
divided so you can't stick your head out when necessary.
Sills built up to neck level; seats tilted back at
lounging angle." And he pointed out that this design
made it impossible to see the right front fender or the
area for several yards in front of the radiator and cre-
ated a huge blind spot in the right rear, all of which
made the new car a "death trap."25 Automobile manufac-
turer Eddie Rickenbacker in a Collier's article entitled
"Your Car is Safe," published in the same year, admitted
that the driver was forced to move in his seat in order
to see when parking or entering a stream of traffic.
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However, he pointed out that improved visibility was
hard to obtain in the current style of cars because of
their rounded tops, heavy windshield posts, and low
floors, but he reported that engineers were trying to
improve the visibility in the new models.26

In 1938, a Consumers Union publication by Dewey H.
Palmer and Lawrence E. Crooks entitled Millions on 
Wheels: How to Buy, Drive, and Save Money on Your Auto-
mobile pointed out that although driving was accomplish-
ed largely through the sense of sight, in current auto-
mobiles "the driver is actually placed under the unique
handicap of trying to maneuver an object--his car--with-
out being able to see a single point lying on the outer
. . . rim of that object." The authors charged that
"most obstructions are due to or at least made worse by

ii
styling . . . to impress the beholder as he looks at
[the car] from outside, not to afford maximum visibil-
ity. It is, in short, styled for sales rather than sa-
fety." They reported that when the vision problems were
pointed out to automobile manufacturers, the response
was that "there are no statistics showing that blind
spots cause accidents," and the authors charged the in-
dustry with hypocrisy for allowing obstructions to vis-
ion to remain because of styling, while at the same time

, proclaiming an interest in accident prevention.27 Dean/1( A. Fales, a professor of automotive engineering at M.I.
T., supported the Consumers Union criticism in a paper
entitled "Design Suggestions for Safety" delivered at
the summer, 1940, meeting of the Society of Automotive
Engineers. Fales pointed out that the long hoods and
'low seating position required by current styling greatly
limited driver vision, while the wide, rounded front
corner posts created blind spots and the small rear win-
dows offered almost no vision at all. Furthermore, he
argued that steeply slanted windshields picked up more
dirt and reflections from the dashboard than vertical
ones and that the slanted rear windows then in style be-

1
 came useless during any kind of precipitation. 28 General
Motors admitted that rear window wipers were necessary
and offered them as optional equipment, but the corpora-
tion reported later that very few people were willing to
pay extra for them.29

Some automotive engineers advocated rear-engined
cars as a way of improving visibility. Arthur W. Ste-
vens, in an article in the Safety Engineering journal in
1936, pointed out that such a design could provide a
greatly increased field of vision for drivers, which he
argued was the key to highway safety. Stevens later
quoted the managing director of the National Safety
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Council, W. H. Cameron, in support of this claim. Cam-
eron argued that it would be "a major step in elimina-
ting the FALSE SECURITY the driver feels when he sits,
as now, behind five or six feet of hood. At the front
of the car, where he could see the road flash beneath
him, there would be a greater awareness of speed. . .
However, the reaction to this proposal from the automo-
bile industry was negative, due primarily to the change
in styling it would require. A former motor vehicle ad-
ministrator who had investigated the possibility of
rear-engine cars as a solution to the lack of vision re-
ported: "The principle difficulty we have encountered
in dealing with this problem has been, in the consensus
of opinion of those concerned, the more than doubtful
effect on the sales and production of automobiles by
such a radical change in design."31

Engineer Stevens went on to publish a book in 1941
entitled Highway Safety and Automobile Stylin7 in which
he estimated that the blind spot in forward vision found
in American automobiles as then being designed was be-
tween 1,041 and 1,231 square feet, and he argued that
this was a large loss in a critical accident area. All
in all, he calculated that people were being required to
drive without nine-tenths of their accustomed view of
the surroundings, and he argued that if similarly handi-
capped as a pedestrian, a person would not be allowed on
the street without an attendant. The driver "sits at
the rear center of the car, where he is forced to peer.
. . across an exaggerated engine hood. And in this
handicapped position, he attempts to guide a powerful
machine capable of traveling 90 miles an hour over roads
he shares with some 40,000,000 other operators and a
much larger number of pedestrians." Stevens reported
that drivers were trying to compensate for the deficien-
cies in their automobiles by using cushions to raise
them so that they could see more and fender guides to
indicate where the edges of the vehicle were, and, he
observed: "In a sense these fender guides which driver
buy and attach to new cars are overwhelming evidence
that the manufacturers have not permitted safe traffic
vision in their product--a product which they tell their
customers is 'perfect.'"3 2 A highway safety expert
writing the following year echoed these complaints and
pointed out that in the coupe body style there was more
blind area than area visible to the driver, and an ar-
ticle in Harper's magazine charged that windshields were
almost impossible to see out of.33

Criticism of poor visibility continued in the post-
war period. A letter to the editor of the New Republic 
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in 1945 called for a Congressional investigation of the
accident situation and charged automobile manufacturers
with contributory negligence in producing cars with un-
necessary speed potential and with poor visibility be-
cause of styling, and Consumers Research Bulletin claim-
ed that most current models were "unsafe to drive" be-
cause of their poor visibility.34 In 1956, GM vice pre-
sident Charles Chayne claimed that his company was con-
stantly striving to maximize vision and pointed to the
one-piece curved windshield and the wraparound wind-
shield as evidence of progress.35 Consumer Reports, on
the other hand, charged that although wraparound wind-
shields gave wider vision, they were distorted and a
lower rear view mirror made necessary by a lower roof
caused a large blind spot right in the middle of the
windshield. Furthermore, the magazine indicated that
hoods had been heightened in the body style used by Gen-
eral Motors in 1953 and 1954 so that the minimum dis-
tance at which the driver could see the road had been
increased over what it had been on older models.36
Chrysler Corporation executive engineer Allan G. Loof-
bourrow concurred that "Driver visibility is an all-
important factor in traffic safety," and he pointed out:
"The styling trend toward lighter superstructure is in
the right direction, since the driver sees more of the
road and his traffic environment."3 7 However, a Depart-
ment of Commerce study released in 1959 reported that,

/
despite larger glass area in newly styled automobiles,
rear windows were blocked by tail fins and by rain and
snow, while windshields were distorted and precipitation
caused blind spots larger than on older models because
wipers cleaned such a small area.38 In 1963,optical
specialist Merrill J. Allen charged that no American car
provided an adequate visual environment for driving, and
he observed: "It almost appears that automobile manu-
facturers believe that vision has nothing to do with
driving."39

If the annual model change tended to decrease dri-
ver visibility, it also had other, more complicated, ef-
fects on other aspects of vehicle design. Early auto-
mobiles had offered an adequate balance between power
and speed, total weight and its distribution, and hand-
ling and braking ability. However, annual models were
made longer, lower, wider and heavier with more powerful
engines, softer springs, smaller wheels, and less even
distribution of weight, and these changes soon resulted
in an unbalanced design which was in many ways less
functional than earlier designs. One deficiency which
evolved that many observers noted was brakes.
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All early automobiles were equipped with brakes
just on the rear wheels, but in 1909 and 1910, European
manufacturers began adopting four-wheel brake systems.40
American manufacturers, however, continued to rely on
the less effective two-wheel design, while, at the same
time, their models grew larger, heavier, and more power-
ful, making the brakes less and less effective and caus-

-----ing a great deal of criticism. In 1922, Harold F. Blan-
chard, an investigator for Motor magazine, estimated
that 90 percent of automobile accidents could be pre-
vented by equipping cars with better brakes, but he
pointed out that "the size and effectiveness of the
brakes used is sometimes determined by their cost. Sa-
ving money on this important point at the expense of
effectiveness is something that should be prevented by
law."41 Automotive Industries called for better brakes
in 1923 and 1924, and charged:

The condemnation of all American cars
for their insufficient brakes is fully jus-
tified and these and the steering system
parts are two things on which safety is
dependent and no excuse is too great to
justify their improvement, but when both
can be improved at less cost than the pres-
ent construction, not to do so is crimin-
a1.42

The journal later reported that one reason four-wheel
brakes were not adopted earlier in the United States /
was that they "added considerably to the cost of pro- /
duction."43

Four-wheel brakes had appeared first in the United
States on high priced automobiles in 1920, and from 1924
on they were added to medium and low priced cars until,
with the introduction of the new Ford Model A late in
1927, the feature became standard equipment on most
automobiles.44 Although the new Ford had four-wheel
brakes, when it was revealed that the company had not
seen fit to include a separate hand brake system, motor
vehicle authorities in fifteen or sixteen states, the
District of Columbia, Great Britain, France, and Germany
all raised objections. The governor of the state of
Washington publicly protested the deficiency. German
officials withheld a license to import the new model,
and British officials pointed out that the company could
be held liable there for damages if an accident occurred
to a car which lacked a separate emergency braking sys-
tem, which was required by law. As a result, Ford Motor
Company gave in and modified its braking system in 1928,
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although Henry Ford argued that it was not necessary.45
4

Hydraulic four-wheel braking systems, which were
more effective than the mechanical type, came to be
widely adopted in the 1930's. However, as Ford and
other observers pointed out, unlike mechanical brakes, a
failure in a hydraulic system meant the loss of all four
brakes, which, despite the presence of a hand brake, was
a hazardous situation which could cause accidents. Some
European automobile manufacturers offered dual hydraulic
braking systems, and Great Britain required a back-up
mechanical system operated by the brake pedal to activ-
ate the rear brakes in the event the hydraulic brakes
failed. Yet Hudson, beginning in the 1930's was the on-
ly American manufacturer to ever offer such a system.46
Finally, in 1961, American Motors Corporation began of-
fering dual hydraulic braking systems on all of its mod-
els, but as late as 1965 General Motors chairman of the
board James C. Roche stated: "Engineering opinion in
the industry differs as to the need for such systems.
If agreement on the need for dual brakes is reached,
they could be installed on our cars beginning with the
1967 models."47

An article in Atlantic Monthly in 1932 argued that
while the introduction of four-wheel brakes had been
hailed as a boon to safety, accidents had increased
since their adoption because they could not compensate
for the increased speeds of automobiles. 48 An engineer
speaking before the Indiana section of the Society of
Automotive Engineers in November, 1935, claimed that if
single car accidents were investigated, it would be
found that a large number of them were caused by the in-
ability of American cars to be steered and braked sever-
ely at the same time. He argued that the reason for
this condition was that no motor vehicle with more than
50 percent or more of its weight on the front wheels
"can be expected to respond to directional control under
emergency braking," and he concluded by pointing out
that this was obviously a dangerous situation.49 Anoth-
er automotive engineer, writing in 1941, concurred in
the criticism of poor weight distribution: "One of the
outstanding dangers in the automobile itself is the
skidding danger. Speed contributes to this, but the
danger is inherent in any unit of today's pleasure cars
because the heavy end of the car carrying the engine is
in front." He argued that this excess of weight in the
nose of the vehicle caused it to dive on braking and to
skid on any but a straight line stop.50 A critic writing
after the war pointed out that the continual increases
in the length of the American automobile had caused
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problems of weight distribution, as well as other dif-
ficulties. Increasinsh the length of the wheelbase put a
strain on the engine driveshaft, as well as the frame of
the vehicle, and moved the center of gravity to the rear,
which often resulted in serious oversteering problems
and dynamic instability above certain speeds. He fur-
ther argued that the development of the cantilevered
frame, which allowed the frame and body to be extended
beyond the rear wheels, further exaggerated the poor
weight distribution of automobiles.51

Criticism of brakes continued in the postwar per-
iod. Consumer Reports complained in 1954 that brakes
were inadequate, and a Bureau of Public Roads study of
automobiles during the years 1942 to 1955 revealed:
"During the period in which passenger-car size, weight,
horsepower, and speed have all been increasing, and
thereby imposing greater demands on braking systems, the
general levels of braking performance have improved only
slightly." The report also pointed out that there was
a wide range of stopping abilities among different makes
and models and that most braking systems were subject to
swerving, locking, and fading. 52 Brake dive continued
to be a problem until it was solved through a modifica-
tion of front suspension geometry in 1955, but a more
serious difficulty in postwar cars with rear leaf
springs was "spring wind-up." Under severe braking rear
springs were distorted by braking torque and when the
tires broke traction, the springs were released, setting
up an oscillation which made the car almost uncontroll-
able.53 The introduction of power-assisted brakes on a
wide scale was pointed to as a safety development by
automobile manufacturers, but Consumer Reports pointed
out in 1954 that, because of the low pedal pressure re-
quired with power brakes, it was difficult for the dri-
ver to apply the appropriate pressure, and, thus, he
tended to lock the brakes in an emergency, reducing
their effectiveness. Furthermore, if the power-assist
were to fail, the effort required to bring the car to a
halt increased to a level many times what was required
on an automobile with a conventional braking system.54
Three years later, the magazine charged: "Considering
the weight increases and the big increase in power of
the 1957 cars, the auto industry doesn't even appear to
be holding its own in matching braking ability or resis-
tance to fade with the acceleration and speed of the new
cars."55

Another important aspect of vehicle control in
which deficiencies developed was the steering system.
Early steering wheels, for example, usually consisted of
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an aluminum center and spokes fitted with a wooden rim,
and as a 1911 advertisement pointed out: "Cases have
been known where the steering wheel has broken in the
hands of the operator at a critical moment. .. ."56
Other parts of the steering system also failed on oc-
casion, and in 1923 Automobile Industries called the
manufacturers' lack of response to the need for safer
steering systems "criminal." Another article in the
journal the following year echoed the call for better
steering and called in particular for the adoption of an
irreversible design to prevent the steering wheel from
being whipped from the driver's hands so that he lost
control of the automobile when the wheels hit a hole in
the road.57

Steering problems became more critical in the early
1930's as a result of the wide adoption of smaller diam-
eter low pressure balloon tires and of a change in the
weight distribution of most automobiles. Stylists and
sales executives promoted the adoption of the new, wider
tires--which were nicknamed "doughnuts" because of their
appearance in comparison with older, narrow styles--be-
cause their size complemented new, lower styling de-
signs and their lower pressure resulted in a softer
ride. Many automotive engineers opposed the new tires
since the chassis, suspension, and steering system had
to be modified to accomodate them.58 The new tires
caused the most problems in regard to the steering sys-
tem for the wider, low pressure design created much more
friction with the road requiring much more steering ef-
fort. The situation was made worse by a shift in ve-
hicle weight to the front wheels. Again, sales and sty-
ling departments urged that engines be moved forward
over the front wheels in order to provide more room in
the passenger compartment, reduce engine vibrations, and
remove weight from the rear wheels so that rear springs
could be softened to produce a more comfortable ride.
Engineers opposed the change, reporting that it would
have an adverse effect on steering control and steering
effort, on front tire wear, on rear wheel traction, on
drive shaft whipping, and on engine accessibility.59
The change was made, however, and critics were soon at-
tacking the poor roadability, steering, and braking
which resulted. They agreed that the ride had been im-
proved, but argued that it had been at the expense of
maximum possible braking with steering control and rapid
steering in an emergency. 60

The obvious method of reducing the increased effort
required to steer an automobile--especially in parking--
caused by the adoption of low pressure balloon tires and
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the addition of weight to the front wheels was to in-
crease the steering ratio and reduce friction in the
steering gear. This was the solution chosen but this
improvement to the steering system--which had been made
necessary by "improvements" in tires and body design--
had some negative effects. The increased steering ratio
reduced effort but so many turns of the wheel were re-__
quired to steer the car that rapid maneuvering in an
emergency became almost impossible. Furthermore, al-
though friction in the steering system required extra
driver effort, it also served to dampen road shocks.
When friction was removed, road shocks were transmitted
directly to the steering wheel, but multiplied by what-
ever the steering ratio was to create enough force to
often whip the wheel from the driver's hands. As a Gen-
eral Motors engineer explained in 1934:

When balloon tires first appeared in 1923,
we had "in the bank" certain possible
changes in steering-gear. From the avail-
able balance we have already expended in
many cases more in the way of reduced
friction in the steering system than is
really desirable, and in the case of our
larger cars we seem to have used everything
in the way of increased ratio between
wheel and steering that is consistant with
safety.61

Other engineers also pointed to the safety problem
of high steering ratios. B. J. Lemon of United States
Rubber Company reported in 1932: "Steering ratios of
manually operated equipment are reliably stated to have
reached the limit of a driver's ability to spin the
steering-wheel quickly for a sharp turn at high speed."62
Another engineer, quoted in Automotive Industries in
1932, asked: "Is it not time to deplore the modern ten-
dency of making steering gear ratios so high numerically
as to constitute a nuisance in traffic and a positive
hazard in an emergency?"63 A highway safety expert
warned the following year that "at present speeds, blow-
outs of front tires are apt to throw a car clear out of
control and cause a wreck and injury and death." He
pointed out: "It takes a firm grip on the wheel and the
exercise of considerable strength to stop a car at high
speed with a blow-out."64

Some critics argued that in a properly designed
automobile, with good weight distribution, there would
be no steering problems. However, there were also en-
gineers with improvements for steering systems that
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would solve the difficulties of cars with heavy front
ends and low pressure balloon tires. Francis W. Davis,
who had worked for the Pierce-Arrow Motor Car Company
for twelve years before becoming a consulting engineer
in 1922, saw the problem and designed a hydraulic power
steering gear in 1924 as a solution to it. Davis built
a prototype and installed it on his Pierce-Arrow which
he drove to Detroit in 1926 in order to demonstrate it
for the automobile industry. General Motors represent-
atives tested his device, even conducting a high-speed
blow-out to see how the system handled in such an emer-
gency, and they were impressed enough with it that an
agreement was reached with the inventor after long neg-
otiations, looking toward its installation on 1932 Cad-
illac models as optional equipment. However, because of
the Depression, projected sales of the unit were low
compared to the costs of going into production.65 In-
troduction of the power steering system was delayed,
and, in 1934, Davis was informed by General Motors vice
president 0. E. Hunt that the corporation had decided to
terminate the agreement.66 Davis wrote back to Hunt
pointing to some of the problems which his power steer-
ing system would solve:

You are now using a 24-1 ratio steering
gear in your Cadillac car and it takes
from 45 to 60 pounds pull on the wheel rim
to park the car. The large Buick with a
23.5 to 1 ratio is little better off. Re-
cent tests at the Cadillac Company indicate
a required pull of 10,000 lb. in. necessary
to swing the front wheels of the Cadillac
16 on dry pavement.67

Davis went on to point out that the limit of efficiency
in hand-operated gears had been about reached, and he
argued that "the reversibility in the high efficiency
steering gears introduces a dangerous factor with tire
blowouts and other heavy reactions on the front wheels."
He reported that in the truck and bus field there was
discussion of legislation to require power steering in
the interest of public safety.68 In his reply vice
president Hunt stated:

All the points you raise were given con-
sideration at the time we made out decision
to discontinue our agreement with you.

We came to the conclusion that the cost of
the protection to us under the then exist-
ing arrangement was greater than its value
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to us either now or in the future.69

Criticism of automobile steering continued through-
out the 1930's. One automotive writer complained about
the increased weight on the front wheels brought about
by moving the engine forward, and he pointed out:

Easy steering is needed for parking and is
a sales feature; . . . rapid steering is
needed for maneuvering and is a safety fac-
tor. This compromise is rarely resolved
in favor of safety, because under normal 
conditions the driver can get along with a
slow-steering car. . . . Under abnormal
conditions, however, like skidding or be-
ing forced off the road, inability to
steer fast enough leads to fear and panic
. . . and can be disastrous.70

Francis Davis signed a contract with Bendix corporation
after his agreement with General Motors was cancelled,
and Bendix went back to the corporation and was on the
verge of signing a contract with Buick division when
World War II broke out. Bendix sold power steering
units for heavy military vehicles during the war, but in
the postwar years automobile manufacturers were not in-
terested in adding expensive new options when they could
sell every vehicle they could produce. However, in
1951, when competition began to stiffen, Chrysler Cor-
poration introduced power steering based on Davis' early
patents which had expired in 1948.71

By this time new, compact, high-compression engines
were being widely adopted which could be moved farther
forward, allowing more interior room and softer rear
springs, but placing more weight on the front wheels.
This development, along with the addition of another
generation of smaller diameter, wider, lower pressure
tires, caused a further strain on conventional steering
systems. In 1953 and 1954, Consumer Reports criticized
the slow steering, the loss of "road feel," and the tir-
ing, difficult parking of high ratio steering systems,
and it called the maneuverability of larger cars "gener-
ally inadequate" in recent years.72 The magazine point-
ed to power steering as an "improvement" made necessary
by other improvements--increased room and a softer ride-
-and it argued that if cars were properly designed, it
would be possible to steer them without power assist-
ance.73 Furthermore, Consumer Reports criticized power
steering for having a ratio almost as high as conven-
tional systems and for reducing the important quality of
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"road sense" or "road feel," which the driver uncon-
sciously depended on for information, thus forcing him
to rely on vision alone.74

Once Chrysler Corporation began offering power
steering, General Motors moved to meet the competition
in 1952, but using Davis' improved design which differed
from others by having enough resistance built into the
system to provide a "road feel." There was some dis-
cussion as to whether or not the corporation should take
out a license under the Davis patent, but a retired ex-
ecutive who had dealt with the inventor--called in for
consultation--argued that the corporation had a moral
obligation to Davis, and a decision was made to pay the
royalty.75 General Motors did not mention Davis in its
advertisements for power steering, but it did use many
of his arguments as reasons why the public should pur-
chase the option piece of equipment. One corporation
publication, entitled The Facts about Power Steering,
admitted that:

Engineers have had to compromise to keep
steering effort down. Steering ratios had
to be increased, . . . and less favorable
caster, camber and king pin angle had to
be adopted. Since manual steering had
reached its ultimate [form], . . . the
only practical way to improve steering
efficiency was to add power assistance. .
. . 76

The booklet went on to point out how power steering ab-
sorbed road shocks--ending "wheel flight" and eliminat-
ing the danger of the wheel being jerked out of the dri-
ver's hands--and allowed the driver to keep a car under
control if he hit a rut or the shoulder of a road or had
a blowout.77 In 1956, GM vice president Charles Chayne
called power steering "a most important safety contribu-
tion," and the next year the corporation was calling the
system "safety" power steering, which "assures more rap-
id and precise steering response in emergencies. It
helps you outmaneuver trouble which you otherwise might
be unable to avoid." Furthermore, a company publication
proudly pointed out: "By eliminating all heavy physical
exertion in steering, it enables many persons with heart
conditions, arthritis and similar disabilities to drive.
. . ."78

One of the annual changes which had contributed to
the need for modifications to the steering system--the
adoption of wider, smaller-diameter, low pressure tires--
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caused problems with other automobile components as well.
Wheel diameter was down to sixteen inches in the late
1930's, and when it was reduced again to fifteen inches
after World War II, most observers felt the point of
diminishing returns had been reached. However, as part
of the long term effort to lower automobiles, the indus-
try moved in 1956 to reduce wheel diameter another inch,
and car height another half inch, for the 1957 models.79
A Commerce Department study published in 1959 criticized
the manufacturers for using smaller wheels to reduce the
height of automobiles "without undertaking major struc-
tural changes" and charged that this had "compounded
troublesome problems with brakes."80 Consumers Re-
search Bulletin concurred, pointing out that the smaller
wheels limited the size of the brake drum and of the
cooling area around it which resulted in less effective
brakes.81 Stylist Virgil Exner reported that he had ar-
gued against the adoption of what he considered to be
unsafe smaller wheels and urged Chrysler Corporation to
go to larger wheels instead, but he pointed out that
smaller wheels were a styling trend which could not be
halted.82

Other critics argued that automobile manufacturers
mounted tires which were too small on cars in order to
make the automobile look lower and bigger, as well as to
save money over the cost of tires of proper capacity.
Manufacturers had been charged with fitting their prod-
ucts with tires that were too small for the weight and
power of the automobile before World War I, and there
were calls that cars be equipped with tires heavy enough
to carry its weight safely instead of straining inade-
quate tires by overloading them.83 Most criticism came
in the 1960's, however. Tire manufacturers complained
privately that automobile industry equipped cars with
tires which were too small and, therefore, less expen-
sive than adequate tires. James C. McCreary, Jr.,
chairman of the board of McCreary Tire and Rubber Com-
pany, charged that many standard equipment automobile
tires were overloaded before any passengers were aboard
and that station wagon tires were almost always over-
loaded. Federal Trade Commission hearings in 1965 re-
vealed that six passenger automobiles were being fitted
with tires that were only adequate for carrying three
passengers, and a court case against Goodyear Tire and
Rubber Company in the same year brought out the fact
that not only were the original equipment tires on sta-
tion wagons inadequate, but also the wheel wells on
these models were not large enough to accept adequate
sized tires.84
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Automobile company officials, on the other hand,
argued that their standard equipment tires were the sa-
fest that money could buy. General Motors vice presid-
ent in charge of engineering, Harry F. Barr, told a Sen-
ate Committee investigating tire safety in 1965 that "we
can and do offer our motor vehicles equipped with tires
manufactured to specifications which make us confident
that these tires will operate safely and withstand vig-
orous driving conditions."85 However, at the same time
they were defending the tires as safe, automobile manu-
facturers began installing larger sizes as standard e-
quipment.86

While the continual increase in the width and de-
crease in the pressure of automobile tires served to in-
crease their ability to absorb road shocks, the princip-
al means adopted to make each new year's model ride more
smoothly and comfortably was to decrease spring rates or
"soften" the springs. However, softer springs combined
with higher speeds produced some unexpected effects, one
of which was front wheel shimmy which produced a great
deal of concern in the automotive engineering profession
in the late 1920's. Engineers remained baffled by the
cause of the problem, but they did discover that inde-
pendent front suspensions would cure shimmy and at the
same time allow the use of even softer springs.87 Inde-
pendent front suspensions were widely adopted in the
1930's, and the process of reducing the size and the
rates of springs continued. A letter to the editor of
Automotive Industries claimed that one manufacturer had
softened the springs on its 1933 models so much that,
when one was parked on a side slope, it looked like it
would tip over. The writer went on to charge that all
American automobiles had inadequate springs, a condition
which resulted in diving on braking and rearing up dur-
ing acceleration or when loaded, throwing off headlight
aim.88 This criticism of soft springs was echoed by
other observers who pointed out that it was impossible
to have a soft ride and at the same time stability at
high speeds.89 As Lawrence Crooks, head of Consumers
Union's automobile testing program, put it: "The indus-
try has promoted the idea of the cradle ride--the marsh-
mallow ride and this does not help the controllability
of the car. They've gone too far, just as the industry
always goes too far in a successful direction."90

While automobile manufacturers concentrated on mak-
ing their new models longer and lower with a softer ride,
they paid little or no attention to aspects of vehicle
design with little potential sales appeal, such as vent-
ilation and maintenance and repair. The danger of car-
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bon monoxide from automobile exhausts was recognized
early--in 1916 Horseless Age warned, "beware of petro-
mortis"--but it did not become a serious problem until
the wide adoption of closed body types in the 1920's.91
Around 1929 a prominent Yale physician recommended that
automobile exhaust pipes be carried to the roof of the

--vehicles in order to safely dispose of the gas, and
other critics pointed out that leakage of engine fumes
and exhaust into the passenger compartment could have
an adverse effect on the performance of the driver.92
National Safety News called the gas "murderous monoxide"
in 1936, and Safety Engineering called poorly ventilated
cars a hazard the following year.93 M.I.T. professor of
automotive engineering, Dean A. Fales, speaking before
a meeting of the Society of Automotive Engineers in
1939, called for design changes to keep carbon monoxide
from seeping into the interior of automobiles.94 Cities
Service Oil Company tested several hundred automobiles
selected at random and discovered traces of carbon mon-
oxide in 50 percent of them, with dangerous levels in 1
percent, and an automotive engineer pointed out that
while the gas seeped into the interiors of older cars
through apertures in the floor, recent styling was such
"that a vacuum was created behind many of the new cars
which acted as a suction to pull gas fumes from the ex-
haust through door drains."95 He and other critics
pointed out that the problem was especially acute in
station wagons, but he saw the manufacturers taking no
steps at remedying the situation until engineering was
given more emphasis than styling in automobile design.96

In 1937, Nash Motors introduced a pressurized,
fresh air heating system with a cowl intake and a filter
in response to the ventilation problem. Most other man-
ufacturers did not adopt similar systems until the late
1940's, and they utilized designs with intakes located
at the front of the vehicle which were connected with
the passenger compartment via rubber ductwork that pass-
ed through the engine compartment.97 Consumers Research
Bulletin charged in 1951 that these ventilation systems
were hazardous and reported the case of a driver killed
by carbon monoxide when the front intake heating system
in his Buick drew in the exhaust from a car in front.98
Major manufacturers switched from front to cowl intakes
for heating systems in the mid-1950's, but a 1959 Com-
merce Department study reported, "gases and fumes, such
as carbon monoxide, smokes, and smogs, may possibly play
a role in accident occurence. Anoxia (oxygen deficien-
cy), no matter how produced, will have a deleterious ef-
fect on certain processes of the central nervous sys-
tem."99
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Ease of maintenance and repair was another area
which ranked low in priority compared to other aspects
of design with more sales appeal. New body styles, in
particular, often made regular service difficult and
repairs costly. In 1922, Automotive Industries reported
that the lack of mechanical accessibility on new models
was causing criticism among servicemen, and the next
year, American Machinist questioned whether automotive
engineers were giving full consideration to maintenance
problems. 1 " In 1926, Automotive Industries urged manu-
facturers to think of repair costs when designing new
body styles, but ten years later National Petroleum News 
reported that new body designs were still complicating
maintenance, and an insurance industry spokesman pointed
out that the cost of repairs to automobiles involved in
collisions had gone up 15 to 25 percent in just three
years: "Grills as now constructed are sometimes damaged
in parking, and they cannot be easily repaired, so the
insurance company must replace the entire grill. "101
Another critic reported:

The manufacturer reduces the car's cost .
. . by designing it with extreme care for
assembling it at the factory with min-
imum effort and time . . . but the cost of
having the car repaired or adjusted is
increased because little attention is paid
to the question of how the parts are to
be got at after they have been assembled
into the ca7.7172

An automotive engineer put it more colorfully when he
said, "It is my impression that the designer draws a
picture he thinks will sell; then he pours in the mech-
anism and hopes for the best."103 Servicemen continued
to complain about the problems created by the new styles
in the postwar period,104 and a Commerce Department stu-
dy reported in 1959:

Much improvement is needed on a motor ve-
hicle to make frequently serviced compo-
nents easily accessible for maintenance.
A vehicle that is difficult to maintain is
often not adequately maintained because
the cost is too high. To the extent that
manufacturers share in the responsibility
for the enduring safety of their product,
this is a matter of their concern.105

Bumpers helped protect automobiles from damage in
the 1920's and 1930's. Underwriter's Laboratories test-
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ed bumpers, and those that met their energy-absorbing
standards were granted an insurance rate reduction.106
However, in the postwar period, the Laboratory abandoned
its testing program as bumper designs grew less function-
al and were incorporated into the body as part of the
overall styling of the automobile. In 1959, a govern-

-----ment study pointed out that current bumpers were• not on-
ly ineffective for protecting the automobile but that
their styling projections presented needless hazards to
pedestrians.107 In 1966, National Underwriter called
for a return to functional bumpers in order to help re-
duce the destruction on the highways, and an insurance
representative estimated two years later that functional
bumpers could reduce automobile accident losses by $1,
000,000,000 per year.108

Perhaps the most damaging criticism of the annual
model change policy was that it did not allow sufficient
time for the testing and perfection of new designs, no
matter how ill-conceived those designs might be. Alfred
Sloan reported that the first prototypes of a new model-
-with many handbuilt components--were not ready for
testing until seven to eight months before new models 0
were scheduled to go on sale. The first models from
the new production dies were not ready for testing unti
three months before the introduction date and many of
these were built "to be used by Sales and Advertising
sections for promotional purposes."l09 Critics argued
that this was not enough time to adequately test a new
design. One writer observed that often after a new
model was unveiled, the engineers, after the last minute
rush to get it into production, wondered if it would
stay on the road. Another writer elaborated: "The
theory underlying dynamic control is not well enough
developed to make it possible to foretell the character-
istics of the completed automobile. Much must therefore
be done on a cut-and-try basis, and some bad tries have
resulted. H 110 Others pointed out that the annual model
changes resulted in errors and mistakes in design and
production which required a long time to work out.11l
One writer stated: "Small changes are sometimes made
and mistakes corrected during the first few months of
the production year. Also, cars put out during the
first few weeks of a model 'run' are often less well
assembled than those made after production has 'shaken
down."112

Yet, even after the errors in the new model had
been corrected and production line problems worked out,
the automobile produced was an irrational design often
featuring inadequate visibility and ventilation, defic-



ient brakes and unresponsive steering, and poor weight
distribution and overloaded springs and tires. Perhaps
the product philosophy which evolved out of the annual
model change strategy and the irrational effect this
had on the evolution of automobile design is best illus-
trated by the development of the hard-top convertible
type body--a sedan without center pillars to support the
roof or reinforcing structure on the upper half of the
doors. Referring to General Motors' new technical cen-
ter in 1954, corporation president Harlow Curtice said
that the complex represented "a determination on our
part to ensure a position of continuing leadership in
technological progress in the years ahead." He contin-
ued by reporting that while General Motors' progress in
design and engineering was usually evolutionary, occas-
ionally "a major step forward" occurred. Curtice point-
ed to the development of the high-compression engine in
1948 and the hard-top convertible type body in 1949 as
"just two examples of the many major advances that have
come from General Motors. . . ."113 In 1955, Curtice
proudly told a Senate committee: "General Motors pio-
neered one of the most outstanding developments of recent
years--the 2-door and 4-door hardtops . . . the impact
of which will be felt in the industry for years to
come."114 The next year a surgeon, testifying before a
House committee, charged: "The new four-door hardtop
without a center post may prove to be the most lethal of
all the body styles because of the noticeable lack of
structural stability through the midsection of the
body," and accident data introduced at the same hearing
showed that the top of the automobile was the principal
area of impact in 24 percent of urban crashes.115 Ten
years later, automobile stylist Virgil Exner told anoth-
er Senate committee: "Everybody knows that the hardtop
is not as safe as the sedan. It goes without saying.
[The public] can't help but recognize that this car has
less support. "116
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CHAPTER IV

THE "HORSEPOWER RACE" AND ITS

IMPACT ON AUTOMOTIVE SAFETY

There was an effective limit to the number of prac-
tical sales themes which could be used to annually pro-
mote new models, and so the more successful ones were
used over and over again. One of the most enduring sub-
jects for sales campaigns was speed. Speed was one of
the main attractions of motorized road vehicles, and Am-
erican automobile manufacturers were quick to adopt it
as an important theme in their advertising. A related
aspect of speed advertising was stress on what came to
be called "performance"--the ability of an automobile
to accelerate rapidly to high speed (soon to be emphas-
ized as necessary for passing slower-moving vehicles)
and to maintain that speed on hills as well as level
highways. Both the speed and performance of an auto-
mobile are directly related to the effective power of
its engine, and so horsepower soon became an important
aspect of speed and performance promotions. In addi-
tion, an obvious method of demonstrating a motorcar's
speed and performance was through automobile racing--
which offered the additional advantage of a great deal
of publicity for winners.

Speed, performance, horsepower, and racing were
all used singly and in various combinations by automo-
bile manufacturers as important themes throughout the
first seven decades of the twentieth century. Because
of the nature of competition in the oligopolistic auto-
mobile industry, as soon as one of these themes was
used successfully by one firm, the other competitors
were forced to adopt it in self-defense for fear of los-
ing their shares of the market; once all the major firms
had done so, the sales theme offered no advantage to
anyone and it would be dropped, only to be reintroduced
in some later year, starting the whole cycle again.

These reoccurring sales competitions emphasizing
speed, performance, horsepower, and racing had a very
adverse effect on the design and operation of automo-
biles and on the functioning of the highway system.
Since speed, performance, and power are all relative,
each sales battle using these themes was based on a ser-
ies of increases in horsepower--usually coinciding with
the annual model changes--while the competition lasted.
These increases tended to throw the relationship between
the power, weight, and braking capacity of the automo-
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bile out of balance. Oftentimes, larger, heavier en-
gines were installed which changed the weight distribu-
tion--putting more of the vehicle's weight on the front
wheels--resulting in less satisfactory handling and
braking characteristics and in harder steering. The
increased power of the engine put a strain on all of the
other vehicle components--especially the brakes--unless
they were also redesigned, which was rarely the case.
The increased top speed of the vehicle almost inevitably
made it possible for an automobile to travel at speeds
beyond the capacity of the rest of the vehicle--espec-
ially in regard to occupant protection in case of a
collision--of the operator, and of the roadway. Also,
faster, more powerful cars had an adverse effect on the
highway system as a whole by adding to the heterogenity
of vehicle types, producing a wide range of performance
capabilities which did not mix together efficiently.

The use of speed, performance, horsepower, and ra-
cing as important sales themes had another significant,
if difficult to quantify, impact on the highway trans-
portation system. Advertisements emphasizing high speed
driving, rapid acceleration, and racing undoubtedly play-
ed a part in conditioning many drivers to accept the
idea that automobiles were meant to be driven at high
speeds and in an individualistic, competitive manner--
an image of the use of the motor vehicle which was dir-
ectly opposite the standardized, cooperative actions
needed for the highway system to operate safely and ef-
ficiently. As with other negative aspects of motor ve-
hicle design and sales promotion, there were contempor-
ary observers who noted and criticized the increases in
automobile power and speed and its use in advertising.
Furthermore, speeding was associated in the minds of
most Americans with accidents, and so this component of
automobile design and advertising was probably subject
to more public comment and criticism than any other.

The use of the themes of speed, performance, horse-
power, and racing by automobile manufacturers to promote
their products was evident from the very beginning of
the industry. The first American manufacturer, the Dur-
yea Company, was entered in one of the first races of
motorcars in the United States, and the first large-
scale manufacturer, the Olds Motor Works, used racing
and endurance runs as part of its promotional activit-
ies. In 1903, Ransom E. Olds constructed a special ra-
cing machine for the purpose of setting a speed record
in the measured mile, which it was successful in achiev-
ing with much resultant publicity.1
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Advertisements for the Pierce Motorette and the
Winton motorcars in 1902 both emphasized speed and the
winning of speed trials, and by 1905, a number of manu-
facturers were investing large amounts of money building
special racing cars in the hopes of reaping publicity
and advertising copy from a first place finish. The
Buick Motorcar Company, then headed by William Durant,
was spending $100,000 per year to support a factory ra-
cing team, and in 1905, the company purchased a sixteen-
page section in a leading magazine to feature the re-
sults of a successful racing season.2 Four years later,
Buick ads were still emphasizing racing results: "Dur-
ing the season of 1909 Buick cars won 166firsts--90 per-
cent of the events entered--Tests Tell--Could you ask
for more convincing evidence."3 In 1910, Oldsmobile
commissioned the painting of an automobile racing a
train and used it widely in advertisements along with
the slogan, "Power-Silence-Speed,--with Safety." 4 To
provide substance for advertising claims, most manufac-
turers increased the horsepower of their products each
model year. Engines grew rapidly in the first two dec-
ades of the century from one cylinder to four, six, and
eight cylinders, and a twelve cylinder motor appeared in
1916.5 The horsepower to weight ratio of American auto-
mobiles increased greatly, and they were soon overpower-
ed in comparison to European motorcars.6

Just as speed was used very early in the history of
the automobile industry to promote the sale of motor ve-
hicles, automobile "speeding"--driving too fast for road
conditions--was a problem in the highway transportation
system almost from the first introduction of the motor-
car. As one critic of the automobile wrote of early at-
tempts to control the speed of automobiles: ". . . the
lawmakers of that day were ignoring a fundamental twist
in human nature: a contrivance built to run forty miles
an hour was going to be run forty miles an hour, laws
and ordinances not withstanding."7 Speeding had rarely
been a problem before the introduction of motorized road
vehicles because of the physical limitation of the ani-
malsproviding the motive power, and traffic laws merely
restricted vehicles to speeds that were "reasonable and
proper." 8 When automobiles immediately began operating
faster than what the majority of people--accustomed to
horse-drawn vehicles--considered to be reasonable and
proper, the first maximum speed laws were passed. These
limitations proved to be difficult to enforce, and a
variety of approaches--including "speed traps" and vigi-
lante organizations--were used in an attempt to deal
with the speeding problem.9
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It was accepted from the beginning that speeding
and accidents were almost synonymous. As a Travelers
Insurance Company publication entitled Motor Vehicles 
and Safety stated in 1915:

Excessive speed is one of the chief causes
of accidents, and many drivers have a
mania for traveling at a high rate even
when there is no definite object in doing
so, and when conditions make the practice
distinctly hazardous.

It is safe to say that if legal speeds
were never exceeded the number of ac-
cidents would be greatly reduced.10

The New York Times took a stand against speeding in
1905, Harper's Weekly attacked the "speed mania" in
1907, and the following year Horseless Age admitted that
speeding was a cause of accidents, but it predicted that
the problem would soon end--and automobile accidents
would disappear along with it.11 Outlook magazine con-
demned speeding in 1909 and stated: "If it should ap-
pear that it is impossible to reduce the rate of mortal-
ity, the automobile will be driven off our highways.
LIuman life is much more important than speed in getting
from place to place."12 Mechanical delimitation of
speed was suggested as a solution to the problem as ear-
ly as 1907 when Scientific American described an auto-
matic electric speed governor which would cut the igni-
tion or throttle when an automobile reached any pre-set
speed. An article in Atlantic the following year advo-
cated the installation7)T—g—gimilar device on all motor-
cars which would activate colored signals at ten miles
per hour--the display of which would be a misdemeanor in
urban areas--and cut off the ignition at eighteen miles
per hour; and an insurance executive publicly urged auto-
mobile manufacturers to consider mechanical delimitation
of speed capacity in 1917.13

Just as the public became upset about automobile
speeding, there was also a reaction against automobile
racing in the first decade of the century. By 1905 auto-
motive trade journals were questioning the advertising
value of racing to inddvidual manufacturers as more and
more firms entered the competition. As Motor Age stated
in that year: "The amount of direct benefit to all but
a few concerns has proven so small that it is doubtful
if even the winners can see any great profit in the out-
come, whereas it is certain the losers . . . have lost
more by failing to make the showing they expected to
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make."14 Other writers stated that while early automo-
bile competition had served a useful purpose in educat-
ing the public about the motorcar, current activities
not only served little purpose but might be alienating
the public.15 Automobile road races, especially the
Vanderbilt Cup race sponsored by the American Automobile
Association, were subjected to a great deal of public
criticism due primarily to the accidents which occurred
in them. Scientific American magazine called the Vander-
bilt Cup race a "slaughter" in 1910, and the next year,
Outlook carried an article on automobile racing entitled
"Commercial Murder."16 As a result of this criticism
and of the diminishing returns as a form of advertising,
major manufacturers stayed out of organized automobile
racing until the 1950's. However, competition in the
area of speed and horsepower continued unabated.

A 1920 advertisement for the Maibohm motorcar
stressed, "Whizzing Speed! . . . unleashed it will roar
nose to nose with an express train," and the next year
Buick boasted that one of its cars had raced and beaten
"the Southern Pacific's Fastest Limited."17 An adver-
tisement for the 1922 Roamer claimed that "In any brush
of speed its radiator will forge its way irresistibly to
the front, . . ." while a promotion for the 1926 Chrys-
ler 70 Royal Sedan stated that "Chrysler Model Numbers
Mean Miles Per Hour." 1 8 The announcement of the Frank-
lin "Airman Series" for 1927 stressed "Acceleration--the
swift-darting, quick maneuvering of the pursuit plane,"18
and an automotive observer, commenting many years later,
stated: "The old Franklin was a poky car. Then they
got Cannonball Baker to do some hill climbs and such,
and every old codger began to get belligerent and devel-
op bad manners behind the wheel of his Franklin."20

There continued to be criticism of speed and speed-
ing in the early 1920's. An article in Literary Digest 
in 1922 called for the use of speed governors as a cure
for automobile accidents, and Mark Sullivan charged in
World's Work the following year that automobile manufac-
turers were using "subtle propaganda" in a campaign to
raise speed limits so as to make room for more cars.21
The following year George M. Graham, chairman of the
Traffic Planning and Safety Committee of the National
Automobile Chamber of Commerce and vice president of the
Chandler Motor Car Company, stated that it was not the
automobile manufacturer "who created this state of men-
ace. . . . It is the offspring of an impulse which
traces back to the beginnings of known history: The de-
mand for swifter and better transportation, subiect to 
the control of the individual operator. No human aspira-
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tion over the centuries has been stronger, no striving
more intense."22

Competition among automobile manufacturers emphas-
izing speed and horsepower was particularly intense in
the second half of the 1920's, leading to some very
strong claims in advertisements about performance and to
some startling increases in the power of automobile en-
gines. 2 3 Higher horsepower was the chief trend by the
1928 model year, and this"horsepower race" continued in-
to the 1930's, accentuated by Ford Motor Company's in-
troductionof a low-priced, mass produced V-8 engine in
1932. In that year Automotive Industries pointed out
that the average horsepower had jumped nearly60 percent
since 1925.24

Advertisements proclaiming the "fastest car over
the road" and the "fastest stock car"--as well as spec-
ific speed claims and the practice of designing speedom-
eters to read faster than the actual speed--produced a
great reaction beginning in 1927.25 Safety officials
charged that speed advertising encouraged high speed
driving, and W. H. Cameron, managing director of the
National Safety Council, stated that since one-third of
all automobile accidents were caused by speed, the auto-
mobile manufacturers were "handling a very dangerous
weapon" when they emphasized speed in their advertis-
ing.26 The state of South Carolina passed a regulation
requiring all buses to be equipped with speed governors
as a means of preventing accidents, and the Eastern Con-
ference of Motor Vehicle Administrators meeting in
Cleveland, Ohio, in 1928 voted a resolution "decrying
the over-emphasis being placed on speed in the advertis-
ing by the manufacturers, and urge that other points of
merit of the cars be stressed. . . ."27 Dr. Knight Dun-
lap, professor of psychology at Johns Hopkins University,
criticized speed advertising for giving the impression
that speeding was a matter of law enforcement rather
than law observation,28 and the state of Washington
took direct action on the matter by revising its motor
vehicle code to make the publication of the results of
automobile speed tests on the public highway prima facia
evidence of reckless driving with all parties involved
subject to prosecution.29

Advertising trade journals were quick to point out
the dangers of speed as a promotional theme and to urge
the automobile industry to change its advertising before
more state governments intervened. On September 1, 1927,
an article in Printer's Ink entitled, "Danger Ahead--
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Slow Down Automobile Advertisers: An Open Letter to Mo-
tor Car and Truck Advertisers and to the Advertising
Agencies and Copy Writers Serving Them," warned that
state legislatures would pass legislation requiring gov-
ernors on automobile engines if speed advertising was
not toned down and urged manufacturers to act responsib-
ly to help reduce accidents rather than encouraging
reckless driving, and one month later the journal asked
for "some speedy action on speed advertising."30 The
next year Advertising & Selling also published "An Open
Letter to Our Automobile Manufacturers" criticizing ad-
vertisements which "with almost no exceptions . . .
stress speed; and not only speed but power." The jour-
nal urged the manufacturers to accept greater responsib-
ility for traffic accidents by changing their advertise-
ments to stress "Safe Motoring": "If advertising can
sell automobiles--as it can--surely it can sell the idea
of using them so that they will be a blessing, not a
curse, as they threaten to become."31

Even representatives of individual automobile manu-
facturers were frank to admit that they felt speed ad-
vertising was dangerous. F. B. Sears, president of the
Elcar Motor Company, declared in 1927:

Many buyers that would never think of
speed ordinarily are today asking for it
and demanding it, undoubtedly due to the
cause that speed has been advertised so
promiscuously during the last eighteen
months or two years. There will be no
question that this demand will continue
as long as advertising is carried on along
this line.32

Eddie V. Rickenbacker, the World War I flying ace who
had entered the automobile industry in the early 1920's,
stated that the continued emphasis on speed in advertis-
ing would produce a nation of speed conscious drivers
and result in a rise in automobile accidents.33 L. G.
Reed, sales manager of Willys Overland, stated that
"Excessive speeds entail added hazards, not only to the
driver and occupants of the car, but also to other sane
drivers and pedestrians who may be on the road or
street."34 William L. Lewis, director of advertising
and assistant sales manager of the Cadillac Motor Car
Company, agreed: "Speed is very dangerous. We do not
like to promote speed and I think it would be beneficial
if more attention was paid to stressing more thoroughly
many of the other important factors equally interesting
to the prospective buyer." 3 5 C. A. Triphagen, sales
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manager of the Reo Motor Car Company, summed up the at-
titudes of this group of automobile spokesmen when he
stated that while he did not like emphasizing speed,
competition in the industry forced him to do so.36

On the other hand, Paul G. Hoffman, president of
Studebaker Corporation, and F. E. Moskovics, president
of Stutz Motor Car Company, both stressed that speed was
an important indicator of a car's ability to give safe
and reliable performance under normal operating condi-
tions, and that it was almost impossible to get the idea
across to the public without giving some indication of
the potential speed of an automobile. Moskovics argued

/ that a car capable of 90 or 100 miles per hour would be
so well built that it would be exceptionally safe at
ordinary speeds. Hoffman added that even though auto-
mobile manufacturers stressed speed in their advertise-
ments, it did not mean that automobiles should be opera-
ted at high speeds: "The practice of a well-known
watch manufacturer of showing in his advertisements a
watch enclosed in a cake of ice is not interpreted by
the public that all owners of such watches should store
them in the icebox overnight."3 7 However, public re-
sentment of emphasis on speed in automobile advertising
was serious enough so that in late 193.6 the members of
the AMA pledged to eliminate "all references to vehicle
top speeds" in their promotions and publicity and added
that "every safety factor proven by research and engi-
neering will continue to be built in American automo-
biles."38 If specific speeds were no longer mentioned
in advertisements, the rest of the copy appeared to
change little until the outbreak of World War II. Buick
advertisements which in 1936 proclaimed, "Hot! It's a
Ball of Fire!" and described the new model as the "most
satisfying carrier of high-power energy that ever
thrilled an appreciative traveler!" were much the same
five years later:

Out at the General Motors Proving Ground
they judge an automobile by what's under
the hood and not by the bright shining
paint. So straight from that plain-talk-
ing--hard-testing bunch we bring the pic-
ture of this new Buick, as you'll get it
once you take it out on the road. . . .
What they went for was the Fireball Eight,
. . . a sockdalagin' son-of-a-seacook for
wallop. "It's as if you gotta string o'
comets by the tail," they said. . . .
You.can get it stepped up still more in
power . . . by the new fuel supply we call
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Compound Carburetion.39

Criticism of the emphasis on speed and power as a
cause of automobile accidents also continued unabated.
A 1932 article in Atlantic Monthly stated that "The av-
erage motorist buys a car advertised and extolled for
its speed," and that the automobile manufacturers "have
not been content merely to provide speed; they seem to
insist--if subtly--that the driver use it."40 The au-
thor went on to charge that the argument that "speed,
in itself, is not dangerous" was fallacious for traffic
statistics indicated that the accident rate had risen
along with the increase in speed and power of automo-
biles, and traffic research had shown "conclusively
that where speed is reduced the number of accidents is
correspondingly lowered."41 Furthermore, the laws of
physics dictated that "The faster a vehicle is going,
the more damage it can do to itself and the more injury
to the people riding in it, because its energy increases
as the square of the speed." 42 A Travelers Insurance
Company publication the following year concurred, stat-
ing: "No one can deny that there is a distinct rela-
tion between the rate of speed at which a person or ob-
ject is struck and the severity of the resulting injur-
ies and damage."43

Robbins B. Stoeckel, Connecticut Commissioner of
Motor Vehicles, warned in 1932 that continued emphasis
on speed in automobile advertising would bring a "flood
of restrictive road laws," and Delmar G. Roos, a vice
president of the Society of Automotive Engineers, called
on the automobile industry to cooperate with state motor
vehicle commissioners in regard to speed and safer auto-
mobile design in an effort to prevent the passage of re-
strictive legislation.44 Scientific American reported
that English automotive engineers felt that the size of
the engines in American automobiles was "all out of pro-
portion to the requirements of rational performance" and
that they were critical of what they saw as an over-em-
phasis on speed and quick acceleration, speculating that
this was "perhaps due to the ease with which publicity
departments can impress the public with spectacular fig-
ures."45 An American critic, writing five years later,
agreed with this interpretation:

A lot of horsepower for the money . . . is
a sales asset for reasons which go back
to the early days of motoring. A large
figure looks nice in print, and impresses
buyers. High maximum horsepower, however,
has just one main value--it and it alone
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will ensure high top speed. It is not
necessarily a measure of the other factors
of good "performance"--acceleration and
power on hills.46

The author also concurred with the criticism that Amer-
ican automobiles were overpowered, pointing out that
most drivers overlooked the higher operating costs which
this incurred. Furthermore, he charged that the argu-
ment stressed in automobile advertising that the added
power was a safety feature which enabled drivers to get
out of dangerous situations was fallacious for it tended
to encourage poor driving habits which got more drivers
into trouble than out of it. Another critic charged
that "the speedometer, which is graduated to register
90 miles an hour or higher, is a standing invitation to
the operator to test his skill as a speed driver."
Speedometers were marked in this way, he argued, as a
selling point to make the "customer feel he is acquiring

/
a powerful machine, regardless of whether or not it is
capable of reaching that velocity safely."47

Dean Fales, professor of automotive engineering at
MIT, agreed that American automobiles were overpowered
and that high speed driving was dangerous, and he point-
ed out that "Many of the new cars are so much faster and
smoother than the older cars that the driver is deceived
as to his speed, and when he meets an emergency, both he

/ and the vehicle are unable to cope with it." 4 8 An ar-
ticle originally published in Readers Digest offered a
more colorful description of this same phenomenon:

The automobile is treacherous, just as a
cat is. It is tragically difficult to
realize that it can become the deadliest
missle. . . . It makes 65 feel like no-
thing at all. But 65 miles an hour is
100 feet a second, a speed which puts a
viciously unjustified responsibility on
brakes and human reflexes, and can in-
stantly turn this docile luxury into a
mad bull elephant.48

Evidence continued to pile up supporting the idea
that high speed driving was a cause of accidents. An
examination of 2,571 highway deaths in Pennsylvania in
1934 indicated that 56 percent could be attributed to
"exceeding the speed limit or driving too fast for con-
ditions."50 A study of two groups of drivers conducted
by the Committee on Transportation of Yale University
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substantiated the conclusion that high speed driving
caused more accidents than driving at moderate speeds.51

Even a spokesman for the federal government was
moved to react to the speed problem. Secretary of Com-
merce Daniel C. Roper asked: "Why is it necessary to
manufacture cars with speeds from 80 to 100 miles an
hour? What steps are being taken by dealers to insure
the public against the selling of high-speed cars to
reckless, disabled, or incompetent drivers?"52 The New
York Times was still speaking out against fast driving
and arguing that it was the most important cause of auto-
mobile accidents, and in 1935, Charles A. Harnett, New 

IrYork State Commissioner of Motor Vehicles, suggested the
possible use of mechanical speed governors: "We urge
that a maximum speed limit of 50 miles an hour be estab-
lished by law in the State of New York, and if enforce-
ment does not bring about the desired results, it may be
necessary to resort to mechanical devices as a means of
restriction."53 New York Governor Herbert H. Lehman re-
sponded with a highway safety program in 1936 including
forced installation of speed governors on the cars of
operators convicted of reckless driving and the estab-
lishment of new limitations on speed. Other states and
cities experimented with speed restrictions, and fifty
miles per hour gained acceptance as a top limit on rural
roads while cities cut legal speeds to twenty-five and
thirty miles per hour, and an insurance company organiz-
ed a "Not over 50 Club" complete with windshield de-
cals. 54 It was reported that hundreds of motorists were
installing speed governors voluntarily, a poll taken by
the American Institute of Public Opinion revealed that
68 percent of those interviewed would agree to attach
governors to their cars to keep them from going over
fifty miles per hour, and a survey of state motor ve-
hicle administrators in 1938 showed them also favoring
the devices. The Federal Government began installing
governors on all the cars it purchased, following the
lead of many oil companies, the meat packing industry,
and the Railway Express Agency who agreed that the de-
vices not only reduced accidents but also cut operating
and maintenance costs.55

The arguments on the other side of the issue were
little changed. The author of a book on fast driving
published in 1935 stated:

It is logical to hurry in an automobile.
The motor car was invented so that man could
go faster from place to place, and ever
since it was invented it has been made a
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faster and safer machine. . . . It is
not logical to expect our evolution to be
toward slowness when the major inherent
quality of the automobile is speed. . .56

Other writers agreed, arguing that even though "higher
automobile power and speed inevitably entail certain haz-
ards, . . . to abandon such power and speed would be a
step backwards, which the American public will not tol-
erate."5 7 Automobile manufacturers echoed this argu-
ment, pointing out that they were merely responding to
the demands of the marketplace by providing faster, more

/ powerful automobiles, and it was not their fault that
/ the cars were driven too fast. 58 General Motors stated

in 1934 that "Under modern conditions of travel, SPEED
and PICK-UP are essential factors of safety,"59 but a
statement by GM executive president William Knudsen two
years later was more to the point:

We spend a great deal of money every year
finding out what our customers want. So
it is with considerable confidence that
we tell you that they want cars which will
accelerate quickly, negotiate the majority
of hills without gear shifting, and trans-
port them at a fairly rapid rate of speed.
We are confident that the public will not
buy cars which do not have these perfor-
mance characteristics, no matter what we
as individuals may think about it.60

Paul Hoffman, president of Studebaker, argued in 1939
that speed did not appear to be the main cause of most
accidents, although it might increase the severity of
accidents which did occur. More important, "Speed in
relation to safety is a complex subject, and we need to
know more than we do before we make final pronouncements
concerning its regulation."61

With the outbreak of World War II, the Federal Gov-
ernment halted all automobile production, rationed tires
and gasoline, and moved to regulate the entire highway
transportation system for the first time by establishing
a national speed limit of forty miles per hour, which
was later reduced to thirty-five. The speed regulation
was not aimed primarily at the reduction of accidents
but rather at conserving tires, gasoline, and the motor
vehicles themselves for use during the war. 62 However,
the accident rate did drop during this period as a re-
sult of the lower speeds and the decline in the use of
automobiles, and there was discussion of retaining speed
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control in the postwar period.63 But with the end of
hostilities the national speed limit was abandoned along
with other wartime measures; under state control, limits
not only returned to prewar levels but higher maximums
were established on many of the new t state-constructed
toll highways built in this period." Furthermore, as
soon as renewed automobile production satisfied the in-
itial deferred demand after the war and significant non-
price competition returned to the automobile industry,
the greatest speed, performance, horsepower, and racing 1/
contest in history broke out among the manufacturers.

The basis for what came to be called the "horse-
power race" of the 1950's was the development of a high
compression V-8 engine by General Motors under the di-
rectionof its legendary engineering research director,
Charles F. Kettering. Designed to burn high octane fuel,
the new motor produced a big increase in power in rela-
tion to its size and weight, and, thus, offered the po-
tential of a large jump in the horsepower of automobiles
which had been previously limited by the great weight
and bulk of low compression, in-line eight cylinder and
V-12 engines. The new, high compression V-8 appeared
first in the 1949 Cadillac and Oldsmobile lines, and it
was soon adopted by other General Motors divisions and
copied by other manufacturers.65

The horsepower race officially began during the
1951 model year when the new Chrysler model was offered
with 180 horsepower in order to top Cadillac and Packard
which each featured 160. The next year, the Cadillac
rating was increased to 190 horsepower, and Buick, which
had traditionally featured power and speed, came out
with a 170 horsepower engine; Oldsmobile, DeSoto, and
Lincoln were all increased to 160 horsepower ratings.
In 1953, Cadillac was raised to 210 horsepower and Buick
to 188 while Lincoln was increased to 204. DeSoto came
out on top the following year with 235 horsepower while
Cadillac increased to 230, Packard to 212, and Buick to
200.66

"Power" soon became one of the major advertising
themes of the 1950's as the horsepower race, which had
begun in the high-priced class, was soon copied by med-
ium-priced cars.67 A 1951 Buick advertisement asked:

How long since you lifted the hood of a
car, and took a good look at what's be-
neath? We'-like to have the folks do that
with a Buick. You'll find that broad
bonnet isn't put there for show. It's
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packed with horsepower--high, wide and
handsome--more horsepower than normal
drivers will ever use in full.68

By 1953, the number of eight cylinder cars manufactured
in the United States exceeded the number of six cylinder
ones for the first time, and the next year the low-pric-
ed class was caught up in the horsepower race. Chevro-
let and Plymouth introduced V-8 engines for the first
time, and Ford adopted the new, high compression V-8
motor to replace its old, less powerful, low compression
design.69 The horsepower competition continued and by
1958 the ratings of the low-priced models had exceeded
the horsepower of the high-priced 1950 models. 70 The
luxury and medium-priced automobile power competition
also continued unabated. The 1956 DeSoto featured 320
horsepower, and advertisements for it stated that "this
beautiful package of golden dynamite" had been "elec-
tronically clocked at the scorching speed of 137 miles
per hour." Shortly thereafter, Chrysler came out with
a 340 horsepower model which the company claimed had
been clocked at 147 miles per hour, making it the fast-
est production automobile in the world.71

Criticism of the dangers of speed and power reap-
peared in the postwar period along with the outbreak of
the horsepower race. The automobile industry was crit-
icized for building cars which were able to attain
speeds which were beyond the capability of highways and
the ability, skill, and judgement of drivers, and speed
was charged with being the main reason for traffic ac-
cidents, causing half of all automobile deaths. 72 A
1953 article in Changing Times magazine stated, "We've
gone horsepower crazy," l 3 and James K. Knudsen, a mem-
ber of the Interstate Commerce Commission and adminis-
trator of defense transportation, charged in a speech
before the Economic Club of Detroit that "The automobile
public--in large part by your [the automobile manufac-
turers'] encouragement--has gone quite power mad. Power
makes for speed. Speed is the killer." Knudsen urged
the industry to shift its emphasis to safety and "to de-
vise further and more ingenious devices for the automo-
bile user, to limit the range of opportunity for human
error and to minimize the consequences of that error."74
Even the American Automobile Association publically crit-
icized the high horsepower of the new cars at its fif-
ty-first annual meeting in 1953. One of the speakers at
the gathering, MIT Professor Dean Fales, charged that
the "power far exceeds the maneuverability of the ve-
hicles, with the result that there is a lack of control
[and] the accident rate goes up." The 800 delegates
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then passed a resolution asking the automobile manufac-
turers to "tone down the increasing emphasis on horse-
power and higher and higher speed potentials and devote
more thought and emphasis upon ways and means of pro-
tecting the driver against his own mistakes." 7 5 The AAA
meeting two years later again criticized the horsepower
race, stating that although "reasonable reserve power"
was desirable, "power above that would seem to impose on
the car user an unwarranted potential hazard."76

Consumer Reports charged that the horsepower race
was producing more powerful engines at the expense of
"docility, quick warming up, moderate speed economy,
longer engine life, [and] greater moderate speed per-
formance." More important, the magazine charged that
manufacturers were "guilty of a dangerous practice--
dropping all this power into vehicles that do not handle,
steer, stop or hold the road as high-powered cars should
do."7 7 Other critics echoed this charge that increased
horsepower had made other components inadequate and
pointed out that manufacturers were being forced to cor-
rect major weaknesses caused by the increased power, es-
pecially in regard to transmissions and brakes, some-
times even during the model year.78

An article in Atlantic magazine the following year
stated that there was no good reason for putting such
high horsepower in passenger cars. The author argued
that it was not needed for normal driving, that the
brakes and suspensions of the vehicles were not designed
to handle it, and there was danger in entrusting it to
the majority of drivers: the argument that increased
power meant increased safety was dismissed as false;
rather, it was claimed that more powerful engines tended
to get drivers into trouble.79 Consumer Reports echoed
this latter point, stating that "the much advertised
safety factor of rapid acceleration" was "an unreliable
instrument" with many variables which was "utterly un-
safe for the average driver or even the self-styled
'expert,'" and that braking was the safest way to avoid
an accident."

In 1954, Consumers' Research Bulletin pointed out
that automobiles were now capable of going much faster
than was legal under most state laws and charged these
cars with being "the number one killer on the road."81
Two years later, Congressman Paul F. Schenk of Ohio con-
cluded: "It seems rather foolish to discuss a recom-
mended speed limit and enforcement and safety and at the
same time build automobiles which will exceed those very
things."82 New York Traffic Commissioner T. T. Wiley
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stated that any further increase in horsepower would be
"sheer madness" and charged that the automobile manufac-
turers had "gone on a horsepower jag [which was] as in-
sidious as dope." The traffic engineer of the city of
Denver added: "We're running 300 h.p. cars on 50 h.p.
streets."83

The National Safety Council and other organizations
attempted to counter the horsepower race with elaborate
"Slow Down and Live" campaigns, which they claimed pro-
duced definite results.84 However, the Council admitted
that some of the advertising of the automobile industry
ran counter to the safety messages which it turned out.85
Other observers were less reserved in their criticism of
the industry's emphasis on speed and power. Phillip C.
Johnson, chairman of the Indiana Legislature's study
commission on traffic safety, pointed out that the auto-
mobile manufacturers were not only putting engines in
passenger cars which were more powerful than were allow-
ed on some motor speedways, but they were also spending
more in advertising this than was being spent in promo-
ting traffic safety: "All the work the [safety] pro-
fessional can do is lost. . . and is being counteracted
by this advertising campaign, in my opinion, of the auto-
mobile industry which is pushing speed and blazing
horsepower."86 Christian Century called for a Congress-
ional investigation of the automobile manufacturers'
emphasis on "power and speed in their frantic competi-
tion to sell cars" in hopes of achieving a voluntary
limitation on horsepower and top speed, and the magazine
suggested a tithe on advertising budgets to be used to
condition motorists to drive safely: "Advertising is so
powerful a medium for creating desires that it might be
used to create the desire to live and let others live."87
American Motorist magazine concurred, criticizing the
stress on "hopped-up speed" and suggesting that automo-
bile manufacturers spend more time engineering develop-
ments to protect drivers from their own mistakes.88

Even in the face of all this criticism, some spokes-
men for the automobile industry argued that increased
horsepower, far from being a hazard, was a safety fea-
ture. GM President Harlow Curtice stated in 1954 that
"New engines with increased horsepower . . . provide
better performance, more economy and greater highway
safety." 89 A spokesman for Chrysler Corporation argued
two years later that "Methodical study and analysis of
the available facts shows that increases in horsepower
have not resulted in appreciable increases in highway
cruising speeds," while an official of the Ford Motor
Company stated that his company advertised horsepower
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because "our experience indicates that the public mind
associates an increase in horsepower with an improvement
in performance and efficiency," and "We have seen no
proof that this type of advertising incites to reckless
driving."90

It was perhaps inevitable that automobile manufac-
turers would return to racing as an additional weapon in
their horsepower battle. Chevrolet adopted the sales
theme of racing as a method of demonstrating the perfor-
mance of its new, high compression V-8 engine in 1955.
Chevrolet won two major races, advertised the results
heavily, and sales rose 15.7 percent over the previous
year. As a result of Chevrolet's success, Chrysler's
Dodge and Plymouth divisions began active participation
in racing; the corporation spent heavily to promote rac-
ing and saw its market share increase from 13 to 16.9
percent. 9 1 Ford division's general manager Robert S.
McNamara called a "council of war" with his engineers as
a result of the Chevrolet victories, and the meeting re-
sulted in a decision to support racing financially and
technically, but indirectly through an outside firm.
The Ford effort was late, however, and its share of the
market fell from 31 to 27.8 percent for 1955, but vic-
tories in 1956 and 1957 which were advertised widely put
Ford back in the competition.92

The involvement of the major automobile manufactur-
ers in racing and their active promotion of the results
on top of the other aspects of the horsepower race pro-
duced a significant reaction. The AAA decided to end its
sponsorship of automobile racing in 1955 after a half
century, and during the next two years, two Congression-
al committees and the Governors' Conference on Traffic
Safety, headed by Abraham Ribicoff of Connecticut, began
separate investigations of the traffic safety problem.93
Ribicoff took the initiative and worked out a voluntary
agreement within the industry to end the horsepower
race.94 At the annual meeting of the Automobile Manu-
facturers Association in 1957, the board of directors,
fearing government intervention, voted "to encourage
owners and drivers to evaluate passenger cars in terms
of useful power and ability to afford safe, reliable
and comfortable transportation, rather than in terms of
capacity for speed."95 Furthermore, the AMA approved a
resolution introduced by GM President Harlow Curtice
banning participation by members of the association in
racing or speed and acceleration tests and prohibiting
the use of the results of such contests in advertis-
ing.96 Sometime earlier, the three largest automobile
manufacturers had agreed not to mark speedometers high-
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er than 120 miles per hour, a practice engaged in to in-
dicate--accurately or not--the top speed potential of a
car, which had developed into a race of its own that
critics charged was an enticement for drivers to drive
fast.97

Ford Motor Company halted its support of racing ac-
tivities, and Business Week magazine asked, "Can Detroit
Sell without Speed?"9 	 At General Motors, however,
Chevrolet and Pontiac divisions continued to clandes-
tinely support racing and to emphasize speed in adver-
tisements aimed at specialized audiences despite the
corporation's sponsorship of and continued official sup-
port of the AMA ban. Chevrolet won important racing
victories during the next two years, and Ford's market
share slipped noticeably behind that of its main compet-
itor. When the construction of new speedways at Day-
tona, Florida, Charlotte, North Carolina, and Atlanta,
Georgia, in 1959 and 1960 brought new popularity to auto-
mobile racing, Lee Iacocca, the new Ford general mana-
ger, also began giving support to racing through the
company's Autolite division.99 Plymouth returned to rac-
ing, also, and by 1962, the Wall Street Journal report-
ed, "The spirit, if not the letter, of the [AMA] agree-
ment has been shattered" by the automobile industry's
"urge to woo customers by bragging about the number of
horses under the hood. '1100

In June, 1962, Henry Ford II, president of Ford
Motor Company, notified the AMA that his firm would no
longer abide by the 1957 agreement since it had "neither
purpose nor effect." The company began emphasizing
speed and performance in its advertising aimed at the
general public, and it was soon laying plans to attempt
to win some of the biggest races in the world, including
those at Indianapolis, Indiana, Daytona, and Le Mans,
France. Chrysler Corporation announced that the Ford
position had made the resolution "inoperative" and was
soon officially racing again. General Motors announced
that it continued to support "the soundness of the
principle of the AMA resolution," but its Chevrolet and
Pontiac divisions continued to race and also began to
emphasize speed and performance in general advertis-
ing.101 American Motors, on the other hand, which lack-
ed the resources to support a racing program, continued
to strongly support the AMA resolution. In 1963, when
speed and horsepower appeared as a major theme in the
advertisements of both Ford and Chrysler, AMC President
Roy Abernathy condemned putting "an aura of glamour a-
round speed" and argued that "The start of a new horse-
power race . . . would create a public spectacle that
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could rob the industry of its deserved and hard-won rep-
utation for responsibility. "102 In 1964, American Mo-
tors ran full page advertisements stating that it did
not feel that emphasis on speed and horsepower was a
contribution to safety, and that the company would not
become involved in such promotions.103 Two years later,
.Abernathy stated:

I think there may be some indication . . .
that there are some people, particularly
young people, who are romanced by it [horse-
power] and might purchase cars on that
account. . . . We are against the glam-
orizing of it. . . . We think it has some-
thing to do with the action of the driver
on the highway.104

The return of the horsepower race also brought the
return of public criticism. Congressman Paul Rogers of
Florida, a member of one of the House Subcommittees
which looked into the problem in 1957, lamented the end
of the AMA resolution: "The need for such an agreement
was reflected in the rising death toll on America's
highways. At that time, each manufacturer based his
claims on massive horsepower and high speed figures.
Competition being what it is, the public was caught in
a race of spiraling high performance figures and death
statistics to match."105 Two government investigations
prompted by concern over the earlier horsepower race
which had been completed in 1959 lent support to Rogers'
concern. A Bureau of Public Roads study revealed that
both excessively high horsepowered automobiles and low
horsepowered ones had higher accident rates than cars of
average power. A Commerce Department study concluded
that despite industry claims, "it would seem to be of
economic disadvantage to the consumer, both in engine
cost and fuel consumed, to provide any vehicle with a
power-plant capability far in excess of the needs for
speed and acceleration, which surely have some practical
and finite limits from the safety viewpoint." The re-
port went on to state that additional development work
might make mechanical speed control feasible.106 A
spokesman for the AMA argued, on the other hand, that
"Prevention of excessive speed is essentially a matter
of driver control through enforcement and education."107
Advertising Ave reported that an examination of automo-
bile advertising revealed that the art work and copy was
little different from that in advertisements forty years
earlier; there was the same emphasis on speed on the
open highway "as if people still bought cars to exper-
ience the thrill of powered travel on a wide, unclutter-
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ed road."108

Consumers' Bulletin charged in 1963 that speed and
power had been increased beyond all reason and that the
automobile manufacturers' claims that the extra horse-
power was a safety feature was "an insult to the consum-
er's intelligence."109 A former automotive engineer
turned safety consultant again pointed out the discrep-
ancy between the type of vehicles the industry was pro-
ducing and the rest of the highway system:

Today dozens of automobiles being offered
to ordinary consumers are capable of
speeds exceeding 100 miles per hour and
a substantial number of models can reach
speeds of 140 to 160 miles per hour. De-
sign of public road and driver licensing
requirements of most states contemplate
maximum speeds of around 60 miles per
hour. . . . Thus users are consciously
being provided with high speed ability
that exceeds legal limits, . . . ability
of all public roads, . . . driving skill
of nearly all drivers, and the expecta-
tions of innocent bystanders. . . . 110

General Motors, always tearful of Federal anti-
trust action because of its control of 55 percent of the
automobile market, took the criticism of the use of
speed and horsepower seriously enough so that it re-
tained the official policy of support for the 1957 AMA
resolution despite pressure from several division mana-
gers for open participation in automobile racing, but
its products did not fall behind in horsepower ratings.
Thus, the new emphasis on racing found Ford and Chrysler
as the main contestants in a drive: for victories which
could be turned into "highly competitive, if not sensa-
tional advertising campaigns." Sam Petok, a public re-
lations manager for Chrysler, pointed out the large
amount of free publicity which winners of automobile
races--one of the largest spectator sports--received
from newspapers, magazines, and television, as well as
at the races themselves. Plymouth, Dodge and Chrysler
cars achieved a number of victories in 1963 and 1964
which the company touted widely, even in its annual re-
ports to stockholders. Plymouth sales jumped 22 percent
after a victory at the Daytona International Speedway in
February, 1964. Robert Rogers, special car manager and
chief engineer of Chrysler Corporation, argued that al-
though "We lay no claim to racing specially-equipped ve-
hicles as an experimental proving ground for standard
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passenger car development," no automobile manufacturer
could afford to ignore the public demand for performance,
and the company spent $3,000,000 on racing activities in
1964.111

Ford initially claimed that racing was merely being
used to stress the durability of its products. However,
Ford general manager Lee Iacocca, long an outspoken ad-
vocate of racing, argued in a speech in 1964 that the
total performance ability of an automobile was best
judged in public contests; furthermore, if a manufactur-
er could project a "winning image," many consumers would
purchase cars of that brand. Ford was soon spending
$20,000,000 per year on racing, and by 1967 estimates
ranged as high was $30,000,000 as the company invested
heavily in an effort to win the Indianapolis 500 and the
Le Mans Gran Prix. Leo C. Beebe, special vehicles mana-
ger of Ford division, estimated that the firm's race
cars were performing before an audience of 10,000,000
people, and the news of victories were widely featured
in advertising campaigns. The total effect of this ef-
fort, the Ford sales people were convinced, was in-
creased sales.112

In 1965, Abraham Ribicoff, the man who was given
credit for the 1957 AMA resolution, was again investiga-
ting the horsepower race, this time as chairman of a
Senate committee. Ribicoff was convinced that there was
a direct connection between the resumption of racing by
the automobile companies and the steady rise in traffic
accidents since 1962, and his committee called represen-
tatives to Washington in order to question them on the
subject. 11 3 Arjay Miller, the president of the Ford
Motor Company, argued that automobile racing was a popu-
lar sport and that no resolution would stop it or the
use of industry products in it. Therefore, Ford felt it
should become involved in racing to see that its prod-
ucts were used properly and safely. Furthermore, Miller
claimed that racing was an important testing ground. As
for increases in the horsepower of passenger cars, the
Ford president stated: "Some drivers misuse the top
speed potential of their cars. Nevertheless, it is clear
that, on balance, the development of more efficient,
more powerful engines has been an important factor in
improving highway safety. n114 On the other hand, Fred-
erick C. Donner, chairman of the board of General Mo-
tors, reaffirmed the corporation's continued support of
the 1957 AMA resolution, and Roy Abernathy, president of
American Motors, concurred, admitting that he felt em-
phasis on speed and horsepower had a detrimental effect
on driver behavior.115
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Despite the Ribicoff investigation and a study of
automobile safety, speed, and racing advertising by the
Federal Trade Commission, the Ford Motor Company contin-
ued its active participation in six major racing cate-
gories through 1969, winning impressive victories in all
areas. However, by this time the speed and horsepower
sales theme had lost much of its appeal, the demand for
high performance models declined, and many customers
were again rejecting American cars in favor of less
powerful, less expensive and more economical imported
brands. Just as important, after 1966 the Federal gov-
ernment began its first serious attempt to regulate the
highway transportation system and the automobile indus-
try. It was Federal requirements in regard to safety
and air pollution, which began coming into effect in the
late 1960's, that were responsible for reordering prior-
ities within the automobile industry, making the large
expenditures on racing financially impossible. Ford's
1970 racing budget was cut by 75 percent, and in Novem-
ber of that year, Vice President Matthew S. McLaughlin
announced that the company was withdrawing from all
major forms of automobile competition. Executive Vice
President Lee A. Iacocca suggested that Ford's invest-
ment in racing had not given a good return on the dol-
lar.116 However, indications were that, until 1970,
Ford Motor Company's emphasis on speed, performance,
horsepower, and racing had, despite some criticism, giv-
en a good return in terms of sales and profits, especial-
ly given General Motors' reluctance to participate open-
ly in the competition. But this successful sales cam-
paign, like the many others before it, encouraged the
production of unbalanced automobile designs capable of
attaining speeds well beyond the capacity of the rest of
the vehicle, the operator, and the highway, and it may
have helped condition drivers to use the vehicle's speed
potential--and in a highly aggressive manner.
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CHAPTER V

THE REACTION OF THE AUTOMOBILE INDUSTRY

TO THE PROBLEM OF TRAFFIC ACCIDENTS

Early proponents of motorized road vehicles_argued
that they were much safer than horse-drawn vehicles.
Horseless Age stated in 1896: "The motor vehicle will
not shy or run away. . . . These frightful accidents
can be prevented. The motor vehicle will do it."1 J.
Frank Duryea said the following year:

The horse is a willful, unreliable brute.
The ever recurring accidents due to
horses which are daily set forth in the
papers prove that the horse is a dangerous
motor and not the docile pet of the poet.
The mechanical motor is his superior in
many respects, and when its superiority
has become better known his inferiority
will be more apparent.2

Harper's Weekly stated in 1899 that "a good many folks
to whom every horse is a wild beast feel much safer on
a machine than behind a quadruped, who has a mind of
his own, and emotions which may not always be fore-
stalled or controlled."3

The safety argument was not used for very long,
however. In 1899, a New York City real estate dealer
was run over and killed near Central Park to become the
first known victim of the motor vehicle.4 From that
point on the toll climbed rapidly. An official of one
automobile company admitted in 1902 that "there have
been some accidents and these happenings in or near met-
ropolitan districts have attracted more or less atten-
tion and possibly have been given undue publicity by
publications of a sensational nature." 5 Agricultural
journals editorially criticized speeding and reckless
driving, and in 1905 the National Grange claimed that
"Accidents of the most shocking nature have been a com-
mon occurance."6

Even supporters of the automobile admitted that
"The problem of the automobile is a serious one,"7 but
rather than concede the need for stronger regulation,
the first reaction of some automotive interests was to
advocate a campaign to educate newspapers that were giv-
ing unfavorable coverage to the automobile through their
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articles on accidents.8 In 1909, a writer in Overland 
Monthly, in an article entitled the "Automobile as the
Agent for Civilization," attacked "certain people who
have not awakened to the benefits of the motor age.
When they read a newspaper account of an automobile ac-
cident, the unlucky machine is subjected to all sorts of
criticism."9

Yet the criticism continued. In 1908, Living Age 
complained that it was now impossible to walk or ride a
bicycle along a highway because of the dust, noise, and
danger caused by automobiles, and a writer in the Atlan-
tic Monthly stated flatly that "unavoidable" automobile
accidents would continue "so long as men and women were
prone to forget, and children are possessed of immature
judgement" and that the automobile, not the public,
should be controlled.10 In 1909, Outlook, in an article
entitled "Slaughter on the Highways," asked "how long
(will) this reign of death . . . continue?" and a prom-
inent Boston citizen, in a letter to a daily newspaper,
demanded; "Have we killed enough people or do the auto-
mobile drivers wish a few more victims?"11 Magazine ar-
ticles pointing out the "Menace of the Automobile" and
calling for the "Curbing of the Automobile Danger" con-
tinued to appear as automobile accidents increased.12
The electric railway industry was particularly upset by
the numbers of its customers who were run over by auto-
mobiles after stepping from street cars.13

Automobile accident statistics released at the 1909
meeting of the International Association of Accident Un-
derwriters revealed that the motor vehicle was not safer
than the horse, for the record was much worse than what
had been considered normal for horse-drawn vehicles.14
In the same year, Horseless Age admitted that "the
'automobile hazard' is not likely to decline in fre-
quency."15 Not only did the accident rate seem very
high given the number of automobiles in use, but automo-
bile accidents usually involved more serious bodily in-
jury and higher property damage claims than accidents
involving only horse-drawn vehicles. Moreover, motor-
cars were more costly to repair or replace. 1 8 In 1915,
the Travelers Insurance Company, in a booklet entitled
Motor Vehicles and Safety, stated: "The evolution of
the automobile, from the slow, uncomfortable, cumbersome,
and mechanically-imperfect conveyance of the past, to
the swift, dependable, luxurious car of to-day, has been
attended by a correspondingly increasing amount of dan-
ger, not only to the operator of the car and his passen-
gers, but also to the public at large."17 The following
year the Governor of Massachusetts spoke of "The alarm-
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ing proportions reached by mortality upon the high-
ways."18

In December, 1917, Lee K. Frankel, third vice pres-
ident of the Metropolitan Life Insurance Company, deliv-
ered an address entitled "The Increasing Automobile Haz-
ard" before a meeting in New York City of the Associa-
tion of Life Insurance Presidents:

The increasing importance of the automo-
bile as an instrument of injury and death
is daily being viewed with greater alarm
by life insurance companies, police of-
ficials, civil authorities and public
health administrators. Vital statisti-
cians are observing that while the com-
municable diseases have responded more
and more each year to the measures in-
stituted by health authorities for their
control, injuries and fatalities resulting
from the growing use of automobiles are
steadily climbing. . . . The data avail-
able show clearly that we have before us a
problem of the first magnitude and that we
must organize all communal groups inter-
ested in public safety to combat the
growing evil. It will be necessary to in-
terest legislatures and to educate the
public generally if we are to control the
results of the automobile industry which
has grown so tremendously in recent
years.19

Frankel also pointed out that "The increase in the num-
ber of accidents and fatalities bears a definite rela-
tion to the increase in the number of automobiles in
use."2° Another observer the same year reached the
same conclusion:

Other things being equal, accidents will
increase with motor vehicle registration.
One check which was expected to operate
before now upon increased registration, and
therefore upon accidents, was a limit to
the proportion of persons supposedly able
to buy automobiles. That limit was en-
tirely misconceived. Automobiles can be
procured so cheaply now and so many
people to procure them are ready to sac-
rifice necessities as well as luxuries,
that no one longer dares define any limit.21
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Some automobile interests continued to attack the
press for sensationalism in its coverage of automobile
accidents, criticizing newspapers for publishing grouped
accident reports and accusing them of giving space to
accident statistics of doubtful accuracy. James R. Doo-
little, the editor of a large volume published in 1916,
entitled The Romance of the Automobile Industry, wrote:
"In the view of some of the press, the automobile is to-
day a juggernaut, a motoring speed-monster, intent on
killing and maiming all who stand in its way. The mo-
torist . . . is an intoxicated savage, in charge of a
dangerous device."22

The automobile industry as a whole, however, be-
came implicitly aware that the accident problem posed no
real threat to its sales or autonomy. Motor vehicle
crashes were, due to the national scope of the highway
transportation system, a decentralized phenomenon, usu-

/ ally involving just a very few individuals in any area

I at any particular time. Residents of any specific lot-
cality were always aware of a few accidents, but the
magnitude of the problem across the country was seldom
impressed upon them. When the decentralized nature of
automobile accidents was coupled with the natural ten-
dency of an individual to view his chances of being in-
volved in a crash as very remote, the result was a pub-
lic acceptance of a very high accident rate. Just as
important, because the automobile, unlike the horse, was
an inanimate object, it was natural for the blame for

, accidents to be laid on the human operator. Vehicular
contributions to crashes were complex, often concealed
by the crash, and, thus, seldom considered. Since high-
way transportation was not viewed as a system--although
a few observers noticed that there was a connection be-
tween the number of accidents and the number of vehicles
on the road--the natural conclusion as to a solution for

I 

A the accident problem was to improve driving through the
education of operators and the enforcement of motor ve-
hicle laws.

Given the nature of the public reaction to the ac-
cident problem, it was obvious that any costs incurred
in the research, development, and adoption of design
changes to improve the safety of the automobile, it-
self--which might be very expensive, indeed--could prob-
ably not be passed along to the consumer in the form of
higher prices, even with heavy promotion--which might at
the same time raise unhealthy doubts about automobile
transportation in the minds of the consumers and the
government and cries of unfair competition from the
firms in the industry which did not have the improve-
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ments. Thus, the logical strategy of the automobile in-
dustry in regard to accidents was merely to strongly
support--in as many ways as seemed desirable at a par-
ticular time--the public's original conception of the
highway safety problem. The industry used a variety of
tactics in implementing this strategy. One of the most

____important--and successful--was to stress as unquestioned
the proven safety and reliability of the automobile, the
continual improvement of the vehicle with each model
year, and the progressiveness of the industry in general.
As Henry Ford II, chairman of the board of the Ford Mo-
tor Company, put it--in his very blunt language--in
1966: "We build safe cars and have always built safe
cars, but that is not to say that we can't make them
safer, and that is what we are doing every model year.
. .	 "23

The industry argued that automobiles almost never
cause accidents and that it was not normal for one to be
involved in a crash--thus, there was no obligation to
design a car with this possibility in mind. It was
vociferously maintained that even the "perfect vehicle"
could not prevent driver error or poor road conditions,
and that, thus, the solution to the safety problem lay
in improving the driver and the highway. Walter P.
Chrysler, president of the Chrysler Motor Car Company,
said in 1927: "The more I study this problem [of auto-
mobile accidents] the more I am convinced that a major
part of the problem is an educational one."24 Eddie
Rickenbacker, aviator turned automobile manufacturer,
stated in 1935: "Even though the maker builds the best
and safest car in the world, still its safety is deter-
mined by the person who handles it."25 A General Motors
publication echoed this thought five years later, say-
ing, "But regardless of all the progress that has been
made in building safe cars, the ultimate effectiveness
rests with the DRIVER of the car, "26 and an advertising
campaign in 1966 stressed, "safety comes first at GM
(but remember, you're still in the driver's seat)."27
Dr. Laurence P. Hofstad, vice president of research
staff at General Motors, stated in 1958: "I am con-
vinced that more progress can be made in traffic safety
by emphasizing the relations between the driver, the
signalling system, and the road, than by undue emphasis
on a crash proof car. . . ."28 Harry F. Barr, vice
president in charge of engineering staff, repeated this
point of view seven years later when he said: "We feel
our cars are quite safe and reliable. . . . The driver
is the most important, we feel. If the drivers do every-
thing they should, there wouldn't be any accidents,
would there?"29 Henry Ford II echoed this statement a
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year later when he emphasized, "The driver is the most
important part of this whole thing [automobile safety),
because, if you drive safely, accidents won't happen,"30
and Ford president Arjay Miller concurred: "The same
effort and money will give greater progress if applied
to the driver rather than to the car."31 Speaking for
the entire industry, AMA representative Karl Richards
reiterated this view by testifying, "Driver improvement
offers the greatest hope for traffic safety."32

This shift of emphasis from the automobile to the
operator was augmented by stress upon changes in vehicle
design which involved the driver, road, and environment
--such as lights, tires, brakes, windshield wipers, and
window area--and government--through inspection for
proper vehicle maintenance. The success of this approach
made it very easy to keep the burden of responsibility
for automobile accidents elsewhere. The industry con-
tinually emphasized that the legal duty for dealing with
the problem of highway safety lay with specific state
and local officials, and it periodically offered aid and
assistance to public and private agencies dealing with
safety.

The automobile industry was aided in the implemen-
tation of its strategy by the fact that the initial pub-
lic reaction to automobile accidents soon became insti-
tutionalized in a number of private and public agencies.
The highway safety movement began around 1914 as a "pub-
lic-spirited activity, activated by a little group who
saw the necessity of 'doing something' and doing it _
effectively and,quickly." 33 The largest and most impor-
tant of the various organizations which sprang up around
the country soon came to be the National Safety Council.
The Council had grown out of a Cooperative Safety Con-
gress held in 1912 in the aftermath of public concern
over the Triangle Shirtwaist Factory fire in New York
which claimed 145 lives. Out of this Congress came the
National Council for Industrial Safety the following
year, which began producing posters featuring safety
slogans to be placed in factories. As one safety worker
recalled: "The Council came up with slogans to put up
in plants. Accidents decreased so they felt their mater-
ial was effective."34

The organization soon broadened its scope to in-
clude public safety and in 1914 changed its name to the
National Safety Council. The major public safety prob-
lem was automobile accidents, and the Council soon came
to devote a great deal of its attention to highway safe-
ty. The rationale for the Council's approach to acci-
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dents was based on the assumption that all accidents had
causes; as one author put it: "Human misbehavior, human
frailty, human ignorance, human laziness all cause acci-
dents. Remove them and accidents cease. The problem is
the technical one of getting them out. When all the

_causes of accidents have been discovered . . . and re-
moved, the accident problem will have been solved."35
Thus, the way to solve automobile accidents was to keep
accident records and study them to determine the causes,
and then to point these causes out to the public.36

However, the "cause" of automobile accidents had
already been discovered. As early as 1902, a newspaper
reporter had pointed out: "The accident which happens
to the automobile is seldom due to the machine itself,
but almost wholly to the loss of control or presence of
mind of the operator."37 Thus, the search for causes by
safety organizations became almost a self-fulfilling
prophecy. In reality, automobile accidents are the re-
sult of a complex, synergistic interaction of a multi-
tude of factors involving the driver, the vehicle, the
highway, and the environment. And yet the safety work-
ers, usually untrained in statistics or statistical in-
ference and using highly unreliable data, were searching
for unicausal solutions, and, of course, they found one.

The analysis of the available statistics on auto-
mobile accidents by individuals and members of various
groups concerned with the accident problem revealed
that almost every accident involved a violation of a
motor vehicle law or traffic ordinance or of a safety
rule. Given this situation, the solution to the problem
seemed obvious--educate the public to obey the law and
the safety rules, and enforce the law vigorously in the
case of those who violate it.3 8 In 1914, the Safety
First League of Boston stated that "the automobile would
cease to be a public problem the moment a substantial
number of owners and operators for one reason or another
[become] personally and actively interested in safer
conditions on the highway," and the next year the group
concluded that it was going to be necessary "to educate
the Public to demand proper standards of care in the op-
eration of automobiles."39 In 1916, a League publica-
tion announced:

Those automobilists who wish to cooperate
for the public welfare must be encouraged
and educated by constant propaganda, public
and private. Those who do not must be co-
erced with the aid of the Courts and the
Highway Commission, upon who must be exerted
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constant pressure for strict law enforce-
ment.40

This narrow, naive campaign was soon being present-
ed to the public as a comprehensive, scientific program
with the adoption of a "new approach" to the automobile
accident problem, suggested around _j5 by Julian H.
Harvey, a pioneer in the safety movement, in the form of
a catchy phrase, "The Three E's"--Engineering, Enforce-

jcp
', ent, and Education. HarFeY-presented his program as an

all-encompassing attack on highway accidents: engineer-
ing was to emphasize the improvement of highways and mo-
tor vehicles; enforcement was to push for the enactment
of wise traffic laws and the establishment of just traf-
fic courts; and education was to work for the training
of safe drivers and pedestrians.41 The comprehensive-
ness of the Three E's gave this approach a very con-
vincing appeal. It was soon adopted as sort of a trin-
ity of the highway safety movement--a status which it
has retained to the present day--and its supporters were
soon citing statistics proving the effectiveness of the
program. However, the most scientific private program
would have been doomed to failure, and the one that de-
veloped had many flaws. Fundamental, of course, was the
failure to view highway transportation as a complex, in-
terrelated system and accidents as failures of that sys-
tem. Just as important was the acceptance of the auto-
mobile as a nearly perfect mechanism which caused few,
if any, accidents. The safety professionals concluded
that, since almost all accidents could be attributed to
some human action--which was usually in violation of at
least one traffic ordinance--the solution was to educate
drivers and pedestrians to behave "safely" and legally
and to enforce the laws against those who misbehaved.

The highway safety movement had no real power to
influence highway and automobile engineering or local
and state courts and police, and so its efforts were
focused on only one of the Three E's, education. As the
Boston Safety First League admitted in 1915:

If all automobile operators worked for one
employer and he insisted on obedience to
Safety First rules an enormous decrease
in accidents would follow. But where Taxi
Cab companies are competing for trade and
a majority of operators are their own
masters, Safety First Principles must be
voluntarily and hence slowly absorbed.42

The term education in reality meant publicity--attempt-
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ing to impress simple messages upon the public mind
through donated advertising and campaigns carried on by
local civic organizations. The only expertise that most
safety groups had lay in the area of publicity--the
larger organizations tended to recruit their personnel
from the advertising and public relations field--and
"success tended to be measured in the number of posters _ _
and pamphlets distributed, the number of safety cam-
paigns conducted, and the amount of column inches of
newspaper space or radio and, later, television time ac-
quired. In 1915, the Safety First League convinced the
Boston Chamber of Commerce to include automobile acci-
dents in its regular Safety First campaign, and as a re-
sult, 150,000 circulars were distributed to public
school children. Despite its admission that safety
would be only slowly achieved, the League--like most
other safety groups--was quick to claim results for its
work: the safety circulars had produced a drop of 66
percent in traffic deaths during "the busiest period of
the campaign."43

The response of the automobile industry to the in-
stitutionalized approach to traffic accidents was warm.
Spokesmen repeated the arguments and conclusions of the
safety groups. Motor Age called for the cooperation of
the industry in the effort, and an automotive writer
stated in 1916, "statistics prove that 90 percent of the
accidents contain at least an element of contributory
negligence . . ." and are thus preventable, "not through
the enactment of more . . .statutes, but through the ed-
ucation of the whole public" in the "principles of Safe-
ty First."44 A well known automobile manufacturer ar-
gued the same year:

It rests entirely with motor car owners
whether future accidents are to increase
with each season's new crop of drivers.
To prepare chauffeurs and owner drivers
for their responsibilities, I believe a
campaign of education should be started
by various automobile clubs and motor
trade papers along the lines of Safety
First. I feel sure that the real remedy
will be found in the loyal cooperation of
every man at the wheel obeying traffic
rules now in force and reporting viola-
tions to the authorities.45

Industry trade journals continually emphasized that
the driver was the prime cause of accidents. An automo-
tive writer in 1916 argued that the "reckless motorist"
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was "the most serious of all the problems that the auto-
mobile industry has had to face. . . ."46 In 1923,
Automotive Industries called driver "carelessness and
recklessness, the two great causes responsible for at
least 75 percent of the motor vehicle accidents," and a
writer in the same journal a year later laid the blame
for automobile accidents on "lack of human intelli-
gence."47 A writer in the American Motorist in 1923
announced that "much unnecessary alarm and near-hyster-
ia" had been aroused, for the number of fatalities in
proportion to the number of cars on the road was going
down.48 Another automotive observer the next year sec-
onded this point. While he admitted that total automo-
bile deaths continued to increase, he argued that "there
should be some encouragement in the fact that the in-
crease in automobile deaths does not keep pace with
automobile use. Twelve thousand, five hundred deaths in
1921 meant one for every 837 cars; 15,750 deaths in 1923
would mean one to every 921 cars, an appreciable reduc-
tion."48

The automotive campaign of support for a program of
safety education to solve the problem of traffic acci-
dents was hardly necessary because the public and even
the most sophisticated public and private agencies ac-
cepted the approach almost without question. An editor-
ial in Collier's in 1925 stated, "Automobiles are now
nearly fool-proof. Streets are not and some drivers are
fools," and the magazine repeated six years later,
"Automobiles are built for safety but we throw caution
to the wind and reap the harvest of recklessness."50
Another journal summed it up less colorfully a year lat-
er when it reported: "Death and injury are to be at-
tributed in the main to the predominance of inefficient
but otherwise well meaning drivers. . . ."51 Safety
organizations repeated these conclusions and backed them
up with statistics. James Sinke, director of public
safety in Grand Rapids, Michigan, reported that "failure
to take into consideration the rights of others" was re-
sponsible for 86 percent of the automobile accidents in
that city during 1925.52 Dr. Miller McClintock, direc-
tor of the prestigious Albert Erskine Russell Bureau for
Street Traffic Research at Harvard University, stated in
1931 that the defects in human nature were so much more
numerous than those in the automobile "as to make it in-
stantaneously obvious that we have only ourselves to
blame. People cause 90 percent of accidents," and it
was apparent that the solution to the problem was educa-
tion.53 The National Safety Council concurred with this
conclusion, ,and by 1932 had moved from its emphasis on
instilling safety principles in school children that
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would last for life to a "Balanced Program for Reducing
Traffic Accidents" which stressed driver training, driv-
er's license laws, investigation of accidents, prosecu-
tion of violators, and uniform traffic laws--but which,
in reality, remained merely a safety publicity program.54

-Perhaps the most significant convert to the highway_ —
safety cause was Herbert Hoover, for he brought the fed-
eral government into the fold. As the number of automo-
bile accidents increased in the early 1920's, Hoover
concluded that action was needed, but that the role of
the federal government should be merely to encourage
state and local governments to work together voluntarily
to solve the problem. 55 With this in mind, Hoover in
1924 invited public and private agencies and organiza-
tions from all over the country to participate in a
National Conference for Street and Highway Safety in
Washington, D. C. In his opening remarks to the dele-
gates, the Secretary of Commerce stated:

I have conceived this Conference and other
conferences of this character as perhaps
the first steps in a new concept of gov-
ernment. Not government from a central
authority, but government by stimulation
of the local community to its responsibil-
ities and education of the local community.
to intelligent action. That to me is a
far wiser, a far greater solution than
the constant drive to centralize the gov-
ernment of the United States.56

Obviously, Hoover did not have a radical, new ap-
proach to the problem of automobile accidents in mind,
and the groups invited to send representatives to the
Conference--which consisted primarily of state motor
vehicle departments--were not prepared for innovation,
either. Six months before the Conference began, com-
mittees were appointed to prepare a series of compre-
hensive reports for approval by the entire meeting. The
main goal was to agree on uniform traffic laws, regula-
tions, and guidelines, which then could be adopted by
the states in lieu of national regulation. The first
Conference produced a vast body of recommendations--a
uniform vehicle code; model traffic ordinances and reg-
ulations; guidelines for the education of the child, the
adult pedestrian, and the driver; law enforcement; acci-
dent records and statistics; traffic engineering--but a
model uniform vehicle code was not approved until a
second conference in 1926. Model municipal traffic or-
dinances and regulations were developed two years later,
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but few of the suggestions had been greeted enthusiasti-
cally by the states by the time a third conference was
held in 1934.57

Although the conference spent the bulk of its time
dealing with non-vehicular matters, a "balanced approach"
to the problem of traffic accidents required that at
least some attention be given to motorcars, and so two
pages in the final report of the first conference were
devoted to the construction and maintenance of automo-
biles. The committee on motor vehicles concluded that
standards were needed for brakes, steering gears, light-
ing, visibility, horns, and vehicle width.58 The com-
mittee's report, as summarized two years later, stated:

Continued effort on the part of manufac-
turers is urged with a view to improving
further the design and construction of
motor vehicles from a safety standpoint,
with particular reference to proper road
illumination without dangerous glare; con-
struction and location of controls, accel-
erator and brake pedals to minimize pos-
sibility of confusion or uncertainty of
application by the driver; greater cer-
tainty, durability and readiness of ad-
justment of brakes; improvement of driver
vision, and other safety features.59

i(

 Any criticism implied in the report was negated in a
1930 Conference publication which concluded, after re-
printing the 1924 comments: "In the years since this
recommendation was made there has been a notable im-
provement in the design and construction of motor ve-
hicles from a safety standpoint. . . ."60 The impact
of Secretary Hoover's efforts can, perhaps, be summar-
ized in the words of a writer in the Washington Star in
1925, who concluded that the first conference had shown
that the modern, high-powered automobile was not a
"Juggernaut," but that "The real death-dealing monster
is our national ignorance of traffic and highway safe-
ty."61

There were a few individuals in the years before
1935 who questioned these conclusions about the causes
of accidents and the approaches to them. Some observ-
ers, especially in the pre-World War I years, found it
difficult to determine exactly how many automobiles were
being produced or registered due to lack of uniform re-
porting methods, a fact which raised some doubts about
the statistics on which safety campaigns were based.62
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The number of automobile accidents and injuries was even
less certain, while the most accurate figure, the number
of deaths in motor vehicle accidents, was criticized in
1923 by traffic engineering authority William P. Eno.
He charged that "the official figures of death from high-
way traffic are far too small . . ." due to the fact
that some people who died as a result of automobile ac-
cidents were not recorded as such."

Other observers raised questions about emphasizing
the driver as the cause of accidents. The authors of a
study published in 1930, entitled the Psychology of 
Driving, revealed that they had been "more and more im-
pressed with the complexity of the problem" of safe
driving, and they concluded that a great deal more study
was going to be needed before any definitive answers
were reached.64 A letter to the editor of the Scientif-
ic American in 1921 argued that the monotony of highway
driving could lead to self-hypnosis, and to an accident
if the driver did not come to in time." A 1925 study
in Connecticut indicated that there were more accidents
on smooth, straight highways than on older roads, and
other states also reported that new, wider roads re-
sulted in more accidents, rather than reducing them as
had been anticipated." Other observers pointed to
highway distractions, car radios, and fatigue as con-
tributing accident causes, further emphasizing the com-
plexity of the problem.67 An article in Atlantic maga-
zine summed up many of these doubts when it pointed out
that, while the driver was usually blamed for accidents,
there were two other equally important factors involved-
-the automobile and the highway--and there were circum-
stances which extenuated the role of driving, such as
lack of proper training, problems of adequate vehicle
maintenance, and the manufacturers' emphasis on speed.
Of all these factors, the author argued that "the human
factor" was the most "elusive" by far."

Highway safety campaigns, themselves, came in for
criticism. One writer in 1923 attacked "the very strong
tendency toward superficial or half-hearted safety cam-
paigns which not only fail to accomplish their purpose,
but leave the community cynical, and make it difficult
later to start a really effective campaign." 69 Two
years later, W. H. Cameron, the managing director of the
National Safety Council, admitted that such things as
"safety weeks" were of little real value.70 Despite
these few reservations, the view that automobile acci-
dents were caused by drivers and pedestrians and the way
to curb accidents was through safety education and law
enforcement was almost universally held by the public,
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the private safety organizations, and government. The
only thing the automobile industry was really required
to do in order to carry out its strategy on the automo-
bile accident problem, was to loudly applaud the con-
clusions and efforts of these groups.
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CHAPTER VI

THE AUTOMOBILE INDUSTRY AND

THE HIGHWAY SAFETY MOVEMENT

The institutionalized highway safety movement from
the beginning did an effective job of carrying out the
automobile industry's strategy in regard to the accident
problem, but there were times when heightened public
concern over deaths on the highways convinced automobile
manufacturers of the value of taking some formal action
in support of the accepted safety program. A great deal
of publicity about the accident problem before American
entry into World War I prompted the National Automobile
Chamber of Commerce to appoint a Safety First Committee
in 1916 but it was short-lived, and when accidents again
became a matter of national concern in the early 1920's,
a Traffic Planning and Safety Committee was formed.l
Both the Chrysler Motor Car Company and the Ford Motor
Company joined the National Safety Council at this time,
and a number of General Motors divisions became members,
also, although the corporation as a whole did not join
until 1938.2

The chairman of the NACC Traffic Planning and Safe-
ty Committee was Paul G. Hoffman of Studebaker Corpora-
tion. Hoffman had begun as a car salesman in Los Angel-
es and rose through the ranks to sales manager, district
branch manager, vice president, and, f . nally, president
of Studebaker. Experience in California, where the
problem of automobile accidents and congestion became
highly evident after World War I, made Hoffman aware of
the safety issue. He became convinced that it was a de-
terent to sales and that something had to be done about
it, and he became involved in the highway safety move-
ment. There was no emphasis on the vehicle--Hoffman
stated candidly many years later that since he and his
associates were selling automobiles, they did not want
to admit that they were not safe--but rather attention
was focused on some of the other, easily identifiable
problems, such as dangerous intersections, bad'driving,
glaring headlights, and inadequate driver training.3 It
was this concern about the accident problem which prompt-
ed Hoffman to accept the chairmanship of the Traffic
Planning and Safety Committee in 1922 and again in 1932.4

During Hoffman's first term as chairman, the com-
mittee arranged for 256 newspapers in cities of more than
25,000 population to send reports on deaths in automobile
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accidents which the NACC summarized in a monthly bulle-
tin along with an analysis of causes and suggestions for
remedial action.5 In 1924, Hoffman was made president
of the Los Angeles Traffic Commission, and he privately
financed some of the earliest traffic engineering stud-
ies in the United States; he was instrumental in estab-
lishing the Erskine Bureau for Street Traffic Research
in 1925--first located at Harvard University and later
moved to Yale--and donated the Bureau's Traffic and
Transport Library. 6 By 1932, however, during Hoffman's
absence from the committee, the duties of chairman had
dwindled to that of preparing one press release each
year on what the automobile manufacturers were doing in
regard to safety.?

Hoffman felt that the industry should become more
involved in the highway safety movement, and there were
a few others who agreed with him. In 1923, C. W. Price,
former president of the National Safety Council, urged
the automobile industry to step into what he saw as a
vacuum in the safety movement and take control: "The
whole problem of public safety is still in the formative
stage, awaiting the leadership of some group of inter-
ests--such as the automotive industries--having more in-
vested capital, wider contacts, greater influence, and
more aggressiveness than have thus far been available
for this movement."8 Price argued that there were very
sound economic reasons for the industry to take the lead-
ership in the safety movement: A reaction had set in
against the purchase, use, and tolerance of automobiles
because of the accident problem; the high cost of insur-
ing automobiles was going to hurt sales; inadequate
safety campaigns made the public cynical, making later
campaigns more difficult to undertake; and if something
constructive was not done, legislation on the safety
problem would be passed.9

The following year, Price again put forward his
proposal, further arguing that the effects of safety cam-
paigns had a positive effect on sales, and, thus, auto-
mobile industry involvement in the safety movement
"would weaken sales resistance, build up good will, in-
sure intelligent consideration of traffic problems as
well as avert drastic regulation"--"such as•often re-
sults in response to an unintelligent but insistent pop-
ular demand. . . ."10 An article in Sales Management in
1927, repeated many of Price's points, suggesting that
automobile sales were declining because of accidents,
expensive and poor service, and congestion on the high-
ways. It concluded that far-sighted automobile manu-
facturers should begin a program to make driving safer
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and to improve the efficiency of automobile service
rather than concentrating all their energy on crowding
more and more cars onto the highways. 11 Sales Manage-
ment announced a year later that several companies with-
in the automotive industry had taken the journal's ad-
vice and were promoting safe driving through the use of
bumper stickers. 12 Another writer, equally concerned
about the accident problem, wrote, "There are infinite
ways of reaching the great public in an effort to arouse
it to the imperative need of care," and one of the meth-
ods recommended which had proven its effectiveness was
to place "Posters on automobile windshields and in win-
dows."13 Other firms in the automotive industry, prin-
cipally oil companies, joined in the safety campaign
during the early 1930's.14

Despite the urging of Paul Hoffman, the automobile
manufacturers, themselves, were not convinced that there
was any need for them to become directly involved in the
highway safety movement. Not long after Hoffman re-
assumed the chairmanship of the Safety Committee in
1932, he requested the board of directors of the AMA to
allocate $10,000 for a study of the highway safety move-
ment which would determine how the automobile industry
might best become involved, but the board refused.15
Three years later the AMA abruptly changed its mind as
the result of a great rise in public concern about auto-
mobile accidents, the catalyst for which was a short
article in Reader's Digest.

In the spring of 1935, DeWitt Wallace, editor of
Reader's Digest, witnessed the results of an automobile
accident, and he "immediately realized that if more
people knew what an accident was really like it might
bring some of the reckless drivers and speed maniacs to
their senses."16 Wallace commissioned free-lance writer
J. C. Furnas to prepare an article on the subject. Fur-
nas later described the reasoning behind the article:

Publicizing the total of motoring injuries
. . . never gets to first base in jarring
the motorist into a realization of the
appalling risks of motoring. He does not
translate dry statistics into a reality of
blood and agony. Figures exclude the pain
and horror of savage mutilation--which
means they leave out the point. A passing
look at a bad smash or the news that a
fellow you had lunch with last week is in
the hospital with a broken back will make
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any driver but a born fool slow down at
least temporarily. But what is needed is
a vivid and sustained realization that
every time you step on the throttle, death
gets in beside you, waiting for his chance.l7

Furnas described the "pain and horror" of a number of
types of automobile accidents in agonizing detail in a
short article which he entitled "--And Sudden Death."
The piece made an instantaneous impact as soon as it was
published in Reader's Digest, in August, 1935, and was
soon being widely reprinted. Furnas quickly published
the essay in book form, adding to it another piece en-
titled "Better Off Dead" in which he described those
persons seriously injured in automobile accidents, some
of whom were paralyzed for life, and concluded: "Since
medicine does not recognize mercy killing, it might be
a good idea to step up the efficiency of the automobile
as a slaughtering machine, so it would do a cleaner
job."18

In January, 1936, Reader's Digest reported that
3,500,000 reprints had been ordered by individuals,
businesses, police departments, and traffic courts. Po-
lice officials and judges gave copies to traffic offen-
ders. Some 2,000 newspapers and magazines reprinted the
article, many of which editorialized about it and some
of which based safety campaigns on the piece. The total
printed circulation of "--And Sudden Death" in the last
few months of 1935 was estimated at over 35,000,000
copies. 19 Paul G. Hoffman wrote four years later:

The greatest single impetus to the [high-
way safety] program from the standpoint of
the general public came in 1935 with the
publication in Reader's Digest of a lurid
and macabre article by J. C. Furnas entitled
"And Sudden Death," . . . a spark that
touched off a tremendous explosion of public
interest and concern.20

The Furnas article and the resultant public anxiety
about the automobile accident problem ignited a burst
of concern within the industry, and Hoffman was quick to
take advantage of the circumstances by reactivating the
safety committee and returning to the AMA board of di-
rectors and again asking for a study of traffic acci-
dents. This time the board approved the request. 2 1 As
George Romney, president of the American Motors Corpora-
tion, put it twenty years later: "The automobile manu-
facturers concluded that they were in a position to make
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more of a contribution than they were then making. 1,22
The AMA also immediately approved grants to some highway
safety organizations, including the Hoffman-sponsored
Erskine Bureau for Street Traffic Research at Harvard
University, which received $54,000. American City maga-
zine wrote that it was significant that "the organized
automotive industry has decided to sanction such a
study," for it was evidence of the "constructive atti-
tude of the Association toward the solution of serious
problems of safety and congestion. . . ." The magazine
reported that the Bureau was studying limited access
streets as a means of reducing accidents.23

The Hoffman-proposed safety study was undertaken by
Norman Damon and Pike Johnson of the AMA, Sidney Williams
of the National Safety Council, Frank Kremel of the
Northwestern University Traffic Institute, and Miller
McClintock of the Harvard Bureau for Street Traffic Re-
search. The report, completed in 1935, was a consider-
able shock to the board of directors of the AMA, first,
because it recommended an outlay of $450,000 rather than
a $50,000 request which had been expected, and second,
because it suggested that the industry become a grant-
maker to existing highway safety agencies rather than be-
coming directly involved. The argument of the report
was that the existing agencies had the expertise to solve
the problem of automobile accidents but that they lacked
proper funding--and, thus, had to devote a great deal of
their time to raising money rather than preventing acci-
dents--and that their efforts were not properly coordin-
ated--resulting in duplication and inefficiencies. The
authors of the AMA study argued that by a policy of giv-
ing specific grants, the automobile industry could pro-
vide not only increased efficiency to the highway safety
movement, but also direction, both of which would bring
progress in overcoming the automobile accident problem.24

The AMA was reluctant to approve the proposal, both
because of the large size of the request and for fear
that the industry might not receive proper credit for
its contribution. The board of directors finally agreed
to raise one-half of the total amount, requesting that
the remainder come from associated industries--automo-
tive parts and accessories manufacturers, automobile
finance companies, and tire manufacturers. The money
was raised by 1936, and grant making operations begun in
January under Norman Damon.25 Damon granted funds for
the training of traffic police and traffic engineers and
to assist several national highway safety organizations
during 1936 through the AMA, but early in 1937 a separ-
ate organization--the Automotive Safety Foundation--was
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established to handle the job. The "guiding spirit" be-
hind the project, Paul Hoffman, was elected president and
Damon was appointed director of the foundation, continu-
ing, in effect, in his previous capacity.26

With the formation of the Automotive Safety Founda-
tion, the automobile industry had formally institution-
alized its strategy toward the automobile accident prob-
lem, and Foundation President Hoffman spelled out the
components of that strategy clearly in•his inaugural
address at a final organizational meeting on June 2,
1937. 2 7 Hoffman first made clear where the duty lay for
dealing with the accident problem when he stated: "Ef-
fective control of traffic accidents will not be achiev-
ed until government--Federal, state and local--fully
recognizes its responsibility by exercising the author-
ity it now has to deal with the problem." 28 He then went
on to argue:

Every state can have as much or as little
safety as its citizens insist upon getting.
Each state and municipality should have
an official state safety organization, fi-
nanced by state funds, to correlate the
engineering, enforcement and educational
activities of governmental departments, and
to enlist public support. To the achieve-
ment of this objective the Automotive
Safety Foundation pledges its utmost
support.29

On other occasions Hoffman repeated and elaborated on
many of these points, hammering away at the idea that
automobile accidents were the responsibility of govern-
ment, that the main cause of crashes was drivers, and
the cure for the problem was principally education. In
1939, he wrote:

If we could determine exact causes of all
highway accidents, then, we should probably
find a fairly even apportionment of blame
between correctible driver failures and
correctible highway failures, with a small
percentage due to car failures, and a few
more, perhaps, caused by what lawyers call
"acts of God."30

Automobiles were not the problem: ". . . our cars are
the safest we know how to build. We will continue to
build into them every sound safety factor developed by
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engineering genius."31 The driver was where the focus
of attention should be, with an effort aimed toward de-
veloping a proper attitude: "A safe driver is one who
is expert and wants to avoid accidents. It is that de-
sire, a feeling concerning the urgency, smartness, and
sporting character of safety, that education must in-
culcate." 32 The solution to the automobile accident
problem could be summarized in what Hoffman described as
the "classic three"--education, engineering, and en-
forcement: "Train safe drivers. Make penalties for un-
safe d,; ‘ ri	 Engineer ha7-
ards off the right-of-way, engineer safety into it. . .
-"33

Hoffman described the Automotive Safety Foundation
and its "Seven-Point Program" in a large volume entitled
Seven Roads to Safety: A Program to Reduce Automobile 
Accidents, written in collaboration with Neil M. Clark,
which appeared in condensed form in the Saturday Evening 
Post, March 26, 1938, and was published a year later.
Hoffman reported that the first task of the Foundation
had been to formulate a comprehensive, yet balanced
approach to the problem. ASF officials soon concluded
that "out of the years of experience of public offi-
cials and national organizations devoted to highway
safety, the value of certain methods and procedures has
been proven beyond question." Thus, the decision was
made to merely promote and encourage existing programs,
but with an effort to coordinate activities. With this
goal in mind, the highway safety movement was broken
down into what the Foundation considered its basic com-
ponents which were identified as Legislation, Motor Ve-
hicle Administration, Enforcement, Engineering, Educa-
tion, Technical Personnel Training, and Research. These
seven items became the ASF's Seven-Point Program, "a
complete traffic safety program" which Hoffman enthu-
siastically called "A rallying point, a unifying wheel,
to which all safety efforts can be geared. . . ."34

Under each of the Seven Points, the Foundation
merely adopted the programs of major organizations oper-
ating in regard to highway safety. The Legislation sec-
tion was the National Safety Council's program to get
states to adopt a uniform vehicle code, model traffic
ordinances, and uniform signs, signals, and markings,
much of which had been prepared by the National Confer-
ence on Street and Highway Safety. The Motor Vehicle
Administration program was a project of the American
Association of Motor Vehicle Administrators to convince
states to adopt a uniform accident reporting system,
driver examinations and reexaminations, and suspension
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and revocation of drivers' licenses. The Enforcement
program was that of the International Association of
Chiefs of Police which called for adequate patrol of
highways, enforcement of laws, and cooperation with
courts. The Engineering program merely endorsed the
Bureau of Street Traffic Research (now at Yale) recom-
mendation for a traffic engineer in each state and in
each city with a population of over 50,000.35

The Education program combined the activities of
nine groups which included the objectives of providing
traffic safety instruction in grade and high schools and
driver training in high school, and driver and pedes-
trian safety education through newspapers, posters,
contests, and meetings. The groups involved were the
National Education Association, National Grange,_ Highway
Education Board, National Congress of Parents and
Teachers, American Automobile Association, National
Safety Council, American Legion, Automobile Manufactur-
ers Association, and General Federation of Women's
Clubs. 36 The Technical Personnel Training program com-
bined the projects of the Yale Bureau for Street Traffic
Research, Northwestern University Traffic Institute,
National Safety Council, and the American Automobile
Association which were designed to train traffic offi-
cers and engineers, and safety teachers and safety
organization personnel. Finally, the Research program
was based on activities of the National Safety Council,
American Automobile Association, Yale Bureau of Street
Traffic Research, National Conference of Judicial
Councils, and International Chiefs of Police which in-
cluded studies of traffic congestion, accident causes,
and the effectiveness of safety measures.37

Thus, the automobile industry had, in effect, care-
fully selected organizations within the highway safety
movement--groups which would later be called the "safety
establishment" by critics--whose programs conformed to
the strategy of the industry in regard to the accident
problem. The exclusion of programs focusing on the
automobile, itself, was made easy by the fact that there
were no formal studies underway at this time, but the
establishment of the automobile industry as the major
source of funding for highway safety organizations was
certainly not conducive to encouraging such studies.
Paul Hoffman described the ASF approach in this way:
"In light of this Seven-Point Program the automotive in-
dustry has dedicated effort and funds, through the
Automotive Safety Foundation, to the expanded efforts of
national organizations whose records over a long period
of years have proven 	 in supporting the work of
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public officials."38

The formation of the Automotive Safety Foundation
with its $450,000 a year annual budget for grants made
a considerable impression, especially upon the groups
which made up the highway safety movement. In 1937,
Paul Hoffman was given the Grand Award of $5,000 by the
C.I.T. (Commercial Investment Trust) Safety Foundation
for his leadership in the field (he requested that the
money be given to the staff of the ASF), and CITF direc-
tor John W. Darr wrote an introduction to Seven Roads to 
Safety, calling the book the "best discussion and ap-
praisal of the problem and what is being done about it
yet presented." 39 General Motors head, Alfred P. Sloan,
Jr., showed his approval of the ASF program in 1939 in
the form of a $25,000 donation to provide nineteen
scholarships to enable highway engineers and state police
officers to spend a year at Northwestern University's
Traffic Institute. Sloan's gift was made in the "belief
that the traffic problem will yield to the broad appli-
cation of proven techniques and that progress in traffic
control will be measurably accelerated when the services
of adequate numbers of trained men are made available."40

Aided by the moral and financial support of the
automobile manufacturers, the National Safety Council--
along with the other national organizations whose pro-
grams were to be included in the ASF's Seven-Point Pro-
gram--launched the largest safety campaign in history in
1935 with the goal of reducing automobile fatalities 7
percent a year by utilizing every available agency in the
country. 41 Some observers saw signs of immediate prog-
ress. An editorial in Scientific American in 1937 en-
titled, "It Can Be Done," argued that despite a rise of
4 percent in the fatality rate from 1935 to 1936, there
was cause for optimism about automobile accidents be-
cause during the same period car registrations had
climbed 8 percent and miles driven had also increased
according to estimates by the American Petroleum In-
stitute; furthermore, cities and states with coordinated
safety programs had reduced their deaths.42 An article
in the insurance journal Weekly Underwriter announced
that the automobile accident death rate was the "lowest
in history."43 A safety worker reported in 1938 that
the march toward victory in the battle against traffic
accidents was well underway showing the "effectiveness of
the various activities which have been so well coordin-
ated under a sound and scientific program." He argued
that safety education carried on through newspapers, ra-
dio, and motion pictures and the activities of local
civic organizations were helping to produce drivers with
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"a greater sense of social responsibility. '144 John W.
Darr, director of the C.I.T. Safety Foundation, wrote in
1939 that the problem of automobile accidents was being
attacked "on a wider front and, perhaps, in a better or-
ganized way than almost any other single problem before
our society."45

Paul Hoffman predicted in 1939 that the death rate
per 100,000,000 vehicle miles would be reduced by safety
work to eleven deaths annually, which would mean a saving
of 13,000 lives per year and $400,000 in accident costs.
He forecast that by 1967, the death rate would be down
to five or less per 100,000 miles.46 In his role as
president of the Automotive Safety Foundation, Hoffman
became, in effect, the chief spokesman for the industry
on the automobile accident problem. In addition to
addressing the annual luncheon of the ASF, he presented
the industry's views in speeches to business and civic
groups, in articles published in popular periodicals,
and in interviews in magazines and on radio.47 In 1941,
Hoffman proudly announced that the industry-backed
national highway safety program's war on automobile acci-
dents had reduced the fatality rate from an average of
16.9 per year in the period 1925-1935 to 11.4 for 1940-
1941, resulting in the saving of 15,000 lives per year
since 1934.48 Six years later, Hoffman was honored for
his work by the Society of Automotive Engineers and ask-
ed to deliver the first David Beecroft Memorial Lecture.
Hoffman spoke on highway safety and took the opportunity
to reiterate one of the basic assumptions of the automo-
bile industry about the accident problem:

The basic issues lie in the public domain;
the responsibility for meeting them is a
public responsibility. As businessmen, we
seek only to assist, in such ways as we
properly can, those duly constituted author-
ities in the various jurisdictions who
are charged with the responsibility for
doing the job.49

The automobile industry was highly successful in
establishing--through the ASF--a powerful position in
the highway safety movement from which it could bring
considerable influence to bear to insure the approach
and programs conformed to industry strategy in regard to
the accident problem. However, there was some doubt for
a time in the late 1930's as to whether the Democratic
government of Franklin D. Roosevelt would be willing to
lend unquestioning support to the safety establishment
the way the two previous Republican administrations had.
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A fourth session of the Hoover-founded National Confer-
ence on Street and Highway Safety was held in 1934, but
in 1936, at the height of national concern over automo-
bile accidents, President Roosevelt called a new, Acci-
dent Prevention Conference.50

In its first report, the Accident Prevention Con-
ference pointed out that it would take the entire Army
and National Guard, in addition to local police, just to
enforce the speed regulations in all parts of the coun-
try at all hours of the day and night. "Thus, engineer-
ing--a change in the power and design of cars to protect
the reckless motorist against his own folly--appears to
hold out the only possible hope of solution." The Con-
ference recommended: "Slower speeds, better lights, and
safer body construction, such as raising seats . . . and
generally strengthening of bumpers and body parts to in-
crease safety in cases of collision, . . ." and the
group stressed it hoped the automobile manufacturers
would make changes voluntarily rather than waiting for
compulsory design requirements that "a growingly im-
patient public might demand."51

The Conference report had a radical ring to it, but
no action was taken before American entry into World War
II brought rationing of gasoline and tires and an end to
the production of automobiles--a situation which brought,
as a by-product, a temporary end to the accident cri-
sis.52 Once the war ended, controls were lifted, pro-
duction of automobiles was resumed, and automobile acci-
dents again skyrocketed. By this time Roosevelt was
dead, and the new President, Harry S. Truman, not only
uncritically embraced the safety establishment as Sec-
retary of Commerce Hoover had done in 1924, but also
lent the prestige of his office to the movement. In
1946, Truman called the first President's Highway Safety
Conference to focus attention on the "alarming increases
in traffic deaths since V-J day." The President also
asked the automotive industry to organize an agency to
encourage highway safety on the local level by automo-
bile and tire dealers, and an Auto Industries Highway
Safety Committee was soon formed with its funding coming
from the ASF.53 As with previous national safety meet-
ings, committees of safety experts from various fields,
one of which was headed by Paul G. Hoffman, met before
the conference to prepare reports on law enforcement,
engineering, accident records, motor vehicle administra-
tion, laws and ordinances, public information, and or-
ganized public support. The Conference took elements of
each which were combined into a seven-point "Action
Program," similar to the Seven-Point Program of the
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ASF.54

The Conference concluded that statistics demon-
strated the effectiveness of the Action program in re-
ducing accidents and that all that local authorities had
to do was implement it, and only if they did not would
intervention by Federal government become necessary.
The Conference stated, in regard to the automobile, that
"Safe operation has always been a major objective of
motor vehicle design," and it included one clause in its
eighteen page report suggesting "Continued improvement
in brakes, headlights, directional signals, tires, wheel
rims, and bumpers and especially in driver vision."55
At the second conference, held in May, 1949, President
Truman had praise for the Action Program despite the
fact that accidents continued to increase: "We have
saved, through our safety programs, almost 11,000 lives
and prevented injury to nearly 40,000 persons, and I
think that has made this Conference worthwhile. Never-
theless, the frightful slaughter on our streets and
highways continues. The program of highway safety must
be expanded and intensified."56

In 1954, President Dwight D. Eisenhower called a
"White House Conference on Highway Safety," and by exec-
utive order created a permanent group to oversee highway
safety activities, called the President's Action Commit-
tee for Traffic Safety, in order "to lend the prestige
and interest of the President to Traffic Safety."57
Eisenhower's White House Conference retained Truman's
Action Program with few changes, one of which was the
recommendation of the "establishment of an effective and
continuing liaison among motor-vehicle manufacturers,
road builders, and traffic engineers to promote closer
coordination of vehicle design, the geometric and struc-
tural plans for roadways, and plans for operation and
traffic control."58 In the foreword to a President's
Committee publication, entitled Crusade for Traffic 
Safety, Eisenhower wrote that the loss of 38,000 lives
each year made automobile accidents a "national problem
of first importance." In pointing to a solution to the
problem, the President expressed the theory under which
the safety movement had been operating for over forty
years in clear, if idealistic, terms:

In a democracy, public opinion is every-
thing. It is the force that brings about
enforcement of the laws, it is the force
that keeps the United States in being, and
it runs in all its parts. So if we can
mobilize public opinion, this problem . .
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can be solved. . . .59

The establishment of the President's Action Commit-
tee on Traffic Safety symbolized the high point of the
status and significance of the safety establishment and
of automobile industry influence on the highway safety

-- -movement. - The'first chairman of the President's Commit-
tee was Harlow H. Curtice, president of General Motors
Corporation, while GM vice president William F. Hufstad-
er and Ford Motor Company vice president Walker Williams
sat on the Business Advisory Board.60 The cnmmittee was
originally entirely privately financed and operated, but
over time the federal government assumed more and more
responsibility for financing and staff. By the time John
F. Kennedy became President, the government was paying
three-quarters of the budget--which was $200,000 in
1964--and civil servants were working on the staff. The
executive director and his two assistants, however, were
selected and paid by industry. 61

GM president Harlow H. Curtice reported in 1956 that
as Chairman of the President's Committee he was "in close
touch and have worked with a great many groups interest-
ed in improving safety on the highways. As a result of
this experience I have reached the firm conclusion that
driver education offers the most fertile field by far for
making substantial progress toward our objective."62
Under Secretary of Commerce for Transportation, Louis J.
Rothschild, said in 1957 that although the President's
Committee was "a purely voluntary effort, dependent en-
tirely on promotion and persuasion," the "results
achieved have been excellent." Many states had adopted
parts of the uniform safety codes, improved their motor
vehicle administration, driver examinations and enforce-
ment, and come up with better systems of accident re-
porting and analysis. He concluded that the accident
situation would be much worse without the efforts of the
group.63

In addition to the involvement of industry leaders
on the President's Committee, the Automotive Safety
Foundation continued to give guidance and support to the
highway safety movement through its grants, with the
largest amounts going to the National Safety Council and
the Auto Industries Safety Committee.6 4 The ASF funded
a number of traffic engineering studies for cities and
states, and a representative testified before the Pres-
ident's highway committee in 1954 in support of the need
to expend $101,000,000,000 on new highways in the next
decade.65 Two years later, American Motors president,
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George Romney, pointed out that in the twenty years
since the Foundation had begun its work, the fatality
rate in automobile accidents had dropped from 15.1 to
6.4 deaths per 100,000,000 miles of trave1. 66 ASF
President, J. 0. Mattson, was more specific in 1964
when he reported that the various programs initiated and
supported by the Foundation during the previous twenty-
five years had saved 825,000 lives, prevented 30,000,000
injuries, and produced $100,000,000,000 in economic sav-
ings.67

Spokesmen for groups within the highway safety move-
ment continued to assert that they knew how to solve
accidents but that it would require full public support
and funding to accomplish the task completely; yet with-
out the programs then in operation, the accident problem
would be much worse. One author wrote in 1952: "When
nine out of ten people in America want safety enough to
pay the price of safety--we'll be on the way to having
safety overnight." 6 8 The director of the Indiana Safety
Foundation stated in 1956: "Safety professionals know
what is needed to bring a much greater degree of traffic
safety than we now have. We can have just about as much
traffic safety as we the people are willing to pay for.

" 69 Long time safety professional Frank M. Kreml,
head of the Northwestern University Traffic Institute,
testified in the same year: "If our total present know-
how were really turned loose on the problem--if every
jurisdiction did as good a job as the best cities are
doing--we could cut down the total traffic accidents by
two-thirds. We could reduce the figure of 36,000 killed
in a year to 12,000."70

The National Safety Council announced in 1956 that
safety work had resulted in a decline in the death rate
in the postwar period and that a rise in the rate in
1955 had been reversed by increased safety activities.71
NSC President Ned H. Dearborn testified that it would
take "almost a miracle" to head off a record traffic
death toll in 1956: "But this miracle can happen if the
American people is sufficiently shocked by what is going
on to stop doing the things that are causing these acci-
dents. Courtesy, common sense, and care will do the
trick." 72 Jesse W. Randall, president of Traveler's In-
surance Company, referring to the insurance industry's
participation in the highway safety movement in a
speech before the Eastern Conference of Motor Vehicle
Administrators in 1948, said: "Disturbing as the acci-
dent situation is today, I shudder to think what it
might be were it not for these efforts and the fine work
of your departments." 73 Louis Rothschild, Under Secre-
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tary of Commerce for Transportation, reached a similar
conclusion eight years later: "Bad as the traffic acci-
dent situation is in 1956, . . . I am sure that it would
have been a lot worse without the sound program and in-
tensive campaign conducted by dedicated workers from all
public and private groups. . . ."74

Spokesmen for the highway safety movement continued
to stress that the driver was the main cause of acci-
dents. AAA safety expert Ernest M. Smith said in 1935:
"The best car that any manufacturer ever made or can
make is not fool proof against a fool driver."75 Harry
R. DeSilva, head of the Yale Bureau of Street Traffic
Research, wrote in 1942, in a book entitled Why We Have 
Automobile Accidents, that "automobile accidents result
primarily from human inefficiencies: . . ."

Although our present roads have not been
designed primarily from the safety point of
view, they can be driven on with impunity.
The automobile, also, in most respects a
safe piece of machinery, can be used with
a minimum of danger. It is the driver to
whom we must impute the responsibility for
the hazards presented by these instruments.76

DeSilva argued that drivers caused accidents because of
"wilful human faults--selfishness, wastefulness; because
of lack of driving skill, because of unwillingness to
conform to reasonable driving regulations."77

The 1953 edition of the Traveler's Insurance Com-
panies' highway safety booklet reported that of all the
vehicles involved in fatal accidents, 96.4 percent were
in "apparently good condition." President J. D. DeWitt
concluded from this figure that the "accident problem
can be solved only by those who do the driving and walk-
ing."78 A spokesman for the Association of Casualty and
Surety Companies stated three years later: "Inasmuch as
the behavior of the driver behind the wheel is the most
important element in the chain of events that leads to
accidents, it follows that safe-driving behavior on the
part of all motorists must be obtained--either by educa-
tion or compulsion."79 The same years, Rex M. Whitton,
president of the Association of State Highway Officials,
reported that his membership believed that "Driver fail-
ure or display of poor judgement [was involved] in 74
percent of all accidents," and ten years later, police
officials came to the defense of the automobile industry,
charging that the manufacturers were being used as a
scapegoat when the driver was the primary cause of acci-
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dents.80

One of the fundamental methods of improving the
quality of driving was by setting standards which in-
dividuals would have to meet before they would be allow-
ed to operate an automobile. Strict driver license laws
requiring examinations to test the competence of opera-
tors were a major tenant of the highway safety movement's
program and had been advocated early in the century,
spurred by the fact that government licensing of drivers
was widely practiced in Europe by 1900. In 1902, the
AAA and the Automobile Club of America had called on the
states to require examinations of all drivers before
they were allowed on the road, but none of any signifi-
cance were passed before 1906. In 1909, only twelve
states required all drivers to obtain licenses, and in
many of these states an examination was-not required.-81
Outlook magazine argued in 1906 that all drivers should
have to pass an examination,82 while a highway safety
group stated ten years later: "That it is unwise in one
year, without the slightest investigation, to present
licenses to 35,000 unknown persons to operate an engine
so fraught with danger as a motor vehicle is, first and
foremost, common sense."83

An article in Iron Age in 1928 called for stricter
driver license laws,84 and an observer four years later
pointed out that extensive training was required of lo-
comotive engineers even though the engine was held on
the track and decisions made for them by signals. Yet
the situation was different for automobile drivers:

Millions of men, women and children, re-
gardless of race, color and financial re-
sponsibility, few of them with mechanical
training, many of them with little instruc-
tion in driving, . . . amuse themselves
every pleasant weekend by driving their own
engines faster than most locomotives go and
do this on the public highways among
thousands of other amateur engineers, each
driving his own machine according to his
own idea of speed. . . .85

The National Safety Council reported that a 1936 study
of states showed that those with a driver license law
had fewer fatalities per 100,000,000 vehicle miles than
states with no driver license, while states with a well
administered law had fewer than those with a substandard
law.86 H. M. Johnson, professor of psychology at Ameri-
can University and chairman of the committee on psychol-
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ogy of the highway of the National Research Council,
stated in the same year that the worst drivers must be
taken off the road, 67 and Paul Hoffman of the Automotive
Safety Foundation argued in 1939 that that was going to
happen:

Public opinion is rapidly crystallizing
the idea that use of the highways is a
privilege; that every normal person is
entitled to use them, unless he abuses the
privilege; and that abuse of the privilege
must be followed by its withdrawal, whether
temporarily or permanently, not so much
for the purpose of punishing the offender,
but rather to make the highways safe for
those who know how to use their privilege
without abusing it.88

An article in Atlantic had takena more realistic,
if cynical, view eight years earlier when it concluded:
"In a country where nearly everybody wants to drive,
nearly everybody is going to drive, and that settles for
good the prospect of any adequate selection of drivers."89
An English observer made the same point in 1966 when he
argued that it was politically impossible for govern-
ments to deal seriously with the automobile problem, for
to the public "the motor car has become not only essen-
tial to their economic survival but, . . . the most im-
portant symbol of status in their society."90 Whatever
the reasons, many states did not move to strengthen their
driver license laws, and even those states which were
able to get the highway safety movements' recommenda-
tions on licensing and examinations through their legis-
latures witnessed no real improvement in their automobile
accident problem. In 1959, a Commerce Department study
reported that "most attempts to use licensing as a method
of driver selection have been unsuccessful and probably
will continue to be until some insight into the basic
nature of the driving task is obtained." The study con-
tinued to argue that the measures used in driving tests
had little relation to highway safety and that driver
selection tests had such low validity as to be worth-
less.91

Another important component of the highway safety
program came to be "driver education." Whereas the school
safety program had previously emphasized the instilling
of safety principles in elementary school children which
would last for life, in the mid-1930's the highway safety
movement announced a driver training program which would
not only teach teenagers how to drive, but also inculcate
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the proper attitude toward the operation of an automo-
bile, educating "a new race of drivers."92 Text books
for use in high schools were published, the program was
widely promoted, and by 1940, courses of study had been
accepted in twenty states and several hundred high
schools were offering courses. 93 ASF President Paul
Hoffman reported in 1939 that "There is a growing feel-
ing that it is a public responsibility to teach safe
driving:"

One thing is . . . certain: the ultimate
solution for teaching at least the philo-
sophy of safe driving is to have it a
standard part of the curriculum of every
high school in the country. The essence of
the instruction will necessarily be . . .
[that] a safe driver is one who is expert
and wants to avoid accidents.94

President Harry Truman supported Hoffman's contention in
his opening remarks to the President's Conference on
Highway Safety when he said that high school driver edu-
cation was "an obligation we owe to new generations, to
prepare them for living in a motor age."95 The ASF
supported the promotion of driver education programs
through its grants, and automobile manufacturers came to
make special provisions so that dealers could donate or
loan cars to schools for use in driver education courses,
emphasizing the importance of it in making sales.96 In
public industry leaders strongly emphasized the impor-
tance of driver education to solving the accident prob-
lem. In 1956, GM President Harlow Curtice announced
that "within the last two years we in General Motors
have greatly stepped up our efforts in this field,
which were already substantial."97

Supporters of driver education asserted: "A course
in driving in every school and university in the country
would greatly cut the number of traffic deaths. Such
instruction is not a luxury. It is not a privilege. It
is a necessity and a duty."98 The highway safety move-
ment, the automobile industry, and the public accepted
without question the assumption that driver education
would reduce accidents, and a volume published by the
AAA in 1955, entitled Driver Education Proves Its Worth,
seemed to confirm this view. The report concluded that
"in general, the results [of 'all studies of any conse-
quence'] indicate that Driver Education courses reduce
traffic accidents one half," although "it is quite like-
ly that students volunteering for a driving course have
a different attitude than those who do not volunteer to
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take a course."99

Yet if the safety establishment and the public ac-
cepted driver education uncritically, there were ques-
tions raised about its efficacy from the first. E.
George Payne, in an article entitled "Contemporary Acci-
dents and Their Non-reduction" published in Educational 
Sociology in 1937, stated:

Even if a program of safe driving could be
carried out in all the high schools of
America, . . . we would deal only with a
limited number of the future drivers, and
so far as we know, those who would drive
safely anyway. The program is an interest-
ing publicity stunt and bears no relation
to the accident situation in the United
States in the year 1937. Moreover, it will
likely retard the development of a program
which would get at the roots of the acci-
dent situation.

Two other scholars, Herbert A. Toops and S. Edson Haven,
writing in a book entitled Psychology and the Motorist 
published in 1938, charged that no one had been able to
scientifically demonstrate that driver education had any
effect: "we have no assurance--statistically water-
tight--that the individual may not be able to acquire
by self-education a competence at least equal to that
which the school can give him."' They further argued
that driver education not only might not reduce acci-
dents, but could even have a negative effect. 1 ° 1 A
government study in 1959 agreed that there were no sat-
isfactory studies to prove that driver education led to
a reduction in accidents, but conceded that it was "en-
tirely plausible" that it did cause the driver to make
safer use of his vehicle.102

A critic writing three years later pointed out that,
even if the AAA's conclusion that driver education re-
duced accidents by 50 percent was true, if driver educa-
tion also increased the number of drivers by 50 percent,
all the improvement would be lost. He further charged
that the automobile industry was not only shifting the
responsibility for accidents from itself to the public
schools through its promotion of driver education, but
that it also spent millions of dollars to encourage
driving and car ownership among immature youth and then
turned around and blamed drivers for accidents which oc-
curred.103 Another critic writing in 1968 repeated the
claim that it had not been proven that driver education

100
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programs had any effect, 104 and a year later, an article
in Traffic Safety, published by the NSC, entitled "The
Fallacy of the Untrained Driver," reported that the test-
ing of young drivers was characterized by a primitive,
unprofessional approach by "poorly trained people using
inadequate sampling, inadequate control groups and inad-
equate followup periods." The author pointed out that
these researchers assumed that because trained drivers
had fewer accidents, the training was responsible.105

Driver education was not singled out alone for
criticism. There were a few observers who called the
entire highway safety movement into judgement and found
it wanting. One cynic, writing in 1935, argued that
"laws, rules, safety educational campaigns of the kind
we have been having for twenty years" would not help
very much because "all they do is try to- teach caution
and slow speed when all the time any thinking person
must be aware that drivers want to go faster. . . . "106
Another critic, E. George Payne, writing two years later,
attacked the whole approach to the automobile accident
problem and the role of the National Safety Council:

The relative futility of these efforts in
the face of constantly mounting accidents
and hazards lies mainly, not in lack of
concern about the accident problem, but in
in the lack of intelligent attack upon the
problem of accidents and the method of
their prevention. The leadership of the
safety movement is now and has been for a
long time in the hands of an agency which
has the appearance of a professional soci-
ety or a public service agency. It is ac-
tually more nearly a trade association
primarily interested in saving money for
its members and incidently in saving human
lives.107

Psychologists Herbert Toops and Edson Haven charged in
1938 that despite the wide use of the "three E's: En-
forcement, Engineering and Education"--which they called
"the program of the auto manufacturers"--enforcement
"accomplishes little," engineering had not produced any-
thing as yet, and education had not yet been "demonstra-
ted satisfactorily from a statistical or scientific view-
point. . . . "108 As for the claims of safety organiza-
tions about the percentage reductions of accidents due
to their work--or those which could result--Toops and
Haven stated: "It is unreasonable to suppose that the
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elimination of any one 'cause' of auto accidents will re-
duce them by as much as twenty percent. Progress always
comes from a cumulation or summation of a large number
of small improvements." They further pointed out that
the much publicized 70 percent reduction in the fatality
rate of Evanston, Illinois--from seven to two deaths per
year--could be quadrupled by a single, multi-fatality
automobile accident.1u9

Another writer criticized Paul G. Hoffman's claim in
October, 1939, that safety work had saved 29,n00 lives
since 1935. He reported that Hoffman used estimated
total automobile mileage as a basis for which to claim,
in substance, that:

29,000 more people ought to have been killed
in the last four years; that 29,000 more
people were not killed during that period;
that, therefore, 29,000 lives were saved
and then [he] allocates three-quarters of
these saved lives to three years during
each of which there was an actual increase
in automobile fatalities.110

This critic, Arthur W. Stevens, was moved to write a book
on the subject of highway safety which was published in
1941. Stevens reported that the automobile industry was
very disappointed when, despite all their financial con-
tributions to the traffic safety movement and all the
predictions that the situation would be brought under
control, fatalities continued to increase. The response
was first, in order "to present a more pleasing and self-
congratulatory picture," to make an effort to switch from
using the total number of cars registered in the country
to making the estimated number of miles driven per year
a basis for comparison to the number of deaths annually.
Second, it was to emphasize that the safety work "was
beneficial in preventing the loss of thousands of lives
which otherwise would have been sacrificed. "111

Stevens was especially critical of the switch from
a fatality ratio based on the number of automobiles reg-
istered--which he argued furnished "an accurate and
easily ascertainable standard"--to one based on deaths
per 100,000,000 estimated miles driven per year--a new
formula announced in Paul Hoffman's Seven Roads to Safe-

: "The attempted estimate of car mileage, based on
the estimated gasoline consumption of thirty million ve-
hicles is hopelessly inaccurate and unscientific."
Stevens charged that, while government records did supply
a fairly close approximation of the amount of gasoline
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produced, this was the only factor which could be reason-
ably established: There was no way to determine how
much was consumed by trucks and buses and non-automotive
uses or how much evaporated in storage or was lost, so
that there was no way of finding out how much actually
got into the tanks of automobiles; finally, there was no
way to determine an average miles per gallon for motor
cars or how much was consumed in idling motors. He con-
cluded that all these alleged mathmatical propositions,
based on uncertain and speculative data, lent themselves
to all kinds of error and distortion--and, thus, estimat-
ed car mileage based on this "furnishes only an inaccu-
rate and unscientific standard, faulty beyond correc-
tion. .112

Stevens went on to present a devastating critique of
the fundamental approach of the highway safety movement
to the automobile accident problem. He pointed out that
despite twenty-five years of elaborate safety campaigns,
new laws, tests, regulations, and penalties, the number
of people killed annually in automobile accidents had
risen from 1,758 in 1912 to 40,000 in 1937. In review-
ing the accident record in 1934, Stevens concluded that
the continual increases in deaths "indicated clearly that
some factor, overlooked and neglected, had been suffi-
cient to upset all prophecies and undo and render in-
effective all good work done." He argued that the for-
gotten factor was the automobile, itself, and that poor
design was the cause for the increase in accidents.
Stevens pointed out that everyone in the safety movement
agreed that the solution to the accident problem was ed-
ucation, but he argued that "instead of placing the 131,
000,000 people of the country in one classroom," it would
be more practical to teach the 100 to 200 top executives
of the automobile industry about safe automobile design:
"the possibility of improving safety by education would
show a quicker return on time and effort invested if we
could educate this smaller group to build and market a
motor car which gives its operator a safe, adequate and
decent view of the highway. .113

Harry R. DeSilva, head of the Bureau of Street
Traffic Research at Yale University, also prepared a
study of automobile accidents which was published a year
after Stevens' book, in 1942. DeSilva admitted that
"by and large we have been muddling along in our efforts
at curbing highway accidents, floundering in search of
little remedies for large troubles, instead of giving the
problem the serious attention it deserves." He went on
to give a revealing description of the highway safety
movement: "All too often progress in highway safety is
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confused with the number of safety organizations in op-
eration; the amount of money expended by them; the pub-
licity given to safety propaganda in number of radio
hours, inches of newspaper columns, thousands of pam-
phlets and posters distributed. . . ."114

If the highway safety movement tended to measure
progress in its campaign of accident prevention against
standards of the public relations profession, Arthur
Stevens' charges about the validity of automobile acci-
dent statistics raised serious questions about the
assumptions upon which the entire highway safety program
was based. Safety professionals had long admitted that
their data was not reliable. Paul Hoffman declared in
1937: "One of the greatest obstacles in the path of
highway accident reduction and the promotion of public
safety lies in the total lack of reliable, accurate,
complete statistical data covering accidents on public
thoroughfares." He pointed out that "The present lack
of data makes it easy for any person to arrive at any
desired conclusion and encourages the plethora of witch
doctors currently springing forth with ill advised pana-
ceas or profit motivated axes to grind." 1 15 Spokesmen
for the highway safety movement continued to make these
admissions at the same time that they were blaming the
bulk of automobile accidents on the driver and carrying
out campaigns to convince him to "drive safely." In
April, 1949, the advisory group on highway safety re-
search of the President's Highway Safety Conference
pointed out the need for scientific research, claiming
that this need had been recognized for twenty-five years:
"Lack of authentic information leads to a regrettable,
though understandable, search for panaceas--for the
magic word that will solve everything. Much time, ef-

recommittee -fort, and money are thus wasted. u 116 The commi
peated its conclusion at a meeting in 1956 and recom-
mended that such research be carried out by the Bureau
of Public Roads with specific Congressional funding.
Two research correlation conferences held by the Nation-
al Academy of Sciences concurred in the need for research
on automobile accidents, and an automobile insurance in-
dustry study by "three nationally recognized authori-
ties" of the traffic safety problem concluded: "It is
ironic that the motor vehicle is the child of contin-
uous, costly research, yet the control of its use has
developed through trial and error and often has been
based on sheerest guesswork."117

A spokesman for the Institute of Traffic Engineers
stated in 1956: "Despite assurances from some people
that the causes of accidents and therefore the necessary
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preventive and remedial measures are all well known, the
basic causal facts have not yet been identified with
any degree of certainty. 1,118 Professor Ross A. McFar-
land, a human factors specialist at the Harvard School
of Public Health, wrote the same year that "A disappoint-
ingly large proportion of what has been written concern-
ing vehicular accidents represents a superficial level
of analysis . . . and over-generalizations from inade-
quate or improperly handled data have been taken to con-
stitute the facts of accident causation." 119 Ray Ash-
worth, acting director of the Northwestern University
Traffic Institute admitted in 1956: "We all, in this
field, say somewhat glibly that the automobile and the
highway are no longer responsible for more than, at
the outside, a total of 20 percent of the accidents that
are caused. But we do not know how well we know
this. u120 Two years later, J. Stannard Baker, head of
research and development at the Institute, characterized
safety programs as being more or less "rule-of-thumb. n121

In 1956, a spokesman for the National Safety Coun-
cil, itself, admitted, "Past researches . . . have been
fragmentary, inconclusive, and uncoordinated," resulting
in voluminous statistics on accidents with little useful
value.122 Council general manager William G. Johnson
repeated two years later: "Presently we have virtually
no research in the field of street and highway traffic
accident prevention. . . . And we have weak application
of what we do know for the simple reason that the nation-
al traffic safety agencies of this country is inadequate
and uncoordinated." 123 Leland S. Harris, executive dir-
ector of the American Association of Motor Vehicle Ad-
ministrators stated in 1959 that "one of the weakest
links in the entire traffic safety movement is our lack
of knowledge as to the real causes of accidents. Lack-
ing information on the real causes of accidents, we have
spent a great amount of time and effort concentrating
on 'circumstantial' causes. n124 In 1961, Dr. John J.
Conger pointed out in Research Review, a quarterly sup-
plement to Traffic Safety, a publication of the NSC,
that there were "pitfalls for the unwary in the com-
plicated field of accident research:"

As with so many other things in life, it
does not follow that poor research is
better than no research. Sophisticated
research is badly needed in many areas of
traffic safety. On the other hand, no
research is better than poorly controlled
research which may result in important
social actions based on misleading find-
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ings.125

A Bureau of Public Roads investigation of a repre-
sentative sample of highways in Illinois in 1958 indi-
cated that NSC estimates of the number of automobile
accidents--fatal and non-fatal--could be off by 75 per-
cent. 12 , A _Commerce Department study a year later con-
cluded that there was a fundamental lack of carry-over
from the thousands of accident reports prepared by po-
lice and drivers because of a lack of competent summariz-
ers to interpret the reports and almost insurmountable
problems in catagorizing the confused, inadequate data
on a mass basis.127 Speakers at a conference on passen-
ger car design and highway safety in 1962, sponsored by
the Association for the Aid of Crippled Children and
Consumers Union, also criticized the safety movement,
pointing out that "programs in accident reduction are
not based in sound research nor is their effectiveness
measured by scientific methods." As Dr. Irwin J. Bross,
of the Roswell Park Memorial Institute, explained it,
highway safety

has shifted from a prescientific phase
into a scientific phase. . . . Now this
transition produces a lot of confusion.
Most of the traditional approaches to
safety were developed in the prescientific
period when people felt no need to justify
or make any scientific evaluation of their
programs. An idea was proposed just be-
cause someone thought it was good, or it
received a lot of publicity, or it was
just a nice thing to do.128

One of the most brilliant critiques of the highway
safety movement was delivered by Daniel P. Moynihan, who
served in the U.S. Department of Labor in the Kennedy
administration. Like Arthur Stevens in 1941, Moynihan
also questioned the estimated total vehicle mileage
figure used in determining the automobile fatality rate.
He pointed out that total miles were "estimated from
gasoline tax collections and an assumption about average
miles per gallon for all vehicles on the road. It is,
at best, a very questionable number--particularly in
view of relatively rapid changes in vehicle power and
performance."129 Moynihan argued that increased gaso-
line consumption might merely be the result of less ec-
onomical automobiles and increasing urbanization which
meant more stop and go driving. Thus, total miles
driven could be much less than estimated and the death
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rate rising, rather than declining.

Moynihan went on to charge that although state,
federal, and local authorities had been compiling sta-
tisticsabout deaths and injuries in automobile acci-
dents since the mid-1930's, they had done the work in an
almost uncritical manner which made the results nearly
useless. He argued that the only complete and accurate
statistic was the number of deaths because of the "an-
cient medieval institution of the coroner."130 But
Moynihan pointed out that deaths were just a subdivision
of injuries and told little about the magnitude of the
automobile accident problem; injury statistics were not
even moderately reliable and were not weighted according
to the extensiveness of the injury involved, so there
was no way to tell if accidents were getting more serious
or less severe.131 -He observed that the available sta-
tisticsindicated that areas with the highest death rates
had the lowest injury rates, and vice-versa. Safety
professionals had always attributed this to the effect-
iveness of local highway safety programs, but Moynihan
argued that it was merely a function of density and
availability of medical care--accident victims in cities
could be taken quickly to a hospital whereas those in
rural areas died before receiving medical care. Moyn-
ihan charged that the safety professionals had "funda-
mentally dealt with fraudulent measures, with terms,
with standards that simply did not exist then, or at
least, turned out to be practically nonexistent." He
concluded: "The people who are responsible for dissem-
ination must be said to be misleading the American
public. . . ."132

If the basic statistical data used by the highway
safety movement was questionable, it was apparent that
the safety professionals interpretation of the data
might also be in doubt--and the most fundamental assump-
tion was, according to the NSC, that the driver caused
80 percent of the accidents.133 In an article in the
Reporter in 1959, Moynihan charged that the NSC was do-
ing a grave disservice by emphasizing individual respon-
sibility for accidents: "The basic message of the enor-
mous flood of material, publicity and information that
emerges from the Safety Council is that accidents are
caused by individual carelessness and can be prevented
if drivers will only pay attention."134 Moynihan
argued:

By emphasizing the individual's responsi-
bility in automobile accidents, the Safety
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Council shifts public attention from fac-
tors such as automobile design, which we
can reasonably hope to control, to factors
such as the temperament and behavior of
eighty million drivers, which are not sus-
ceptible to any form of consistent, over-
all control--certainly not by a bunch of
slogans.135

He pointed out that although not much was known about
accident causes, the available evidence pointed to the
conclusion that crashes occurred when drivers got into
situations where they could not respond correctly be-
cause the human mind could not work fast enough or it
was already too late to take any corrective action.
Moynihan argued that some accidents were caused merely
bjj putting a number of vehicles together in one place
at the same time.136

The NSC had itself estimated in 1956 that a driver
made 200 observations every mile, twenty of which re-
quired a decision; the driver made a wrong decision once
every two miles, one of which led to a near collision
every 500 miles and to an actual crash every 61,000
miles.137 A Commerce Department study three years later
observed: "It does seem apparent . . . that the very
nature of the driving task often forces the driver to
the very limits of his capabilities, thereby increasing
the possibility of accident producing responses."138
Rex Whitten, Chief of the Bureau of Public Roads, ex-
pounded a similar view several years later when he
stated: "I think the great majority of drivers most of
the time are doing as well as we can reasonably expect.
The real difficulty for drivers is that all too often
the road and traffic situation facing them is just more
than they can handle."139 The Commerce Department re-
port went on to state that for years the driver had been
assigned the responsibility for nine out of ten acci-
dents and thus he was "believed to be the principle
medium for the improvement of highway safety . . . ""

This assignment may have some value in the
promotion of safety consciousness, but it
is of doubtful validity in any broad study
of the traffic accident problem.

The assignment of the other two elements
[the automobile and the highway] probably
represents their lowest possible amount of
contribution . . . and completely over-
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looks the fact that the interaction be-
tween all three creates the successful or
unsuccessful driving operation.140

Two safety researchers expressed similar points of view
the 'next year: "An accident is a complex interaction of
human beings and environment involving a sequence of
events and a multiplicity of causal factors. No single
factor can ever be singled out as 'the' cause of an acci-
dent." 141 Two public health specialists charged in 1962
that the common practice of subtracting the percentage
of accidents caused by drivers from 100 percent and then
attributing the balance to the road and vehicle could
not be defended on logical grounds because it implied a
form of exclusion principle which was not consistent with
the facts. 142 Another critic stressed the importance of
looking at the accident problem as resulting from a fail-
ure in a total system: "Then, and only then, when each
component is understood as an interacting variable in a
complex situation, will studies of particular facets of
the problem have real meaning. 1,143

The NSC came in for specific criticism in regard to
its use of holiday automobile accident death predictions
as a method of promoting safe driving. An article in
Nation in 1965 charged that the Council was an "accomp-
lice before the fact" in automobile accidents because
of its "ritual" before each long holiday weekend of pre-
dicting the number of people who would be killed and then
using the total for the same announcement the following
year. 1 44 Another critic called the predictions a pub-
licity stunt: "If the toll goes over it shows the need
for more funds for the National Safety Council. If it
is less it shows how effective the council's warnings
were." Furthermore, other observers charged that the
holiday death tolls were little different from any sim-
ilar number of days, but "nobody notices that, the coun-
cil reaps its publicity, and Detroit is happy because it
has taken the focus off the cars and put it on the driver
and the road conditions." 1 45 Another critic asserted
that safety campaigns like this, based on false assump-
tions, were a menace, serving only to add another dis-
turbing element to the complex situation generating
automobile accidents.146

The highway safety movement was not only criticized
for blaming most automobile accidents on the driver, but
also for not placing enough emphasis on the role of the
vehicle. The last of the NSC's ten objectives in regard
to traffic safety in 1956 was "To make the automobile as
safe as possible in terms of both accident and injury
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prevention, through better design and better mainten-
ance." 147 In practice, however, the Council did not
deal with the vehicle. In 1958, the New York Traffic
Safety Policy Coordinating Committee proposed that the
NSC expand its Annual Inventory of Traffic Safety Ac-
tivities to include a yearly rating of the safety fea-
tures of new automobiles by name and manufacturer, but
the Council replied that this would be against policy. 148
This lack of emphasis on the vehicle drew increasing
criticism in the late 1950's and early 1960's. Articles
in Consumer Reports argued that the automobile industry
was attempting to shift the responsibility for accidents
from the automobile to the driver and was using NSC
statistics for this purpose:149 the manufacturers had
"blamed most accidents on the driver and have largely
ignored the well-established fact that technically
feasible modifications of their cars could substantially
reduce both the number and severity of accidents caused
by driver inadequacies."150 Another critic, writing in
Nation in 1963, expounded a similar view, charging that
the automobile companies gave generous support to or-
ganizations like the NSC which stressed driver respon-
sibility for accidents in order to divert attention from
the vehicle--and themselves--and to give the industry a
responsible public image.151

Other groups within the highway safety movement were
also singled out for criticism. An article in Consumer 
Reports pointed out that the Automotive Safety Founda-
tion was spending $693,000 per year to support programs
in safety education, traffic law enforcement, driver ed-
ucation, and highway research, but offered no support
to studies of the automobile. 152 Other observers charg-
ed that the ASF was an important "invisible policy-
making body"; since the automobile industry was the
largest contributor to the highway safety movement, its
views prevailed within the safety establishment--and,
thus, it was apparent that no emphasis would be placed
on the role of the vehicle, itself, in automobile acci-
dents. 153 Washington reporter Elizabeth Drew observed
in an article in Atlantic in 1966:

The interlocking directorates and mutual
dependence of virtually all safety groups
on the same sources of revenue--the auto-
mobile industry and its commercial allies--
produced a remarkable harmonious point of
view. Traffic safety is preserved by care-
ful driving, good car maintenance, vehicle
inspection, traffic laws, and bigger and
more highways; since a good traffic safety
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program is driver orientated, traffic
safety is rightfully the province of
state and local governments.154

The President's Highway Safety Committee also came up
for comment. Daniel Moynihan of the Department of
Labor reported:

I served as a departmental representative
on the body for a year before learning that
the executive director was neither chosen
or paid by the Federal government, but
rather by the industry. This man presided
over the expenditure of public funds, . . .
and generally disported himself as the head
traffic safety man in government although
in fact he was a paid agent of the inter-
ests he ought at least to have been keep-
ing an eye on.155

Moynihan and others charged that the automobile industry
was exploiting the Presidential seal to promote its own
policy on highway safety which emphasized driver respon-
sibility for accidents. James Ridgeway revealed in an
article in New Republic in 1964 that the Automobile Man-
ufacturers Association had printed and distributed a
pamphlet attacking federal intervention in highway safe-
ty using the presidential seal and that the executive
director of the President's committee had used the seal
in a letter praising Pure Oil Company which was publish-
ed in a booklet entitled "What Motorists Really Think
about Traffic Safety."l56

Edward A. Tenny, in a book published in 1962 en-
titled The Highway Jungle, effectively summarized the
reasons for the ineffectiveness of the automobile in-
dustry supported highway safety movement in dealing with
the automobile accident problem. He pointed out that
unlike industrial safety--in which the NSC had gotten
its start, "in public safety enormous conflicts of in-
terest emerge and great sacrifices are called for." For
example, "the desire of the auto industry to sell a
million more cars in a given area may be in conflict with
the capacity of the road system there to accommodate any
more." 157 And he charged that since business controlled
the safety movement, no action would be taken that might
hurt sales:

The movement began with commerce, is pres-
ently controlled by commerce, and will in
the future continue in commercial hands
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until the public acts on its own behalf.
Commerce gives as much safety as is consis-
tent with its economic well-being. If a
deadly device promotes sales, the auto
makers install it.158

___Tenny-concluded:- "the problem is much too big for pri-
vate control, and . . . the conspicuous failures in En-
gineering, Enforcement, Education buttress this argu-
ment."158

If all the criticism had any effect on the individ-
uals and groups within the highway safety movement,
there was little evidence of it in public. Even the
insurance industry which was facing, for the first time,
public resentment of rising premiums due to increasingly
costly automobile accident claims continued to adher to
the time-worn "Three E's." In 1966, Russell J. Brown,
president of the Insurance Institute for Highway Safety--
who had been a "safety professional" for sixteen years--
offered the following prescription on "How To Stop the
Highway Slaughter" in an article in Nation's Business:
conduct a national study of the economic impact of auto-
mobile accidents; undertake an intensive, nationwide
program to overhaul all public records relating to high-
way traffic; greatly accelerate training programs for
highway safety personnel; intensify private and govern-
ment research on automobile accidents; and develop a
specially designed, centralized program of public safety
education.150
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CHAPTER VII

THE ORIGINS OF AUTOMOBILE

DESIGN FOR CRASH PROTECTION

The highway safety movement continually stressed
that there'would be few if any automobile accidents if
drivers operated their vehicles safely. The automobile
manufacturers extended this line of reasoning to argue
that since their products were not responsible for acci-
dents, they were under no obligation to design automo-
biles for this possibility but merely for safety under
normal operating conditions. This argument was accepted,
uncritically, not only by the public and the highway
safety movement, but by the courts as well. However,
there were members of the medical profession--and a few
other individuals--who, upon seeing the results of this
policy, began to call for automobile design which would
minimize the injuries resulting from what they came to
see as the large number of inevitable highway accidents.

Despite the general acceptance of the assumption
that it was not normal for motor vehicles to be involved
in accidents, there was one aspect of automobile design
which presented such a potential hazard in the event of
a collision that it was the object of considerable con-
cern almost from the time of its first use--glass. Early
windshields sometimes fractured as a result of the nor-
mal stresses of operating an automobile on the highway,
and a minor collision or a rock thrown up by a passing
vehicle could completely shatter a windshield, sending
a shower of razor-edged pieces of glass flying through
the interior of the motorcar. A front-end collision in
which the driver and passengers were thrown forward into
the windshield could prove even more hazardous, and when
the first fully enclosed body styles were introduced--
featuring glass windows on all four sides--many people
were, at first, understandibly hesitant about purchasing
and riding in them.l

As a result of this concern, attention was focused
on developing possible substitutes for plate glass, and
two European inventors independently came up with ideas
for shatter-resistent glass early in the century. French
scientist Edouard Benedictus came up with his discovery
accidently in 1904, but quickly saw its application to
the problem of flying glass in automobile accidents.2
By 1910, he had developed a satisfactory, but expensive
and short-lived, shatter-resistent glass which nonethe-
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less found use during World War I in the lenses of gas
masks and aviator's goggles and in the windows of auto-
mobiles, airplanes, and boats. English inventor John
C. Wood conceived the idea of cementing a layer of cellu-
loid between two pieces of glass and took out patents on
the development in Britain and the United States in 1905
and 1906.3 Wood's shatter-resistent glass came to take
the brand-name of "Triplex" and was manufactured in
England where it also was used during the war.

However, it was not until 1926 that there was an
effort to produce shatter-proof glass in the United
States. Amory L. Haskell, a former vice president of
the General Motors Export Company, purchased the rights
to manufacture Triplex glass in America in 1926. Has-
kell bought a plant in New Jersey, undertook an adver-
tising campaign stressing the merits of shatter-resis-
tent glass, and then attempted to sell his product to
the automobile industry. He met with little initial
success, although General Motors' Yellow Cab division
did adopt the glass for the partitions between driver
and passengers in its taxis.4

During the 1926 model year both the Rickenbacker
and "safety" Stutz featured varieties of "shock proof"
glass as American manufacturers moved to develop their
own versions of the product, but in the same year
Triplex made a tremendous breakthrough when the Ford
Motor Company determined to adopt safety glass.5 Pro-
duction of the Model T had halted in May, 1927, and the
assembly line was being converted to produce the new,
more powerful Model A. Henry Ford was concerned about
the possibility of an increased number of accidents
since the new model was much faster than the old one and
most people were not used to high speed driving. Ford's
confidential secretary, E. G. Liebold, later quoted him
as saying: "We can't put that car out on the public!
We'll kill them all!" 6 Then in July, a test car opera-
ting on a public highway collided with a Model T at 50
miles per hour, throwing prominent Ford designer Harold
Hicks into the plate glass windshield, cutting him bad-
ly. In Hicks' words, "The two Fords [Henry and Edsel],

/ looking at the wreck of that car, decided right then
4that we must have laminated glass in the windshield."7

Safety glass was a great deal more expensive than con-
ventional glass and there were many problems involved
in producing it in the large quantities needed, but
Henry Ford, in his characteristic way, brushed aside
considerations of cost and production difficulties, and
ordered that the new glass be installed in the wind-
shields of all the new models. Thus, when the Model A
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finally appeared in late 1927, it was not only the lone
car in the low or medium priced class with the new wind-
shield, but one of the few cars of any price in which it
was available.8

Ford featured the glass prominently in its adver-
tising, and made some rather over-enthusiastic claims

— about its qualities: "All the new Ford cars have a
Triplex shatterproof glass windshield--so made that it
will not fly or shatter under the hardest impact. This
is an important safety factor because it eliminates the
dangers of flying glass. . . ."9 Former Ford executive,
William Knudsen, general manager of Chevrolet, strongly
recommended to General Motors president Alfred Sloan
that Ford's action be matched by Chevrolet, and Lammot
du Pont, president of E. I. du Pont de Nemours and Com-
pany, wrote to Sloan in August, 1929, to report that
his company still had enough surplus capacity to pro-
duce safety glass for all the windows of Chevrolet if
the order was placed quickly before other requests were
received.10 However, Sloan replied:

. . . two or three years ago I would have
felt that perhaps it was a desirable thing
for General Motors to take an advanced
position similar to what it did on front
wheel brakes, but the way things stand now
with our volume increasing at a decelerated
rate, I feel that such a position can do
no other than to materially offset our
profits.11

In April, 1932, du Pont wrote to Sloan again in regard
to safety glass, urging him to "encourage its use,
rather than discourage or be apathetic." 12 By this time,
however, Sloan had learned of a newly developed tempered
safety glass which was much less expensive than the lam-
inated type. In a letter to a General Motors executive
in November, he wrote:

I am certainly of the belief that this
glass is not as good as our so-called non-
shatterable glass. On the other hand, if
we furnish glass of this type at very little
extra and standardize it, it is going to
save the American public an enormous sum
of money, and . . . it will be a tremendous
improvement over our present untreated
glass.13

By 1933, however, the question of whether General Motors
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--or any manufacturer--should install safety glass as
standard equipment became a moot one as a large number
of states moved to require it by law, with some legisla-
tion taking effect as early as January, 1934.14 At a
meeting of the National Automobile Chamber of Commerce,
Sloan made "the very strong point that compulsory use of
safety glass in cars was very costly and meant many mil-
lions of dollars of expense to buyers of cars," and the
NACC went on to agree on a policy in regard to safety
glass.15 First, the requirement of safety glass for
windshields would be accepted but with an effort to have
the requirement take effect in all states at "some even
date so manufacturers could properly prepare for it" and
specify no particular type of safety glass. In regard
to other parts of the automobile, the manufacturers were
to point out the "excessive cost" of putting it in all
windows, to provide figures indicating that less than
25 per cent of the public was willing to pay extra for
it, and to propose, therefore, that the states "Leave
to industry the plan of encouraging the use of the glass
in other parts of the car at as low cost as possible."16
The NACC effort to prevent the requiring of safety glass
in all windows was unsuccessful but the less expensive
tempered glass was allowed in all locations except for
the windshield when the American Standards Association's
code was adopted in 1935. However, American manufactur-
ers used laminated glass in side windows until after
World War II, probably because it would have been diffi-
cult at the time to convince the public that tempered
glass was as safe as the more familiar laminated type.l7
Byron C. Foy, head of DeSoto Motor Car Corporation, call-
ed safety glass "one of the truly great discoveries of
our generation. Every year it prevents thousands of
accidents from causing grievous bodily injuries."18

If the adverse effect of automobile glazing on the
occupants of a vehicle in the event of a collision was
questioned and its hazards ameliorated by the voluntary
and legislated installation of safety glass, the con-
sequences of violent contact between the occupants and
other parts of the automobile were not widely recognized,
despite the fact that the results were demonstrated
daily in accidents in all parts of the nation. J. C.
Furnas' 1935 Reader's Digest article, "--And Sudden
Death," which was read by millions of Americans, offered
a detailed description of the safety hazards of automo-
bile design under crash conditions. "The best thing
that can happen to you--and one of the rarer things," he
wrote, "is to be thrown out as the doors spring open so
you have only the ground to reckon with" rather than
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"the lethal array of gleaning metal knobs and edges and
glass inside the car," even though "you strike with as
much force as if you had been thrown from the Twentieth 
Century Limited at top speed." 19 He went on to give an
accurate portrayal of physical laws which applied during
automobile collisions:

Collision, turnover or sideswip, each type
of accident produces either a shattering
dead stop or a crashing change of direc-
tion--and, since the occupant--meaning you
--continues in the old direction at the o-
riginalspeed, every surface and angle of
the car's interior immediately becomes a
battering, tearing projectile, aimed
squarely at you--inescapible. There is no
bracing yourself against these imperative
laws of momentum.

It's like going over Niagara Falls in a
steel barrel full of railroad spikes.20

Furnas pointed out that passengers were injured by
splinters from the wooden parts of the body, by flying
glass, or sometimes "instantly killed by shattering
their skulls on the dashboard." He went on to state:
"The driver is death's favorite target. If the steer-
ing wheel holds together it ruptures his liver or spleen
so he bleeds to death internally. Or, if the steering
wheel breaks off, the matter is settled instantly by
the steering column's plunging through his abdomen." 21

The purpose of Furnas' article was not to advocate
safer design of automobile interiors--and this alter-
native was not even mentioned--but rather to frighten
people into driving safely so that accidents would not
occur in the first place. 2 2 It is doubtful that "--And
Sudden Death" had the hoped-for effect--despite the wide
notoriety it achieved--and neither did it bring about a
questioning of motor vehicle design. There was one in-
dividual, however, who did raise the issue--Detroit
plastic surgeon Dr. Claire L. Straith who early wit-
nessed what the interior of an automobile could do to
the bodies and, most particularly, to the faces of the
occupants in a collision. As he stated in 1957, "It's a
slaughter. I have seen the torn and mutilated victims
of crashes for nearly four decades. At least we have
the chance to help the victims, the ones lucky enough to
survive, to return to normal appearances."23

In the early 1930's, Straith installed seat belts
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and crash padding in his own automobile, and designed
three types of crash panels--one of which was a padded
dashboard mounted on springs to absorb shock--which he
patented in 1935 and 1937. Beginning in 1934, he held
periodic conferences with representatives of the auto-
mobile industry urging them to redesign automobile in-
teriors in order to minimize injuries when accidents
occurred. He also visited meetings of automobile en-
gineers showing slides of the disfigured victims of
automobile accidents and lecturing on design improve-
ments.24

In 1935, Straith was able to talk with Walter P.
Chrysler, founder and head of Chrysler Corporation, who
was interested enough to send the surgeon to meet with
the corporation's chief engineer. The latter also re-
acted positively and assigned an engineer to work on
Straith's ideas. Experimental dashboard designs were
built, and in the fall of the following year, the new

/1937 Dodge appeared with an interior designed with
/ safety in mind. Inside and outside door handles were

curved into the door to minimize the chance of injury
or of catching the clothing of a passenger or pedestrian.
Window regulators were almost flush, while the wind-
shield regulator (many automobiles still featured wind-
shields that opened for ventilation) was completely en-
cased like a folding tape measure. All the buttons on
the instrument panel were designed to be flush when not
in use, and the lower edge of the dashboard was raised
to minimize knee injuries. Finally, the top of the
front seat back was padded with sponge rubber to elimin-
ate the usual hard areas where a rear seat passenger
might impact in a collision.25

Other manufacturers adopted some of Chrysler's in-
novations while public concern over safety remained high
in the later 1930's, including Paul G. Hoffman's Stude-
baker Corporation. Studebaker had been using safety as
a tertiary sales theme since 1934 when it switched to
welded, all-steel bodies--which were called "Battleship
Construction" and tested by rolling off a 104 foot cliff
to demonstrate their superiority over wood-framed bod-
ies. 2 6 This and other crash testing were used to insure
that the company's cars would survive rollovers, which
statistics indicated still constituted a significant
proportion of all automobile accidents. It took con-
siderable effort to make the new-style slanted wind-
shield posts strong enough so that they would not col-
lapse on rollover, and a stronger, more expensive door
latch was required to keep doors from opening under the
strain. Hoffman also concluded that accident records
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indicating people were being injured by the interiors
of automobiles were serious enough so that the dashboard
should be redesigned as Chrysler had done. 27 A 1939
Studebaker advertisement proclaimed: "Look at These/
Safety Features Built into the '39 Studebaker: the
world's strongest and safest steel body [plus] wider
vision, responsive direct action steering, feather- ----

---- touch hydraulic brakes, . . . safety glass all around
[and a] safety smooth instrument panel." 2 8 The follow-
ing year, the inside door handles were recessed for
safety.29

The Straith-inspired design changes brought praise
but also served as a catalyst to induce other individu-
als to call for further improvements. An editorial in
Scientific American in 1937 stated that automobile de-
signers must go "as far as practicable in making the
whole interior of a motor car a safety interior."30
Former automobile manufacturer Eddie Rickenbacker ad-
mitted in an article in Collier's that "a nice little/
knob or other protruding gadget is likely to produce
deplorable results," if a passenger were to hit it in
an accident, but he pointed out that automobile engi-
neers had been devoting a lot of time to preventing in-
jury to occupants in the event a collision should occur.
He reported that the instrument panel was "getting
smoother and smoother until there are practically no
knobs or bumps in it," transparent plastic was being
used instead of glass to cover instruments and clocks,
the front seat back was being padded, and the body ex-
terior smoothed and protruding gadgets eliminated to
minimize injuries to pedestrians.3 1 A survey of motor
vehicle administrators in 1938 indicated the majority
favored the recessing of robe rails on the back of front
seats as well as knobs on dashboards, 32 and a study of
the automobile published in the same year by Consumers
Union recommended further design changes:

Removal of projections and padding of sharp
edges in the interior of cars, begun by
Chrysler in 1937, is of aid in reducing
minor injuries to passengers. Knee injuries
and skull fractures occur from striking
the instrument panel, which needs further
modification. The steering wheel and
steering column should be designed (as the
former is in many cars) to collapse or
bend under impact, without developing
sharp points to penetrate the driver's
body.33
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Highway safety authority Harry R. DeSilva, writing
in 1942, observed: "Competition for sales forces manu-
facturers to divert a large amount of car value into
salesworthy gadgets and style features. From this over-
emphasis on styling, safety has suffered." 34 DeSilva's
comment went directly to the point. The annual model
change required new styling of the interior, as well as
the exterior, and when the new models appeared after the
war, the "safety smooth" dashboards, recessed door
handles, and other small improvements had been replaced
by new and different, but usually less safe, designs.
A promising beginning of automobile design for crash
protection had been brought to a halt by the demands of
the annual model change. Chrysler safety engineer Roy
Haeusler later reported that there was no way to evalu-
ate the effectiveness of his company's instrument panel
design, and, thus, no way to justify its retention--so
it was changed for styling purposes. 3i

Dr. Claire Straith did not give up his campaign for
improved automobile design, and shortly after the war,
he visited one of the new motorcar manufacturers, the
Tucker Corporation, organized in 1946. Straith showed
company founder and president Preston Tucker and de-
signer Alex Tremulus his own car which was equipped with
a crude crash pad and padded steering wheel. Tucker then
invited his entire engineering group to listen to the
plastic surgeon and view the color slides he showed of
accident victims. A Tucker stylist who was present re-
ported:

he described with unfailing accuracy the
styling of the gash marks on each face, and
compared them to the offending styling
objects such as the radio grille of a
particular car or the heater knob. . ... It
made an impact on all of us.	 We immedi-
ately revised our thinking, relative to
the interior of the car.36

Tucker designers immediately revamped the planned
interior of the automobile after hearing Straith speak.
The interior door handles were replaced by push buttons
which were less likely to cause injury or be opened un-
intentionally in an emergency; all the control knobs
were placed on the left side of the instrument panel;
crash padding was placed around the entire circumference
of the interior and across the rear of the front seat;
the rear-view mirror was made out of silver-plated
plexiglass and mounted on a break-away standard; and the
windshield was floated in sponge rubber designed to
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break away when 100 pounds of force per square inch was
applied since medical authorities reported that 125
pounds per square inch pressure on a human skull could
cause a brain concussion.37

Preston Tucker, himself, had an "obsession with
safety," according to one associate, and the automobile_
contained' manyy -safety features in addition to those in-
fluenced by Dr. Straith. Tucker insisted that enough
room be left under the "crash board cowl" for a "safety
chamber" into which the driver andfront passengers could
duck in an emergency, just as mechanics had done in -
early racing cars, and the entire passenger compartment
was protected by "safety steel bulkheads," front and
rear. The bumpers of the automobile were curved to de-
flect minor blows, and the body frame, while completely
surrounding the passenger compartment, tapered toward
the front and rear to deflect major collisions. The
rear-engine design of the Tucker was said to not only
provide better weight distribution and more effective
braking, but also to eliminate heat and fumes from en-
tering the passenger compartment. The concern for safe-
ty even had an impact on the name of the car; the orig-
inal "Tucker Torpedo" was changed to "Tucker '48" be-
cause the company wanted to emphasize safety rather than
speed.38

Original plans for the automobile called for the in-
stallation of highly effective disk brakes, an automatic
head-light dimmer, and a third "cyclops" headlight mount-
ed in the center of the grill which turned with the
front wheels to point around corners when turning. These
features were eliminated in order to reduce costs, al-
though a fixed third headlight was included to provide
extra illumination.39 Preston Tucker had many other
ideas about safety. He felt that the steering shaft was
the greatest cause of serious injury in automobile acci-
dents. He hoped to eliminate it entirely by 1950 and
substitute a flexible cable or a dual system of hydraul-
ic lines leading to a steering wheel on a cantilevered
mount which would collapse under impact. The company
had applied for patents on this system as well as on a
speedometer that would warn a driver, both visually and
audibly, when a pre-selected speed had been exceeded.
Tucker also suggested a single, front driver's seat
mounted in the center of the car for maximum forward
visibility and a periscope for increased rear vision.
Serious consideration was given to two other ideas de-
signed to help keep the driver's eyes on the road--a
fuel gauge and engine warning lights mounted above the
rear window to be viewed through the rear view mirror
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and a. speedometer mounted on the hood.40 A Tucker de-
signer reported that although a prototype hood-position-
ed speedometer was approved overwhelmingly by everyone
who viewed it from the driver's seat, "we received trem-
endous resistence from the sales people who accused us
of stripping the interior of so much that is usually
ornamental as well as functional that the end result was
something akin to the sterility of a padded cell." Ex-
periments were undertaken with projecting the image of
the speedometer on the windshield, but the sales depart-
ment objected to this also. Finally, a conventional
speedometer was adopted, but the numerals were made
larger than the accepted size for easier reading. 41

Tucker designers also considered the installation
of seat belts and undertook a survey in an attempt to
determine what the reaction of the public would be. As
one Tucker stylist put it, "Although the safety value
of seat belts was obvious to those of us designing the
car, the Tucker sales department maintained that the
presence of safety belts would imply that the automobile
was dangerous." Interviews with racing car drivers re-
vealed a wide range of opinion, but airline hostesses
and executives reported that passengers disliked seat
belts, and the Tucker Corporation decided not to adopt
them.42

The Tucker Corporation ran into financial difficul-
ties and was liquidated shortly after the first produc-
tion models came off the assembly line in 1948. 43 How-
ever, another new automobile manufacturer with innova-
tive ideas about automobile safety--the Kaiser-Frazer
Corporation--did overcome its early difficulties and
survive for several years to produce cars with a number
of safety features not found in other automobiles. The
first Kaiser-Frazer series, produced from 1947 through
1950, was based on a Frazer design which offered good
weight distribution and better than average visibility,
and featured push buttons rather than interior door
handles which the corporation stated were less prone to
catching on clothing or being opened accidently, by
children or in a collision.44

However, as the time approached to design a com-
pletely new model, President Edgar J. Kaiser placed in-
creased emphasis on safety. As industrial designer
Brook Stevens, who worked on the new Kaiser automobile,
later reported, "Edgar Kaiser, out of his unique approach
to any problem, was instrumental in having the engineer-
ing department and his design consultants consider pas-
senger safety and comfort, particularly on the new 1951
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line of cars. . . ."45 Kaiser was aware of accident
studies which indicated that the greatest number of
fatalities were due to the occupants striking the wind-
shield or instrument panel, especially when the latter
was covered with knobs and other protuberances, and he
directed that his interior designers consider this.46
When the new Kaiser was unveiled, safety was used as
the theme, and the company claimed that its models.had.- •

the "safest-front seat in the world," including a "pop
out" windshield which loosened under severe impact from
the inside, a padded crash panel, recessment of all con-
trols below the crash pad, slender windshield posts which
eliminated corner blind spots, and an 	  brake	 —
mounted on the right side of the driver for more natural
use and for accessibility to the passenger in the event /
the driver was incapacitated. Protruding plastic tail
lights were added in 1952 which were visible from the
side as well as the rear.47 Henry J. Kaiser announced:
"I firmly believe that the '52 Kaiser's new front seat
protection represents the greatest safety-engineering
advance in 30 years, . . . an advance that will bring
greater peace of mind to thousands of American motorists
and their families."48

In 1953, the Kaiser was called "The World's First
Safety-First Car," and Edgar Kaiser called the horse-
power race "ridiculous," especially "in the face of a
rising highway accident toll and threats of increasingly
stringent traffic legislation." He argued that moder-
ately powered Kaiser automobiles offered plenty of
acceleration and performance, and also provided excel-
lentfuel economy:

Instead of greater horsepower and speed,
we have been directing our attention to
greater safety--safety in design to pro-
vide the driver with every safeguard to
prevent him from having an accident. And
additionally, to provide him and his
passengers with protection if he does have
one.49

In 1954, the new Kaiser featured a "steering turret,"
extending from the dashboard behind the steering wheel,
which contained instruments and controls. A horn bar
replaced the conventional horn ring, and a safety-padded
bolster was added to the top of the front seat for the
protection of rear seat passengers. Despite its innova-
tiveness in safety design, Kaiser--like Tucker before it
--could not compete with the giants of the oligopolistic
automobile industry, and in 1955 the company ceased all
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production of passenger cars.50

In 1948, Dr. Claire Straith, now the head of the
plastic surgery division of Harper Hospital in Detroit,
spoke before the annual meeting of the American Society
of Body Engineers, and according to a report in Auto-
motive Industries, he "painted a rather depressing pic-
ture of the facial and head injuries sustained in motor-
car accidents." 51 In the same year, Straith joined with
the accident prevention bureau of the Detroit police de-
partment to conduct a study of automobile accidents. At
Straith's request, the department collected the statis-
tics for one month on all passenger car accidents in-
volving person injury. The investigation revealed that
almost 70 percent of those injured were riding in the
right front seat of the automobile involved so that they
were thrown into the instrument panel. Straith predict-
ed that such "guest passenger" injuries would increase
'with higher speeds arid emphasized, as he had done before,
"the need for better interior design in automobiles."
Specifically, he recommended that all knobs, cranks,
drop-down ash trays and sharp edges be removed from the
dashboard and a rubber crash pad substituted; the lower
edge of the dash be raised and padded; all instruments
and controls be placed on the left side of the dash-
board behind the steering wheel--with a horn rim under,
rather than on top of it--mounted on a collapsible
steering column; and, finally, that the windshield be
hinged so that it would be forced outward before reach-
ing the breaking point.52

By 1948., Claire Straith was not the only doctor
studying automobile injuries and making suggestions for
modifications of automobile design. In June, Dr.
Fletcher D. Woodward, a member of the Department of
Otolaryngology at the University of Virginia Hospital,
delivered an address entitled "Medical Criticism of
Modern Automotive Engineering" before the section on
Laryngology, Otology and Rhinology at the annual meeting
of the American Medical Association. Dr. Woodward re-
ported that he had been greatly concerned--as was the
entire medical profession--over the great postwar rise
in deaths and injuries in automobile accidents, and it
had occurred to him "that by studying the types and
mechanisms of these injuries certain facts could be de-
termined which would prove that many of these deaths and
injuries could be prevented by modifications in automo-
tive design."53

Woodward's studies of automobile accident victims
revealed the predominence of certain types of injuries
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which could be directly associated with specific features
of vehicle design: "These are injuries to the face and
head, . . . usually caused by impact of the head against
the dashboard, the windshield or the rear of the front
seat. Crushing injuries to the chest of the driver when
he is driven against the steering wheel. . . ."54 Wood-
ward pointed out that despite all the safety campaigns,
automobile accidents continued to increase: "Our high-
ways are becoming increasingly laden with cars driven by
average persons, and it appears inevitable that these
machines will continue to collide, pass on turns, fail
to observe stop signs, leave the road at high speeds and
afflict mankind much as they have in the past." 55 Thus,
he argued, it was now time to shift the emphasis of the
attack on the accident problem from the driver to the
vehicle itself.

Woodward pointed out the effectiveness of coopera-
tion between engineering and medicine in reducing injur-
ies, especially in airplanes, during the war, and he went
on to make a number of suggestions for the redesign of
automobiles to prevent or reduce accidents when the in-
evitable accidents occurred. Woodward recommended a
welded, body-frame construction with a shock absorbing
front bumper to better protect the passengers, wind-
shield and windows made of plastic rather than glass to
reduce injuries, and window openings large enough to
serve as escape hatches in an emergency. He suggested
that car interiors be redesigned to remove all project-
ing knobs and handles and to include crash pads on the
dashboard and the back of the front seat, a hydraulic
steering column which would absorb energy--preventing
injury to the driver in a crash, and latches to prevent
folding seats from forcing passengers forward in a sud-
den stop. Woodward also recommended "safety belts,
such as are used as standard equipment in aircraft,"
pointing out that "their use might well be one of the
most effective single factors in preventing serious in-
jury."56

Woodward concluded his talk, which was published in
the October 30, 1948, issue of the Journal of the Amer-
ican Medical Association, by arguing that aircraft crash
studies had proven that it was "at present possible to
build motor cars capable of withstanding collisions,
leaving the road at high speed and overturning, with
great reduced likelihood of injury to their occupants,
as well as reducing the likelihood of such accidents."57
Woodward criticized the automobile industry for not hav-
ing already applied the principles leaned in aircraft de-
sign and urged a cooperative effort by the industry and
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the medical profession to attack the problem.

One of the individuals involved in aircraft crash
research was Air Force Colonel John P. Stapp, another
physician. Stapp held a Ph.D. in biophysics as well as
an M.D. and entered the Air Force after completing his
medical internship in 1944. Shortly after the end of
the war, Stapp began twelve years of research on the
effects of mechanical force on living tissues, the re-
sults of which established fundamental criteria for air-
craft and automobile safety design, as well as for air-
craft ejection systems and space flights. The work re-
sulted from a need to learn what types of force humans
could survive in aircraft crashes, and experiments were
begun in 1947 at an Aeromedical Facility Stapp founded
at Edwards Air Force Base in California using a rocket
sled which was accelerated and then rapidly decelerated
in order to simulate the forces involved in a crash.
Stapp, himself, served as a volunteer in many of the ex-
periments which demonstrated that a human could with-
stand very high crash forces if properly restrained and
protected.58

By 1948, Stapp was convinced that the knowledge
gained in his research could be applied to automobile
crashes as well as to those of aircraft. Thus, in 1953,
when he was asked to undertake research into automobile
crashes which were killing a large number of military
personnel, Stapp agreed. Although expenditures for
ground vehicle crash research were not specifically
authorized, Stapp stretched his budget for aircraft re-
search to the limits in order to undertake as many
automobile experiments as possible at the new Aeromedical
Field Laboratory he had established at Holloman Air
Force Base in New Mexico. Anesthetized chimpanzees,
hogs, and black bears were used to test the effectiveness
of seat belts as well as aircraft safety harnesses, in
rocket sled experiments, and they were impacted against
steering wheels as well as cockpit designs in simple
swing tests in order to determine the types of injuries
produced.58

In 1955, Stapp began actual car crash experiments
using surplus military vehicles and let two contracts
for other crash testing--one to Dr. Derwyn Severy of
the Institute of Transportation and Traffic Engineering
at the University of California, Los Angeles, to under-
take controlled crash experiments, and another to Pro-
fessorJames J. Ryan of the Mechanical Engineering De-
partment of the Institute of Technology at the University
of Minnesota to apply crash protection theories he had
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developed to a military and a civilian vehicle. In that
year, a Society of Automotive Engineers committee work-
ing on standards for automobile seat belts agreed that
it would be valuable to meet with Stapp and learn first
hand about his deceleration experiments which had re-
ceived national publicity in 1954. Donald D. Blanchard,
a SAE staff member, contacted Stapp, and together they
invited the committee, plus Severy, Ryan, and other_in-
dividuals involved in crash research, to a conference
at Holloman Air"Force Base where Stapp and his associ-
ates arranged demonstrations of the various experiments
then being conducted.60

The meeting was so well received that, through the
cooperation of Stapp and the SAE, it became an annual
event--the Annual Automotive Crash Research Field Demon-
stration and Conference--featuring formal papers as well
as demonstrations. At the third conference in 1957,
Professor Severy showed films of his controlled crash
experiments, and several of Stapp's associates reported
on the Aeromedical Laboratory's research on seat belt
deceleration in regard to humans as well as animals.
Field demonstrations of the rocket sled and swing test
also featured human volunteers as well as animals.
Professor Ryan demonstrated the hydraulic bumper and
roll-over bar he had developed for an Air Force weapons
carrier, using a dummy in a 25 mile per hour crash into
a barrier which produced no damage to either vehicle or
occupant. Next, Ryan and a University of Minnesota
graduate student drove a passenger car Ryan had built,
which featured a hydraulic bumper and modified interior,
into a fixed barrier at 20 miles per hour. Although its
retractible steering wheel failed to operate, Ryan re-
ceived only a minor cut. Later, four Aeromedical Lab-
oratory volunteers demonstrated the effectiveness of seat
belts by riding in a passenger car which was driven into
a barrier at 12 miles per hour.61

The conferences served to make Stapp's unorthodox
research--especially the use of human volunteers for
automobile crashes--visible and subject to criticism.
Perhaps influenced by the lobbying of some of the auto-
mobile manufacturers, Congressional committees oversee-
ing the military budget threatened to cut off all funds
for aeromedical research unless the automobile crash
testing was ended, and so Stapp was forced to phase out
this aspect of his work in 1958. Professor Ryan was
able to secure a contract from the United States Public
Health Department in order to continue his research for
two additional years, and Professor Severy was also able
to continue his crash testing by finding other sources
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of funding.62

Although physicians like Straith, Woodward, and
Stapp were among the first to suggest that automobiles
be designed for crash protection, there were other in-
dividuals who reached similar conclusions. One such
man was Frank J. Crandall, vice president and chief en-
gineer of the Liberty Mutual Insurance Company of Bos-
ton, Massachusetts:

In 1950 I made an analysis of the auto-
mobile accidents in the country and it
looked like we had met the point of least
return. We decided that if we couldn't
eliminate the causes, the next step was
to try to design against the injury to
the passenger, and since 1950 we have
been working on this project in order to
try to design the proper packaging prin-
ciples so that we could have a crash and-
still reduce the injuries.63

In 1951, Liberty Mutual contracted with the Cornell
Aeronautical Laboratory at Buffalo, a non-profit re-
search organization connected with Cornell University,
to undertake a study of how passengers moved within an
automobile in a crash and the probability of their hit-
ting objects within the vehicle which could cause an
injury. The project was placed under the direction of
Edward R. Dye of the Industrial Division who had already
been conducting in-house research on automobile crash
protection. After four years of research both organ-
izations agreed that the knowledge acquired in the work
should be applied to designing an automobile "which would
afford occupants maximum crash protection" in order to
demonstrate that such a safe car could be produced.
Basic principles of crash protection were followed by
making the body strong enough to protect the passengers
from most external force, securing the doors so that
crash forces would not open them, restraining the passen-
gers so that they would not strike the interior of the
car during a crash, and removing "such dangerous objects
as knobs, mirrors, and sharp edges." In addition to
carefully "packaging" the passengers, the driver's work-
space was carefully designed "to lessen the chances of
an accident by increasing visibility, simplifying con-
trols and instruments, and lowering the carbon monoxide
of his breathing atmosphere." Finally, dangerous pro-
trusions on the exterior of the car were eliminated to
lower the risk of injury to pedestrians. Theoretically,
the design would allow occupants to survive a 50 mile
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per hour collision unhurt.64

Although the safety car received a considerable
amount of attention, it had little impact on the automo-/
bile industry, which dismissed it as impractical.65 In
1961, in an attempt to demonstrate that safer design
was practical, Liberty Mutual took several standard 1960
Chevrolet sedans and modified them, adding twenty-four 	 ---
safety features including safety capsule seats, a collaps-

- ible steering column, a dual braking system, and roll-
over bars. One writer stated that these changes would
add no more than ten dollars to the cost of producing an /
automobile.66 However, a spokesman for one automobile
manufacturer said: "We think this is a fine job of
dramatizing the need for auto safety. But we wonder if
the American public will accept these features." 6 7 John
F. Gordon, president of General Motors, told the 1961
National Safety Congress: "It is completely unrealistic
even to talk about a foolproof and crashproof car. This
is true because an automobile must still be something
that people will want to buy and use."68

Whether design for crash protection was unrealistic
or not given the nature of competition in the unregulat-
ed automobile industry, more and more physicians in the
early 1950's came to agree with Liberty Mutual's Cran-
dall that attention had to be focused on preventing in-
juries in the increasing number of what appeared to be
inevitable accidents. A California physician, William
W. Harper, who served as a consultant on automobile ac-
cidents, concluded after fifteen years of work with in-
surance companies and police departments and the study
of 3,000 accidents: "We have spent too damn much time
worrying about the cause of accidents. It's time we
started worrying about the causes of injuries." 69 Har-
per summarized what his experience had taught him about
the protection of the occupants of an automobile in a
collision:

The physics of injury tells us something
which seems paradoxical: If the occupant
wore the car, as he would a suit of armour,
the crushing of the car exterior in a col-
lision would absorb tremendous amounts of
impact energy and protect him from bodily
injury. The occupant would be spared in-
jury unless his passenger space became
extensively crushed. But for some unex-
plained reason the teachings of physics
have never been understood or accepted by
the motorist--so, rather than "strap on"
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the vehicle and take advantage of its
protective armor in a crash, the motor-
ist watches the vehicle crash relatively
slowly to a stop and then dashes himself
violently to pieces against its interior!
This makes no sense at all, but it is still
standard practice after 50 years of auto-
mobile accident history.70

/ Harper recommended the installation of seat belts, im-
proved attachment of seats to keep them from breaking
loose in a crash, and the padding of and removing of
knobs from the dashboard.

In 1952, Dr. William Liggett, the new president of
the Colorado State Medical Society, appointed a commit-
tee on automotive safety to examine the problem of auto-
mobile accidents in depth, and a year later the chair-
man of the group, Dr. Horace E. Campbell, reported to
the Society's House of Delegates that, after studying
the writing of Straith, Harper and other researchers,
it had concluded that nothing could reduce the injury
rate in automobile accidents as much as the application
of safety engineering to the automobile itself. The
committee recommended impact windshields and instrument
panels, seats and doors which could withstand collisions,
and the universal installation of seat belts. The
House of Delegates responded to the committee's report
by passing a resolution calling on the automobile indus-
try to install seat belts meeting Civil Aeronautic Ad-
ministration standards for aircraft belts in all auto-
mobiles and to design automobile seats and doors to
withstand the impact of collisions. This resolution was
forwarded to all automobile manufacturers along with a
letter stating: "We implore the motorcar manufacturers
to include in their seasonal changes increasing emphasis
on safety." Other medical societies were notified and
urged to also write to the manufacturers. 7 1 Dr. Jacob
Kulowski of St. Louis, Missouri, called for better auto-
mobile design, especially in regard to the dashboard, at
a meeting of the American Medical Association later in
the year, showing pictures to prove his point.72

At the annual meeting of the American Medical Asso-
ciationin June of the following year, two resolutions
concerning automobile safety were placed before the
Association's house of delegates. Dr. George A. Unfug,
representing the Colorado delegation, introduced a reso-
lutioncalling on the AMA to do everything possible to re-
duce the automobile death and injury rate and recommend-
ing that the automobile industry equip all cars with
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seat belts and design seats and doors which could with-
stand impacts with forces of 10 to 15 G's (the force of
gravity). Dr. Jesse D. Hamer, representing the Arizona
State Medical Association, also recommended that all new
automobiles be equipped with seat belts and further call-
ed for "rollover bars, non-energy-storing padded dash-
boards, recessed knobs, and securely locking doors" on
all future motorcars. The Reference Committee on..Hy----
gine, Public_Health, and Industrial Health combined

----the-se two into a modified resolution, which was adopted
by the House of Delegates, stating: "Resolved, that the
American Medical Association recommends to the motorcar
manufacturers of America that they consider equipping
all automobiles with safety belts and, furthermore, that
they give increasing emphasis to safety in design of all
automobiles."73

The American College of Surgeons, meeting in Feb-
ruary, 1954, recommended that automobile manufacturers
emphasize occupant safety as a fundamental part of de-
sign and include seat belts capable of withstanding the
force of at least 20 G's. At a clinical congress of the
College held in November as part of a symposium on
trauma, a series of papers on automobile accidents was
delivered.74 The remarks of one of the speakers, Dr.
Horace E. Campbell, were printed in the December issue
of the College's journal, Surgery. In the article Camp-
bell pointed out that for the previous twenty years over
38,000 people had been killed and over 1,500,000 injured
annually in automobile accidents, and he charged:

These deaths, for the most part, occur be-
cause the motorcar manufacturers make no
provision whatsoever for the control of the
occupants when they must decelerate rapid-
ly. What happens to the motorcar rider
under conditions of rapid deceleration is
left entirely to chance, with the results
recorded previously. Anywhere from 70 to
90 per cent of these deaths and injuries
need never have occurred if the most
rudimentary provisions had been made for
the control of deceleration, that is, the
safety belt as used in airplanes.75

Campbell reported that the seat belt had been universally
used in airplanes since World War II and had saved thou-
sands of lives even though it had changed little since
that time. He stated that physicians had led the way in
using the automobile and that they should now lead the
public in the adoption of safety belts and in the demand
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for safer automobile design. He concluded: "Motorcar
manufacturers advertise at great cost the thrills and
satisfactions of increased acceleration. It is time
that they pointed out in their advertising the even
more abiding satisfaction of controlled deceleration."76

In February, 1955, the Committee on Trauma of the
American College of Surgeons, prompted by the discussion
of automobile accidents at the November clinical con-
gress, approved a resolution requesting that:

the board of regents of the college recom-
mend to the motorcar manufacturers of
America that they stress occupant safety as
a basic factor in automobile design, to
include (1) doors which will not open on
impact, (2) seats and cushions which will
not become displaced on impact, (3) energy
absorbing interiors, (4) adequate safety
belts or other passenger-stabilizing de-
vices that will resist impacts of at least
20 G's. . . .77

The resolution further pledged the cooperation of the
College with the automobile industry in the effort to
improve the safety of automobiles. The board of regents
approved the resolution and sent out seventy-five copies
of it to automobile manufacturers, insurance companies,
the National Safety Council, the Automotive Safety
Foundation, and other organizations. The College de-
cided that the automobile accident situation warranted
the establishment of a separate subcommittee on the
subject.78

The American Medical Association also established a
committee on medical aspects of automobile injuries and
deaths, which was chaired by Dr. Fletcher Woodward, and
an editorial in the Association's Journal in June, 1955
entitled, "Wanted--Safety Devices for Automobile Passen-
gers," called for seat belts, improved interior design,
more effective door latches, energy-absorbing steering
columns and dashboards, elevated seat backs, and energy-
absorbing body material, bumpers, and front ends. The
essay struck a rather critical note in its conclusion:
"Admittedly, an extensive change in the design of the
structure of automobiles would be expensive. Neverthe-
less the widespread adoption of safety devices would not
cost much, comparatively speaking, when introduced on a
mass production basis, and probably not as much as
changing the style contours periodically."79
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What was perhaps the most detailed and comprehen-
sive medical criticism of automobile design, however,
appeared in the November 5 issue of the JAMA--an article
by Dr. C. Hunter Sheldon of Pasadena, Cal=rnia, en-
titled, "Prevention, The Only Cure for Head Injuries Re-
sulting from Automobile Accidents." The author reported
that American physicians were "up in arms" against the
growing number of fatalities in automobile accidents;
neurosurgeons were especially concerned because it was
they who had to try to cope with the head and neck in-
juries which accounted for nearly 70 percent of all the
highway deaths. Sheldon argued that the reason the
public was not similarly aroused was that these fatal-
ities were accepted as accidental. He pointed out that
accidents and injuries were not synonymous even though
they were chronologically related; accidents were caused
by a variety of factors but injuries were caused primar-
ily by the "faulty interior design of the automobile."
Sheldon stated that no aspect of the interior was de-
signed from a safety standpoint, and, thus, it was sur-
prising that anyone emerged from a collision unhurt. He
argued that proper interior design could prevent 75 per-
cent of the fatalities and pointed to the safety record
in jalopy races due to modifications of conventional
automobiles as proof that this was possible: "Serious
injuries are rare because the potential injury-producing
factors present in the average private automobile have
been eliminated."80

Sheldon offered a detailed examination of the weak-
nesses of automobile design, offering suggestions for
their improvement. He stated that 25 to 30 percent of
fatalities resulted from occupants being thrown through
automobile doors which had sprung open and pointed out
that the average door latch would disconnect if a separ-
ation of a mere nine-sixteenth of an inch occurred be-
tween the door and the door frame, which could happen in
even a minor collision due to flexing of the body. The
author reported that not only did movable front seat
backs in two door models swing forward in a crash, push-
ing the occupants of the front seat forward, but inad-
equately secured seats and seat cushions came loose dur-
ing crashes, hitting occupants with enough force to
cause fatal injuries. Furthermore, low seat backs were
responsible for whiplash injuries to the necks of occu-
pants which Sheldon reported were the most disabling of
non-fatal injuries.81

Sheldon stated that while there was evidencd of some
improvement in interior design, there were still knobs
and projections on all automobile dashboards which would
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produce skull fractures when a person was thrown into
them in a collision. He pointed to rear view mirrors
and arm rests as hazards, and reported:

The Cadillac has a prominent knife-like
projection just above the instrument
panel. It was designed to prevent reflec-
tion of the instrument lights onto the
windshield. To accomplish this minor
task, they have produced as lethal a de-
vice as is seen on any American passenger
car. Chrysler has added a new gear shift
lever that projects straight out from the
dashboard. This defies all concepts of
passenger safety. 82

Sheldon praised automobile manufacturers for efforts to
improve steering wheels, and for deciding to offer seat
belts. However, he critici-zed-the latter for being in-
convenient to use and argued that the public would not
adopt seat belts fully until they were improved: "Even-
tually a method must be developed whereby the passenger
is automatically and instantaneously restrained during
a crash. Such a mechanism can be designed that will be-
come activated by a sudden deceleration."83

Sheldon reported that although many articles had
been written on the problem, scientific studies carried
out, and ideas put forward, no progress had occurred be-
cause automobile manufacturers claimed that they could
not make the changes unless the public asked for them and
was willing to pay for the features. The author con-
cluded that this was a difficult argument to accept
since the industry's success had been based on selling
new features to the public, many of which were designed
to reduce the hazards of driving. He conceded that it
would be too risky for one company to undertake a com-
plete safety program alone, but that joint action could
solve the problem:

The industry could decide the entire matter
without outside intervention, but, consid-
ering their past performance with regard
to safety devices, I doubt seriously if
there is any likelihood of such an occur-
rence. If left to them, a new but minor
change would be made each year as fitted
their over-all plan, as has been done in
exterior styling and design. Such a de-
laying action may be a satisfactory policy
in business but not in a matter of health
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and public safety. Translated into med-
icine it would be comparable to withholding
known methods of lifesaving value.84

Dr. Sheldon pointed out that if an epidemic disease
claimed 38,000 lives in one year and the medical pro-
fession did nothing to halt it, there would be a Con-
gressional investigation, and he concluded his article
by saying, "Possibly that is the only solution to the
problem of auto deaths."85 At a December meeting of the
American Medical Association, a resolution was passed
which urged the President of the United States "to re-
quest legislation from Congress authorizing the appoint-
ment of a national body to approve and regulate standards
of automobile construction,"86 and both Sheldon and Dr.
Horace Campbell lobbied on behalf of the measure with
their patients. Sheldon discussed automobile safety
with Senator Paul H. Douglas, upon whom he had operated,
and Campbell, the personal physician to the family of
Mrs. Mamie Eisenhower, wrote to President Dwight D.
Eisenhower on the subject. Campbell received a letter
from presidential aide Sherman Adams stating that the
matter was being referred to the chairman of the Presi-
dent's Committee on Traffic Safety, Eisenhower's person-
al friend Harlow H. Curtice, president of General
Motors.87
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CHAPTER VIII

"SAFETY DOESN'T SELL": THE DEVELOPMENT

OF SAFETY RESEARCH IN THE AUTOMOBILE INDUSTRY

In the post World War II period, none of the Amer-
ican automobile manufacturers had specially designated
automotive safety engineers or departments. There was
no apparent consumer demand or significant governmental
pressure for automotive safety, and, thus, no way to
pass on the costs of research, development and adoption
of design changes to improve the safety of automobiles.
Furthermore, there was a fear that discussion of safety
might raise doubts in the minds of consumers and govern-
ment officials about the safety of automobile transpor-
tation and that the introduction of safety features by
one firm might bring cries of unfair competition from
the rest of the industry. Therefore, the automobile
manufacturers continued to support the public's original
conception of the highway safety problem as one of
driver responsibility for accidents, as institutionaliz-
ed in the highway safety movement. The industry stress-
ed the proven safety and reliability of the automobile
and its continual improvement by progressive and innova-
tive manufacturers. The industry also pointed to stat-
istics which indicated that automobiles rarely caused
accidents as support for the assumptions that it was not
normal for one to be involved in a crash and that even
a perfect motor vehicle could not overcome defects in
drivers and highways.

By the late 1940's and early 1950's, however, there
came to be a growing awareness within the industry that
the small but increasing demand for design for crash
protection by members of the medical profession and oth-
ers was significant enough so that it would be wise to
keep abreast of developments in the area. One by one,
the major manufacturers either officially or unofficial-
ly assigned the responsibility to an individual or set
up an automotive safety department. Although the number
of engineers involved was insignificant compared to the
thousands of specialists working on automobile design
and the knowledge, interest and effectiveness of each
was varied, the impact of these automotive safety engin-
eers on design for crash protection was not insignifi-
cant--both in a positive and negative sense.

Ford Motor Company did not appoint an official
automotive safety engineer until about 1955, but Alex L.
Haynes of the Ford engineering staff evolved into one
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through the late 1940's and early 1950's. Haynes, who
had joined Ford in 1945 after eight years in the avia-
tion industry, received his master's degree in mechan-
ical engineering in 1948 and rose rapidly through Ford's
research department. Anticipating future problems was
a part of his responsibility, and he soon came to feel
that automobile accidents would become a major concern.
As a result, Haynes began to survey the literature in
the field and to write letters and visit individuals in-
volved in the area of crash injury research. In 1950,
he was directed by the vice president in charge of en-
gineering to visit Cornell' Aeronautical Laboratory to
investigate the automobile crash research going on there
which Henry Ford II had learned about through a conver-
sation with the vice president of the Laboratory.)

Chrysler Corporation appointed an automotive safety
engineer about 1952. Paul C. Ackerman, vice president
in charge of engineering, had been involved in a minor
accident in 1950 in which the occupant of the other car
involved was killed, and this event Motivated him to in-
vestigate research on crash safety and to attempt to
promote interest in the subject within the corporation.
When he received little response, Ackerman asked Roy C.
Haeusler, a veteran of fifteen years with Chrysler, to
set up an Automotive Safety Department in order to "en-
hance the reputation of the Corporation in regard to
safety." Ackerman hoped that Haeusler, who was known
for his ability to bring divergent groups together,
would be able to work with the many different groups in-
volved in designing an automobile. Furthermore, realiz-
ing that there were those in the corporation who were
not sympathetic to safety, Ackerman made Haeusler direct-
ly responsible to his office.2

General Motors established what was apparently the
largest department dealing with automotive safety within
its engineering staff around 1950. However, the engin-
eer in charge, Howard K. Gandelot, a former test driver,
was, unlike Haynes and Haeusler, not very open-minded
about design for crash protection. Gandelot's years as
a test driver had apparently convinced him--as it had
other professional drivers and test pilots--that acci-
dents were an act of God and it was of little use to de-
sign with this possibility in mind. Furthermore, he was
strongly loyal to General Motors and often tended to in-
terpret recommendations for design improvements for safe-
ty as criticism of his company.3

Haynes, Haeusler, and Gandelot, and their respective
staffs, were the engineers with the responsibility for
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keeping abreast of research in automotive safety for the
major manufacturers in the automobile industry in the
late 1940's and early 1950's. Ironically, the most
significant developments in crash injury research were
largely due to the work of one man--a self-trained en-
gineer and pathologist named Hugh DeHaven--laboring at
first alone and using his own resources. DeHaven became
involved in crash injury research as a result of his in-
terest in aviation. He spent a great deal of time at an
aircraft manufacturing plant in Ithaca, New York, learn-
ing all he-could about airplanes while he was a student
at Cornell University in 1916. When the United States
entered World War I, DeHaven yearned to fly, and so he
left college and went to Canada to join the Royal Flying
Corps when he failed to meet the requirements of the
U.S. Army Air Corps. It was during his not-very-thor-
ough flight training, that DeHaven made his first obser-
vations about crash injury. Pilots wore safety belts--
five to six inch wide leather belts with a large, narrow
metal buckle--but merely to keep them from falling out
of the cockpit rather than for crash protection. Train-
ees were instructed to fold their arms and place their
heads on them on the instrument panel in the event of an
impending crash. DeHaven did crash, and having followed
his instructor's advice, received no head injury, but he
did suffer lacerations, two broken legs, and a large
bruise on his abdomen and associated internal injuries--
including a ruptured pancreas--which nearly proved
fata1.4

DeHaven had witnessed airplane crashes and talked
with individuals who had experienced them before his own
accident occurred, and during his six month recovery in
the hospital, he spent a great deal of time thinking
about crash injury. When DeHaven returned to active
duty, he was given as one of his duties the job of rush-
ing to local airplane crashes which happened frequently
around the training field, and he had an opportunity to
study crashes and related injuries in great detail and
numbers. DeHaven was soon able to determine the cause
of his internal injuries--the safety belt. When he was
thrown forward by the force of the crash, jackknifing
over the belt, the large, narrow buckle was forced into
his abdomen. In his investigation of other accidents,
he began noting the obvious causes of injuries and made
recommendations to his superiors for design changes,
particularly in the cockpit, which would minimize injury
in the event of a crash, but his suggestions were treat-
ed with disdain by pilots who felt that death was part of
the risk of flying.5
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DeHaven left the Flying Corps with the end of the
war and entered the business world as a designer of
automatic machinery and fluid transmissions for automo-
biles where he was successful enough so that he was able
to retire at an early age in 1933. However, he witness-
ed a minor automobile accident in 1935 which revived his
interest in crash injury research and launched him on an
entirely new career. As DeHaven later reported the
event:

The cause of the accident was loss of
control--a skid on a wet road. The car
left the road, bounced across a ditch and
wound up on its side in some tall brush.
The driver was thrown forward and to the
right. His head struck a sharp steel knob
used for manual operation of a windshield
wiper. This knob penetrated his right
frontal sinus and tore across his nose and
into the area above his left eye. His in-
juries instead of being minor were disfig-
uring, disabling and dangerous. It was a
frightening demonstration that engineers
in 1936 had no more contact with causes of
injuries than they had in 1917. I again
realized that engineers didn't know--and
that nobody knew--how many times people
were hurt or killed by things that could
be easily changed. I had seen identical
injuries in airplanes and I naturally
wondered if ten, or a hundred, or a
thousand people had been thrown against
this knob in automobiles--and if using a
rubber knob would have eliminated their
injuries.6

DeHaven decided to seek support for the establishment of
a crash injury project, and, although he felt the prin-
ciples learned could be applied to both aircraft and
automobiles, his main interest was still aviation. Just
as important, he felt that crashes were having a partic-
ularly significant and visible economic impact on the
small avaition industry by retarding the expansion of
private and commercial uses of aircraft. DeHaven wrote
letters to government agencies, airlines, and aircraft
manufacturers arguing that his "Crash or Emergency Safe-
ty" could remove barriers to growth by locating and elim-
inating causes of injury and death in crashes.?

DeHaven's arguments fell on skeptical ears for most
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people assumed that the human body was relatively fra-
gile and unable to survive a crash of any magnitude. To
this DeHaven responded by asking for an explanation of
the "95% of automobile and air crash injuries where fa-
talitywas registered in the same crash with survivals."
His answer was that "One hit something hard enough to
sustain fatal injuries--the other didn't."8 It was ob-
vious that head injuries were the "most common cause of
instant death in transportation accidents," and DeHaven
remembered that.. his World War I investigation of airplane

_ crashes Had revealed that a main factor in determining
if a pilot suffered a head injury was whether or not the
structure his head hit would give or not. And so while
he continued to lobby for his research project, he also
began a study of head injuries in the wards of New York
City's Bellvue Hospital in an effort to determine how
much force a human head could withstand. He soon dis-
covered that a simple fall on an unyielding surface, such
as ice or concrete, could result in a skull fracture or
concussion, but "a very small amount of yield or shield-
ing gave dramatic protection for the head." DeHaven's
Bellvue observations led to an experiment in which he
dropped eggs--representing human heads--onto a foam rub-
ber mat from varying heights to see how much force they
could withstand before breaking. DeHaven's next step
was to document what he had learned scientifically, and
for this purpose he chose a study of free falls.9

DeHaven had noted that just as there were "miracu-
lous escapes" from what otherwise would have appeared to
have been fatal airplane or automobile crashes, there
were also remarkable cases where persons had fallen or
jumped from great heights and survived. Whereas in the
former it was often difficult, if not impossible, to
calculate the speed at which the crash occurred or the
precise objects struck by an individual, free falls al-
lowed a precise calculation of impact velocity and ob-
jects hit. And so in 1938, DeHaven began a combined en-
gineering and pathological examination of attempted sui-
cide jumps and falls which produced dramatic results.
He was able to convincingly document through the numer-
ous free fall cases he studied that the human body was
far less fragile than had been commonly thought and
could survive a force of 200 times the force of gravity
for short periods; the structural environment was the
main cause of injury, and it could be "altered to elim-
inate or greatly modify many causes and results of mech-
anical injury."10

DeHaven was able to get an article containing eight
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of his case studies published in the American Medical
Association's journal, War Medicine, in July, 1942, in
which he concluded: "It is reasonable to assume that
structural provisions to reduce impact and distribute
pressure can enhance survival and modify injury within
wide limits in aircraft and automobile accidents."11
The free fall study and its publication proved to be a
crucial breakthrough for DeHaven and his crash injury
research proposal for it demonstrated the validity of
what many of the people he had contacted viewed as
"crackpot" theories. This documentation enabled him to
obtain the support of the Safety Bureau of the Civil
Aeronautic Board and, later, of the Committee on Avia-
tion Medicine of the National Research Council. Dr.
Eugene F. DuBois, the chairman of this committee and head
of the Department of Physiology at the Cornell Medical
College in New York City applied for and was granted
funds from the Office of Scientific Research and Develop-
ment to support DeHaven's _crash injury research on a
modest basis as a joint CAB-NRC project based at the
College.12

DeHaven decided, even before his project officially
began in 1942 and he hired his staff of three persons,
to utilize survivable small plane crashes where seat
belts and shoulder harnesses were used as subjects for
study to prove his theories, since controlled experi-
ments were impossible because of the danger involved.
CAB Air Safety Investigators were given brief training
sessions by DeHaven to prepare them to properly record
the data needed, which included careful estimates of im-
pact speeds and stopping distances that would allow a
judgement to be made as to the force and severity of the
crash and photographs of the accident scene and all as-
pects of the aircraft itself. The investigators were
also asked to give special medical forms prepared by the
NRC to the physicians who treated those injured in the
crash. The data from investigators and physicians was
to be combined into individual case studies and analyzed
by the Crash Injury Research staff in an attempt to de-
termine what caused the injury. In addition to the field
studies, a head impact study was undertaken at the CIR
laboratory under a contract with the Office of Naval
Research in order to provide engineering data to offset
the hazards discovered. Plastic headforms were catapult-
ed at objects with different energy-absorbing character-
istics at different speeds.13

Both the field studies and the laboratory experi-
ments again confirmed DeHaven's theories and proved that
seat belts and shoulder belts caused no injury. In 1944,
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DeHaven reported his findings in a paper delivered be-
fore the American Society of Mechanical Engineers and
published in the Society's journal, Mechanical Engineer-
ing, in April. DeHaven commented on engineering design
to package passengers and concluded that the rates of
and severity of injuries "could be varied by engineers
through modifications in the design of objects most fre-
quently hit by people in accidents."1 4 DeHaven summar-
ized his findings in an editorial written for the Jour-
nal of the American Medical Association in 1946 and re-
ported that certain aircraft manufacturers had already
made notable-improvements in the design of the instru-
ment panels and control wheels of their aircraft as a

-- result of CIR studies.15

DeHaven repeated in the JAMA article the same point
he had made in his 1942 study in War Medicine: "Much that
is being learned about airplane crashes has applicabili-
ty in the field of motor car accidents."16 Although he
considered crash injury principles applicable to automo-
bile's as well as aircraft, DeHaven was not in a position
to expand his project to include studies of motorcar
crashes. The Crash Injury Research program was termin-
ated at the end of the war, but three aircraft manufac-
turers who felt the project should continue put up money
to keep it operating, and later support was obtained
from the Civil Aeronautical Authority, the Army and Navy,
the Aircraft Owners and Pilots Association, and the Air-
craft Industries Association. However, funding was pro-
vided on a year-to-year basis, and the budget was only
sufficient to retain a staff of four people. Despite
these limitations, DeHaven continued to gradually ex-
pand the number of public agencies contributing data on
small plane accidents. The Indiana Aeronautics Commis-
sion began cooperating with CIR in 1947, and in late
1948, the Indiana State Police were approached about
assisting in the operation. After an agreement was
reached, DeHaven visited State Police headquarters in
Indianapolis to give two lectures on the project and its
accident reporting procedures.17

During the preliminary discussions with the Indiana
State Police, a CIR representative met Corporal Elmer C.
Paul, who reported to him that he wanted to undertake an
automobile crash injury research project. Paul had work-
ed in an automobile repair shop while attending school
and became familiar with automobile construction. This
knowledge was put to use later when he began investigat-
ing automobile accidents as a member of the Indiana State
Police. Paul was able to evaluate the effects of differ-
ent types of accidents with considerable accuracy, and he
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noted that his fellow officers often drew incorrect con-
clusions about the speeds involved after viewing the
damage to the vehicles and the occupants. Paul saw that
oftentimes people were killed or seriously injuried in
relatively minor accidents at low speeds. He was puz-
zled by this, and after a National Safety Council course
at Northwestern University's Traffic Institute further
whetted his interest, Paul enlisted the assistance of
the personnel at his State Police post in a study of
fatal automobile accidents. The data gathered during
the first year indicated that a large number of the in-
juries and deaths were due to faulty design of automo-
bile interiors. Paul urged his superiors to undertake a
comprehensive investigation of accidents. In 1950, a
series of conferences were held between officials of the
State of Indiana, the Indiana State Police, Northwestern
University's Traffic Institute, and Cornell Crash Injury
Research, and as a result, in 1951 a statewide study of
rural, fatal accidents was approved, and an Automobile
Crash Injury Department was established with Paul as its
Director.18

Special accident report forms were developed in
cooperation with the Traffic Institute and CIR, troopers
were issued cameras, and the support of the Indiana
State Medical Association was enlisted to urge physicians
to cooperate by filling out medical reports on the acci-
dent victims. A data collection system was set up, and
Paul supervised the analysis and interpretation of the
information as it came in. At the end of the first year
of operation, a preliminary report was released on the
Auto Crash Injury Research Project, whose goal was cited
at this time as being "to determine how automobile users
are being injured as a means of preventing crash injury
by eliminating existing vehicular hazards." The main
conclusions of the study of 605 rural traffic fatalities
in 1951 were that the forces involved in many traffic
accidents were survivable, but that many people were
killed or injured "by the placement and design of equip-
ment and furnishings in vehicle interiors." The invest-
igation revealed that skull and neck injuries were the
cause of death in 52 percent of the accidents and that
54 percent of fatal head injuries were received inside
the vehicle "when the occupant was thrown forward against
the steering wheel, windshield, instrument panel, radio
control knobs, or other interior projections." The re-
port concluded that while the findings were not felt to
be conclusive, "it still is good evidence that the tragic
results of traffic crashes can be minimized by making
car interiors safer."19
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After another year of gathering data, Superinten-
dent Robert A. O'Neil appeared before the Traffic Sec-
tion of the National Safety Council's 1952 National
Safety Congress to present the findings of Sergeant
Paul's Auto Crash Injury Research Project. The most
significant finding of the investigation of 495 rural
fatal automobile accidents was that forcible ejection
was one of the causes of fatal injury. At least one
door opened in over 80 percent of the accidents studied,
and 54.8 percent of all the doors in the vehicles in-
volved came open; 33.7 percent of the occupants were
thrown out--and 46 percent of these people were killed.
Of all the fatalities in the study, 47 percent were
killed when they were thrown from the car. As the re-
port pointed out: "Severity of injury is usually in-
creased when an occupant is thrown from the vehicle."20
However, the interior offered as many hazards as ejec-
tion. The major causes of fatal injuries for occupants
who remained in the automobile were the doors, the
steering wheel assembly, the instrument panel, the wind-
shield area, and the top. Of the fatal injuries, 49
percent were to the head, 25 percent to the chest, and
15.4 percent to the neck. In the opinion of the in-
vestigating officers, 49.5 percent of the accidents
which had claimed 43.5 percent of the fatalities were
definately survivable; only 28.5 percent were classed as
not survivable while 22 percent were questionable.21

At the time of the first contact with Paul, DeHaven
had ordered the CIR staff to cooperate in any way pos-
sible with the Indiana State Police. This had led to
CIR involvement in the planning of the Indiana Automo-
bile Crash Injury Research project and in periodic con-
ferences at which methods of analysis and future data
collection were discussed. DeHaven published an article
in Public Safety in 1950 in which he again emphasized
that automobiles as well as airplanes could be designed
to minimize injuries in crashes, and he decided shortly
thereafter that if the Indiana program revealed that
worthwhile information could be obtained from a study of
automobile crashes, CIR should attempt to implement a
full scale project similar to its aircraft program. Al-
though the Indiana study had its weaknesses, DeHaven was
soon convinced that automobile crash injury research was
worthwhile and began laying plans for a CIR project.22

DeHaven carefully paved the way for his automobile
crash injury project by presenting a paper entitled,
"Accident Survival--Airplane and Passenger Car," at the
annual meeting of the Society of Automotive Engineers in
Detroit in January. DeHaven stressed that "A good many
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of the developments now being used to increase crash
safety in aviation should be useful to cut the rate of
crash injuries in passenger cars." He pointed to the
problems tentatively identified by the Indiana study and
the methods used by stunt drivers as evidence that "pack-
aging the passenger"--as had long been done in transport-
ing physical objects--would yield significant results.
DeHaven concluded that the use of seat belts and shoulder
harnesses, which had proved so effective in minimizing
injury in aircraft crashes, was "not even on the horizon
as a means of increasing automotive safety," because of
"psychological problems," but that automotive crash in-
jury research could identify aspects of interior design
which were consistently injuring people and serve as a
basis for design changes. 23 Interestingly enough, De-
Haven stressed to his audience that the fault for the
slow progress in protecting people in collisions did not
lay entirely with engineers:

[The fault] lies chiefly with medical
groups who have accepted any and all
injuries--without endeavoring to under-
stand their causes. Without medical
data engineers have been completely in the
dark as to what the body can and cannot
stand. Engineers have not known what force
the head and body can tolerate--or how
often people are dangerously hurt--and by
what.24

General Motors was the first of the automobile
manufacturers to react to DeHaven's move into automotive
crash research. In late 1951, Howard K. Gandelot was
assigned the task of establishing an acquaintanceship
with DeHaven in order "to gain additional first-hand
information regarding their (CIR] proposed activities
and to ascertain whether any degree of control could be
exercised in behalf of General Motors to mitigate their
statements pertaining to automotive safety in future
publicity releases." 5 Gandelot met DeHaven, and Edward
R. Dye of the Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory who was
accompanying him, at the annual meeting of the SAE in
Detroit on January 16, 1952, and he invited them both to
visit the GM Technical Center the next day where they
met the vice president in charge of engineering, Charles
A. Chayne and discussed the general subject of automo-
tive safety. 26

Because of the connection between CIR and the
Indiana State Police Automobile Crash Injury Research
project--and the publicity the activities of the latter
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were receiving, Gandelot and a representative of the GM
Field Operations Section visited Indianapolis in April
to meet Paul and gather first-hand information on the
project. Director Paul, now a Sergeant, was very pleased
by the visit, for General Motors was the first automobile
manufacturer to inquire about his department's activi-
ties, but he was blunt in expressing his opinion that the
industry was not especially interested in building safer
cars or in his investigation of accidents. Although
Gandelot concluded upon examining Paul's data that a
complete reanalysis of all the accident reports would be
necessary in order to make the information of value to
any particular manufacturer, he assured Paul of GM's in-
terest and drove him to Detroit for a two day visit in
August. There he was shown some of the activities of
the Styling Section, engineering tests on automobile
bodies, and operations of the proving ground, and he
participated in a luncheon discussion with the Safety
Group.27

Paul's trip to Detroit apparently convinced him
that GM was actively working on automotive safety, and
when Superintendent Robert A. O'Neil addressed the
National Safety Congress in October, he stated: "We
have already established a close working relationship
with the General Motors Corporation, the first of the
big manufacturers to recognize the need of crash injury
research in automobile engineering and design."28 The
"close working relationship" proved valuable the follow-
ing March when a resolution was introduced in the Indiana
Legislature condemning the automobile industry in harsh
terms for not utilizing Automobile Crash Injury Research
data as a basis for improving the safety of their prod-
ucts. Gandelot called Paul "pointing out that the
statements in the resolution were not at all factual and
could expose the fact that his crash injury research
program had not supplied any specific information to the
manufacturers and jeopardized any future interests of
the manufacturers in his crash injury research program."29
Paul obtained the aid of the superintendent to convince
the authors of the bill to delete the critical portions
and make it merely a commendation of the work of the
Automobile Crash Injury Research Department; the super-
intendant later used his influence in the legislature to
keep the bill in committee where it died quietly.30

Alex Haynes of Ford also contacted Sergeant Paul
and visited him, but in December, 1952, Hugh DeHaven in-
vited representatives of the automobile manufacturers,
casualty and automobile insurance companies, highway
safety movement, police, civilian and military research
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groups, and medical profession to an automobile crash
injury research planning conference at the Cornell Uni-
versity Medical College. Throughout the spring and sum-
mer the CIR staff had studied the Indiana Automobile
Crash Injury project and met with State officials to
discuss some of the weaknesses of the program with a
view to developing a standardized approach which could
be used throughout the country. The problems included
inadequate medical and accident report forms and lack of
technical and clerical manpower at police headquarters
to analyze the data. In July a special medical form was
prepared by CIR and in October, DeHaven and the state
police superintendent met and agreed that the analysis of
the data collected would be handled by CIR. The next
step was to hold a planning conference to develop an
accident report form which would include data of value
to the major groups concerned with automobile accidents.31
Howard Gandelot of GM and Alex Haynes of Ford both
attended the conference, and Chrysler, Packard, Stude-
baker and the Automobile Manufacturers Association also
sent representatives. In his opening remarks to the
conference, DeHaven referred to an article entitled "Are
Car Manufacturers Killers?" which had appeared in the
January issue of Magazine Digest as an example of an in-
creasing number of unfair attacks on automobile engi-
neers and manufacturers "who have not had any crash-in-
jury data to show what is happening to their products."32
DeHaven also deplored the misinterpretations of the
Indiana Crash Injury Research finding that 66 percent of
fatal accidents could be classed as survivable, arguing
that there was not enough data available to be able to
make a judgement as to how many people might be spared,
as some sensational articles had done. DeHaven con-
cluded:

Logically, improvements can be made but
they cannot be realistically based on ob-
servations and reports from only a few
accidents. A statistically reliable sample
must be developed in order to provide
engineers and manufacturers with specific
information for judging how much time,
ingenuity and money should be spent on
what--in order to provide optimum safety
results.33

DeHaven then announced that the proposed first step
in establishing a reliable sample which would provide
the data needed would be a small pilot study based on
cases of survivors of fatal crashes--because it was
difficult to get exact injury data on fatally injured
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persons since autopsies were rarely performed--provided
by the Indiana State Police. A representative of one of
the automobile manufacturers pointed out that because of
the annual model change, a very large sample would be
necessary to provide sufficient information on each
model. DeHaven and a CIR statistical advisor replied
that the small study would be used to test methods which
would be later applied in an expanded program. The re-
mainder of the two day session consisted of a series of
round table discussions in which the conferees consider-
ed the various types of data to be collected--and some of
the problems involved in doing so--and reached a con-
sensus on types of information which should be included.
CIR officials reported that analytical and statistical
information derived from the study would be made avail-
able to automobile manufacturers, insurance companies,
and other interested groups.34

Before the conference ended, it was suggested that
DeHaven appoint an advisory council to be available for
further consultation during the operation of the pilot
study, and by prearrangement of Howard Gandelot, the
automobile manufacturers were represented by officials
of the AMA and SAE, "so as to keep the automotive rep-
resentation on an industry-wide basis." The conference
also agreed that "no useful purpose would be served" by
issuing a press release.35

In addition to the new accident reporting form ap-
proved at the planning conference, an IBM coding system
was developed for storing and retrieving accident infor-
mation. The new forms were put into use by the Indiana
State Police in April, 1953, and the next month John 0.
Moore, formerly in Flight Safety at Republic Aviation
Corporation, joined CIR to act as administrator of the
automotive program "in view of the present and proposed
expansion of activities."36 Initial funding of the proj-
ect came from the Commission on Accidental Trauma of the
Armed Forces Epidemiological Board after a study had in-
dicated that military manpower losses from vehicular ac-
cidents exceeded casualties in the Korean War. However,
Commission chairman, Dr. Ross A. McFarland of the Har-
vard School of Public Health, was not satisfied with
either the quantity or quality of the data being receiv-
ed from Indiana.37

During the spring and summer of 1953, members of
the CIR staff met with officials of the Indiana State
Police on several occasions in an effort to convince
them to expand the project to include all accidents
rather than just fatal ones and to obtain better cooper-
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ation from physicians in filling out the medical reports.
In May, DeHaven and Moore visited Indianapolis with a
proposal that the Indiana program be restricted to two
representative counties, but be expanded to include all
accidents involving injuries and that an effort be made
to obtain full cooperation of doctors in these areas in
filling out the medical reports. However, the state
police had become increasingly resentful of CIR involve-
ment in their program, and Sergeant Paul, in particular,
opposed the narrowing of his state-wide project and
appealed to General Motors for support.38

As a result of this impasse, Moore arranged a meet-
ing in June with state officials in North Carolina,
which had a strong public health program, that led to an
agreement on the basis CIR desired. Visits by DeHaven to
Maryland and Connecticut resulted in similar agreements.
Virginia_was signed up soon thereafter, and eventually
sampling areas were established in eighteen states.
Ironically, Indiana, the pioneer in automobile crash in-
jury research, was dropped from the CIR program, 39- Early
in 1954, DeHaven was able to report that the initial
work of setting up the methods of reporting and collect-
ing data had been completed--closely following the plan
proposed at the 1952 conference--and that the results
of the program were now demonstratable. In March, CIR
research was separated into an automobile and an air-
craft division, and in November, DeHaven wrote to McFar-
land to report that these recent developments "virtually
assure the continuence and success of this project."
With both programs placed in capable hands, DeHaven tend-
ed his resignation as Director as of January 1, 1955.40

Cornell Automobile Crash Injury Research issued its
first report, "A Study of Automobile Doors Opening under
Crash Conditions," in August, 1954, which supported the
Indiana findings that door openings in accidents were
"a common occurrence" and that "ejection significantly
increases the risk of moderate through fatal injuries,
and is demonstrated as a serious safety problem." 41 How-
ever, Alex Haynes of Ford was already involved in crash
injury research before the report appeared. Unlike some
of-the old line automotive engineers like Howard Gandelot
of GM, Haynes--perhaps partly due to his aircraft engi-
neering background--had been enthusiastic about the ACIR
program as outlined at the 1952 planning conference for
he felt the data to be provided was just what automotive
engineers needed to deal effectively with the growing
problem of accidents. Haynes did not wait for the first
ACIR reports, but began investigations in 1953 on some
of the areas to which the preliminary data from Indiana
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had pointed. Ford engineers were working on designs for
a collapsible steering column and a safety door latch
design in response to the problems of drivers being in-
jured by the steering assembly and occupants being eject-
ed through open doors as early as February, and in Nov-
ember crash testing was begun.42

As a result of visits to the Cornell Aeronautical
Laboratory, Haynes decided that crash testing would be
necessary in_addition to the statistics ACIR would sup-
ply in order to really study the problem effectively,
and he went to great pains to do the work scientifically
so that the results would be meaningful. The first step
was to bring an automobile into a laboratory and simu-
late a crash by swinging heavy steel pendulums into it.
Haynes soon discovered that the Indiana reports were
true--at certain degrees and angles of impact the doors
would pop open--and various types of safety locks and
latches were tested to find ones which would resist op-
ening under stress. Other components were also given
laboratory tests. A prototype of the collapsible.
steering column designed earlier, which would collapse
up to four inches if the driver was thrown into it dur-
ing a crash, was completed in April and tested in Janu-
ary, 1954. At the same time two types of recessed hub
steering wheels--designed to collapse either four or six
inches and at the same time distributing the force over
a wider area of the driver's chest and preventing him
from impacting on the hub of the steering column--were
built and tested repeatedly beginning in February in or-
der to determine the correct structural requirements
needed to achieve the proper energy absorbing character-
istics.43

On February 22, 1954, Haynes gave a presentation on
his crash research program before the Ford Product Plan-
ning Committee and was given approval to continue his
research and to move into more extensive testing. Ford
had purchased its first seat belts and shoulder strap
and harness assemblies in January and February, and in
March they were installed in an automobile in anticipa-
tion of an actual crash test. In the same month work on
energy absorbing instrument panels was begun, and var-
ious configurations and materials were evaluated. Haynes
had read of the research on head injuries at nearby
Wayne State University in Detroit, and after visiting
the university he worked out an arrangement whereby the
medical researchers there would test Ford's instrument
panel designs using human cadavers in order to establish
an index of skull fractures and concussions. The first
of these experiments was begun in September, and in the
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same month testing of seat belts was undertaken. On Oc-
tober 6, 1954, the first of a series of full scale col-
lision tests were begun at the Ford proving ground where
the various components developed were examined under ac-
tual crash conditions. Automobiles, containing anthropo-
morphic test dummies, were run into each other and into
stationary objects at various speeds. Each vehicle was
instrumented and the crash was recorded on high-speed
sound tape and movie film in order to obtain information
on the areas hit by passengers most frequently, the
forces imparted to the vehicle and its occupants, and
the performance of the various new safety features.44

In November, a number of the safety components
which had been developed were installed on a 1953 Lin-
coln sedan. The features consisted of a nne inch thick
vinyl-covered padding on the instrument panel and sun
visors, a deep dish steering wheel with its hub recessed
three inches, safety door locks, and front and rear seat
belts. Haynes argued in a November 18 memorandum that
the problem of automobile accidents was very important
and that Ford should attempt to take the lead in safety:

Speaking for Engineering, our current
effort compares in adequacy with that
of our competitors. We feel that in some
cases, particularly the work at Engineering
Research, we are leading the industry.
However, we do not intend to let up in
our efforts, but will attempt to maintain
an expanding program.45

Shortly thereafter, what came to be called the "safety
package" was shown to the top management of the Ford
Division, including assistant general manager Robert S.
McNamara."

Like Haynes, McNamara had also come to the conclu-
sion that automobile accidents were a problem which the
industry had a responsibility to deal with--and he felt
that if it did not, the government might intervene.
Furthermore, he felt the emphasis on speed, horsepower,
and racing in the advertising of some manufacturers en-
couraged people to demand automobiles which were less
safe and to use them in an irresponsible way. As a re-
sult of these views, McNamara responded enthusiastically
to the safety package. Just as important, he came to
see in it the opportunity to increase the sales of the
1956 Ford models and at the same time disprove the wide-
ly-held industry theory that references to safety would
hurt sales. In 1955, sales records had been set in the
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industry but the Ford had not fared well in comparison
with the rakishly styled Chevrolet with its powerful new
eight cylinder engine whose performance was heavily em-
phasized in GM advertising, and 1956 looked even worse
for the new Ford which featured only minor styling
changes. McNamara was convinced that he could sell
safety and saw the safety package as a means of prevent-
ing a disastrous sales record in 1956.47

McNamara had to fight a major battle within the
Ford Motor Company to get approval for the adoption and
promotion of the safety package for many of the older
Ford and former GM executives shared the belief that
reference to the possibility of an accident would be a
deterent to sales, and others questioned the effective-
ness of the safety features. McNamara pointed to pro-
posed Congressional investigations of automobile acci-
dents as evidence of the need to take action and to the
first ACIR reports as proof that the safety package had
value. He was able to win approval for his proposal and
soon a "crash" program was undertaken to incorporate the
safety features into the 1956 Ford models. Haynes' en-
gineering group went all out to push the package through
but lead time requirements prevented any more than the
inclusion of "add-on" components.48

The safety door latches posed little problem, and,
in fact, they were added to the 1955 models as a running
change late in the model year. Although tests had been
run on a collapsible steering column, the design was com-
plex and posed production and service life problems
which could not be solved in the time available, and so
a dished steering wheel with its hub recessed six inches
was adopted with energy absorbing characteristics within
the limits of human tolerances as established in the ex-
periments of Colonel John P. Stapp. The wheels were
tested using human cadavers at Wayne State and an anes-
thetized hog by Stapp, and they were found to be an im-
provement over conventional wheels which collapsed under
very little energy, exposing the hub of the steering
column. It was also impossible to completely redesign
the instrument panel, but it was modified considerably,
and it and the sun visors were covered with safety pad-
ding consisting of polyphenalcloric material with excel-
lent energy absorbing characteristics. The padding was
designed to reduce facial injury by protecting against
torn or wrinkled dashboard metal and to distribute force
over a larger area, as well as to absorb energy. In
addition to padding the sun visors to protect occupants
thrown into the windshield header, the rear view mirror
mount featured two ball joints allowing it to swing for-
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ward if hit and the glass was backed by a plastic mater-
ial to reduce the possibility of it falling out if shat-
tered.49

Ford did little testing of combination seat and
shoulder belts, concluding that they had little chance
of public acceptance. Furthermore, as Haynes reported:
"We would have to completely redesign our rear compart-
ment to make provisions for a properly installed shoul-
der harness." Seat belts, it was felt, were much more
likely to be used by the public. The floor structure of
the new model was reinforced to provide an adequate at-
tachment point for the belts, but when it came to the
belts themselves, Ford engineers faced a problem. 5° Al-
though aircraft type seat belts had been used in automo-
biles by stunt and racing drivers since 1922 and by a
few physicians, pilots, engineers and others in their
personal cars since the 1930's, there were no standards
for the manufacture or installation of seat belts for
automobiles.51

A CIR study of 1,039 survivors of light plane
crashes released in 1953 reinforced its earlier findings
that seat belts offered considerable protection and did
not injure wearers. Many safety authorities saw the re-
port as having direct application to the use of seat
belts in automobiles, and in 1954 the American Medical
Association's House of Delegates recommended that the
automobile manufacturers consider equipping all cars
with seat belts.52 In November of that year, Tom Boate,
manager of the accident prevention department of the
Association of Casualty and Surety Companies proposed
that the American Standards Association establish minimum
standards for seat belts in order to protect users from
inadequate ones, and many seat belt manufacturers sup-
ported the recommendation. The Automobile Manufacturers
Association, however, took the position that "it would be
premature and not a productive expenditure of time and
effort . . . ," and reported that the SAE was already
working on the subject, although the results would not
be completed "within the near future." The ASA called
a general conference on the subject, despite AMA objec-
tions, which voted in favor of the ASA establishing seat
belt standards, but the association eventually deferred
to SAE.53

The AMA position apparently had something to do with
the views of General Motors which had strong reservations
about seat belts. GM safety engineer Howard Gandelot
chaired a newly established AMA vehicle safety committee
which studied the subject of seat belts and concluded
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that "seat belts are not essential for safe driving":

The principle concern of the engineers is
the possible effect of the seat belts on
the occupants of automobiles which encounter
major collisions. Until it is factually
known whether seat belts, during major
collisions, provided increased protection
for the wearer or cause increased bodily
injury, it would be unethical for the en-
gineers or the vehicle safety committee
to recommend their use.54

One observer concluded that General Motors hoped to get
an AMA agreement not to support seat belts--which might
have reversed the trend toward the use of seat belts for
years--but Ford and Chrysler had refused to approve the
report and it was never made public.55

It was not until January, 1955, that the technical
board of the SAE appointed its first seat belt committee
made up of representatives of the automobile manufactur-
ers, automobile parts suppliers, and manufacturers of
seat belts and component parts. Even while the committee
worked, interest in and sales of seat belts increased.
The Junior Chamber of Commerce joined with the Irving
Air Chute Company, a parachute manufacturer and one of
the leading producers of automobile seat belts, in a
campaign to encourage their use, and they were promoted
on the local level in programs called "Operation Life-
Belt."56 Neither Chrysler nor Ford waited for the SAE
committee to complete its study, but rather they both
announced in the Spring of 1955 that seat belts would be
made available as optional equipment. American Motors
made a similar announcement, but General Motors at first
took the position that it would not offer seat belts,
arguing that not enough was known about the medical prob-
lems involved. Chevrolet division offered a combination
lap belt and shoulder harness which attached to the floor
behind the rear seat, and GM engineers pointed out that
a passenger wearing only a seat belt could be jack-knifed
into the instrument panel or steering wheel in case of an
accident. Later in the year, however, the corporation
apparently decided to go along with the rest of the in-
dustry and make seat belts optional equipment on its
1956 models.57 At the October, 1955, meeting of the
National Safety Congress, sponsored by the NSC, safety
engineers from Ford, GM, and Chrysler joined John Moore
of ACIR in a panel discussion which reached a favorable
conclusion on the use of seat belts, and after the_Con-
gress the NSC board of governors approved the Council's
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first policy statement recommending the use of safety
belts in automobiles. The SAE seat belt committee did
not issue its report until the next month and then merely
recommended that automobile seat belt assemblies meet
the requirements of the Civil Aeronautics Administration
for aircraft belts.58

Although General Motors was slow in moving to en-
dorse and offer seat belts and was apparently not en-
gaged in extensive crash injury research, it did move
more promptly to develop and adopt improved door locks.
Both GM and Chrysler, like Ford, were made aware of the
problem of door openings through the early reports of
the Indiana State Police. As GM vice president Charles
Chayne reported:

It so happened that our general lock and
body development programs had reached a
'Stage where we could see a practical solu-
tion to this problem. The designs were
completed, tested, and without waiting for
a model change, were released for produc-
tion so they made their first appearance
on General Motors cars early in the 1955
model run. In fact, by mid-year, all our
production cars carried this feature.59

Chrysler also adopted a new interlocking door latch on
some of their models in the spring of 1955 which they
privately concluded was much superior to the GM design.60
Interestingly enough, General Motors' relationship with
Sergeant Paul and his Indiana accident study--which had
been used as a basis for the new latch design--was
strong enough so that the corporation refused to cooper-
ate with ACIR after Indiana was dropped from the project.

At the time of the original presentation of the
Ford safety package to the top management, the first
ACIR data was used as justification since it was based
on a larger and more reliable sample than that from
Indiana. However, McNamara noted that the ACIR findings
were based on only 500 case histories, and when he was
informed that the size of the sample was limited only by
availability of funds, he suggested that Ford support the
project with the hope that an expanded sample would be
able to measure the effectiveness of the safety package.
ACIR director John Moore was approached and expressed
great interest, but pointed out that it would be improp-
er for ACIR to accept funding from a single manufacturer.
Ford arranged a meeting which was attended by GM, Chrys-
ler, and Studebaker-Packard, and while Chrysler agreed
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to contribute, General Motors refused on the recommenda-
tion of Gandelot and Chayne, who reported that they had
their own sources of information. Moore was disturbed
by the GM refusal, especially in the light of the well-
known support of medical research by chairman of the
board Alfred Sloan, and he arranged secret meetings
through private contacts with both Sloan and Chayne, but
the former refused to reverse the decision. However,
Moore concluded that the support of two manufacturers
was sufficient; and Ford and Chrysler made grants for an
expanded ACIR program late in 1955.61

At the time the decision was made to make safety a
major component of the promotion of the 1956 Ford,
Robert McNamara--who became a vice president of the com-
pany and general manager of Ford Division early in 1955--
assigned to Holmes Brown and John Morris of the public
relations department the responsibility of developing a
massive promotional campaign in cooperation with the J.
Walter Thompson advertising agency. 62 As Brown and
Morris learned about crash protection and the Ford safety
package, they became very enthusiastic and proposed some
highly ambitious objectives in their first presentation
to management:

1. Establish Ford Motor Company as safety re-
search headquarters in the minds of potential
customers, and do it before GM and Chrysler
announce the program they are currently de-
veloping.

2. Bring additional buyers into the market for
1956 cars and, by the uniqueness of our safe-
ty features, make Ford Motor Company customers
out of them.

3. Make certain that Ford Motor Company receives
credit for pioneering this revolutionary de-
velopment brought about through its extensive
safety research program at Engineering Staff.63

As a platform from which to launch the promotion of the
safety package, the proposal called for Ford to sponsor
a two day safety forum to which all the safety critics
would be invited, that would be held in Dearborn "just
after Labor Day weekend when the nation's attention will
be focused on traffic accidents." The forum would con-
sist of a "straight-from-the-shoulder review" of the
Ford safety research program and the development of the
safety package, round table discussions for safety spe-
cialists, special sessions for the press, and demonstra-
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tions of crash testing. It was felt that the safety
experts, "in their enthusiasm, are likely to give public
endorsement to the Company's safety program and Ford,
Lincoln, and Mercury safety features." The forum would
be carefully "built-up" through a series of press an-
nouncements through July and August about the Ford safe-
ty research program, the availability of seat belts,and
then of the forum itself, its program, and those who
would be attending. In order to further increase public
attention to the meeting, the Ford grant to ACIR would
be announced there, but the highlight of the affair
would be the dedication of a Ford Safety Research Unit
and the establishment of an annual safety symposium.64

The "follow-up" was just as important. On Septem-
berll a press packet would be distributed to all daily
and selected weekly newspapers on the safety features,
-including photographs--"teaser type publicity aimed at
having the effect of increasing_interest in the new
Fords and heading off the attempts -bf competitors." The
packet would also include material for editorial writers.
On September 12 a nationally syndicated newspaper series
would be released, written by the Ford public relations
department but signed by a well-known racing driver,
praising the automotive safety developments pioneered by
Ford on the new models. The Ford Television Theater on
September 15 would carry a four-minute "institutional-
type commercial emphasizing safety," and from September
19 through 20 Ford safety advertising would begin in
newspapers and on radio and television. September 20
and 21, press packets on the 1956 Ford with emphasis on
safety would be released in anticipation of the intro-
duction of the new models on September 23, at which time
safety pamphlets and displays would be made available in
Ford showrooms.65

The program was approved largely as written, and in
September, Henry Ford reported that approximately 30
percent of the advertising budget would be used to pro-
mote the safety package. He stated that it was not "a
merely commercial proposition [but] I would be less than
honest, of course, if I denied that we hope this safety
package will help up sell 1956 automobiles." 66 The re-
sponse of the safety experts was, as predicted, enthusi-
astic--Claire Straith, Hugh DeHaven, Fletcher Woodward,
John Stapp, and Elmer Paul, among almost 100 others,
attended the Ford Safety Forum. John Moore allowed the
use of ACIR data, helped write some of the advertising,
and appeared in a Ford television presentation. The
American College of Surgeons permitted its April, 1955,
resolution calling for "Built-In Safety for Automobiles"
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to be used in Ford advertisements. The college con-
cluded that the resolution had served as a "catalyst"
for the 1956 safety developments, and contrasted the
Ford reaction with that of General Motors, whose safety
engineer had told the surgeons to mind their own bus-
iness.67

The response of the news media to the Ford announce-
ments on safety were as enthusiastic as that of the safe-
ty experts and physicians. A Ford public relations re-
port issued in November estimated that the publicity on
the safety package and forum had been carried in news-
papers with a circulation of over 100,000,000 readers.
Ten major news and general magazines had featured ar-
ticles on Ford safety, including Time, Newsweek, Business 
Week, Saturday Evening Post, and True. All of the tele-
vision networks and many independent stations had de-
voted time to the safety features, including a network
news program with an estimated 22,000,000 viewers, and
a Ford safety film was being shown on television as well
as in movie theaters and drive-in theaters.68

Public reaction to the Ford safety advertising was
equally gratifying to the public relations department.
A national survey conducted one month after the new
models were introduced revealed that almost 60 percent
of all car owners understood what the safety package
was designed to do and associated it with the Ford
Motor Company, and a survey taken at the Chicago Auto-
mobile Show revealed that 31 percent of those who in-
dicated that they would like to buy a Ford gave safety
as a reason.69 The demand for seat belts caught the
company by surprise, and its suppliers were unable to
increase their production fast enough to keep dealers
supplied. However, General Motors, Ford's largest com-
petitor, did not respond favorably to the safety cam-
paign. There were reports of "snide insinuations about
safety," the use of anti-seat belt propaganda, and out-
right pressure on Ford executives by their GM counter-
parts to "lay off" safety. Just as important, in Decem-
ber Chevrolet Division, emphasizing styling and perfor-
mance, raced into a commanding lead over Ford, putting
McNamara in deep trouble, inside and outside of the
company.70

At this crucial juncture, McNamara became ill and
was forced to take a vacation in order to recuperate,
and after a reassessment of the advertising campaign,
Ford's top management, including former GM executive
Ernest R. Breech, ordered the public relations depart-
ment to deemphasize the safety theme and promote per-
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formance and styling, instead. At least one Ford execu-
tive was greatly distressed by this decision and consid-
ered resigning in protest to what he felt was giving in
to pressure from the competition. Ford did not best
Chevrolet in 1956 or sell as many units as it had in
the previous record breaking sales year, and this was
widely interpreted within the automobile industry as
support for the widely held theory that "safety doesn't
sell." Ford personnel involved in the promotional cam-
paign, however, argued that the safety campaign had
helped prevent a disastrous sales loss in 1956 and point-
ed to the great popularity of the optional padding--
which was ordered on 43 percent of all cars produced--as
evidence that safety did sell. Just as important, they
reported that studies had indicated that the Ford safety
package was minimizing injury and death in automobile
accidents: the safety door locks were reducing door
openings by up to 60 percent and the safety steering
wheel had cut crushing injuries to the chest by 50 per-
cent.71 However, although Ford did not drop its safety
package, it did not introduce any new safety features or
use safety prominently in its advertising again until
the 1960's.

In the late 1950's, General Motors vice president
in charge of engineering, Charles Chayne, apparently be-
gan having some second thoughts about General Motors'
position on design for crash protection. Finally, in
November, 1961, just before he retired, Chayne and safe-
ty engineer Howard Gandelot put together a presentation
on automotive safety at the GM Technical Center to
which all the top executives were invited. Displays of
steering wheels and dashboards were featured and the
program clearly emphasized that the interior design of
GM cars was less safe than that of Ford, Chrysler, or
American Motors products. The presentation shook the
audience--which had taken for granted that GM products
were superior to the competition--to such an extent that
the top executives, beginning with President John Gordon,
stood up, accepted partial responsibility for the de-
ficiences, and pledged to make GM cars the safest in the
industry. Some members of management expected radical
changes to result from the meeting, and the styling
staff did send out two types of dashboard designs for
consideration for use on the next year's models: con-
toured and rounded safety panels along with the then
stylish, sharply pointed "meat cleaver" designs--so call-
ed within the corporation because of the effect they had
on passengers who were unfortunate enough to be thrown
into them. However, with the emotionalism of the Chayne
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demonstration now subsided, the choice between safety or
styling was a forgone conclusion. In the competition
for sales within the automobile industry, it was styling
that sold cars.72
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CONCLUSION

By the mid-1950's the automobile safety issue had
come to the attention of a few members of Congress.
Hearings were held and legislation was introduced, but
no significant bills were passed until the mid-1960's.
With industry representatives leading the President's
Committee on Highway Safety and the philosophy of driver
responsibility formally accepted by the federal govern-
ment, the automobile industry saw no real threat of
significant governmental intervention in its affairs.
Thus, the manufacturers were completely unprepared for
the rapid rise of automobile safety to the status of a
national issue in 1965, and the industry's inept re-
sponse helped guarantee the federal regulation it so
strongly opposed.

Three United States Senators discovered automobile
safety in 1956 and attempted to have the Senate hold
hearings on the problem. Senator Paul H. Douglas of
Illinois was operated on by automobile safety critic
Dr. Sheldon Hunter who lectured Douglas on the hazards
of vehicle design. Moved by Hunter's arguments,
Douglas introduced a resolution calling for a Senate
investigation of highway safety, but it was defeated.
Senators Margaret Chase Smith of Maine and John Blatnich
of Minnesota likewise tried and failed to get the Senate
to take action on automobile safety, but Senator Smith
was able to attach an amendment to the Federal Aid
Highway Act of 1956 directing that the Secretary of
Commerce undertake a three year study of highway safety.l
It was in the House of Representatives where the first
automobile safety hearings would be held.

In 1952, Kenneth A. Roberts, a Democratic Congress-
man from Alabama, held hearings on the hazards posed by
abandoned electrical refrigerators when a child in his
district suffocated after accidently locking himself in-
side one. Roberts introduced a bill requiring magnetic
latches, which could be opened from the inside, on all
new refrigerators sold in the United States. The bill
passed, setting a precedent for device-setting safety
legislation. In September 1953, bachelor Roberts was
married, and on the couple's honeymoon, their car was
badly damaged in a rear end collision. Roberts opened
the trunk expecting to find their china and crystal wed-
ding gifts shattered, but to his surprise, the carefully
packaged fragile items were intact.2

In March 1954, Roberts was one of several Congress-
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men shot in an attack on the House of Representatives by
Puerto Rican nationalists. While recovering from his
wounds, Roberts, deeply moved by his brush with death,
considered what he might do as a Congressman to save
the lives of others. Recalling his rear end collision,
Roberts concluded that people could be protected from
injury and death if properly packaged, and realized
how little attention had been given to ways of making
automobiles safer. The next year, Roberts began to push
the idea of a special sub-committee to investigate the
safety issue, and on January 5, 1956, he introduced a
resolution calling for the establishment of a sub-com-
mittee of the House Interstate and Foreign Commerce
Committee to study traffic safety. Another Congressman
had introduced a similar resolution a year earlier, but
the House Rules Committee endorsed Roberts' proposal and
it was approved by the House.3

When the hearings opened in Washington, D.C. in
July,. Congressman Roberts stated, ". . . I think I
speak for the sub-committee when I say that we are not
out looking for villains, and we are not out to destroy
industry. We are out to do something about this tragic
situation facing the American people." Roberts observed
that with the increase in automobiles in use and in
miles driven, it would require "the combined efforts of
the best brains and the best minds in our country" to
keep injury and death on the highways under control.4
In fact, Roberts hoped that a conciliatory approach would
bring voluntary action on the part of the automobile in-
dustry once the facts were on the record. Therefore, he
took a low-key, technical approach to the problem, care-
fully attempting to avoid sensationalism. After intro-
ductory sessions in the Capitol, the sub-committee went
on the road, holding the bulk of its hearings in the
Mid-West near the center of the automobile industry.
Committee members visited the laboratories and test
facilities of Chrysler, Ford, and General Motors, and
then testimony was taken from motor car executives and
engineers, and from safety officials and physicians.
Physicians assumed that the facts would speak for them-
selves as to the need for safer automobile design, but
industry officials argued that despite all the evidence
presented, more data was needed before design changes
could be made.5

The odds of the Roberts Committee having any real
impact were remote. A sub-committee composed of Con-
gressmen, little known outside their own districts, with-
out the support of the administration or a well-organ-
ized pressure group had little chance against the
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largest manufacturing industry in the country. But
Roberts and his fellow committee members did not give
up. When it became obvious that the automobile industry
would not take any action voluntarily, Roberts tried
other approaches, looking at federal intervention as a
last resort. In 1957, the Roberts Committee held hear-
ings on seat belts, but the weight of the testimony

__supported public, education to encourage their use rather
than legislation requiring their installation on new
automobiles, as some physicians suggested.6

In 1958, Roberts held hearings on a resolution, in-
troduced by sub-committee member John V. Deamer of In-
diana, that the states take the initiative on auto safe-
ty. The resolution passed but when this approach also
bore no immediate results, Roberts decided to use the
federal government's fleet of automobiles to test read-
ily available safety devices such as seat belts. In
hearings held in 1959 on the committee's bill to require
the General Services Administration to specify certain
safety features on motor vehicles purchased by the fed-
eral government, both the GSA and the auto industry spoke
in opposition. Despite this, the GSA bill passed the
House of Representatives in that and the next two ses-
sions of Congress. Finally, in 1964, Roberts worked out
an arrangement with a Senate Committee chairman which
resulted in the reporting out of the GSA bill. Despite
the opposition of the industry, the bill passed both
houses of Congress. Roberts' next plan was to introduce
legislation requiring safety devices on all automobiles,
assuming that they proved effective on government ve-
hicles. However, in November 1964 he found himself de-
feated after fourteen years in the House by a Goldwater
Republican. 7

During the years when Congressman Kenneth Roberts
was doggedly pursuing the automobile safety issue, a
number of Senators became interested in the subject, and
with the election of a reform-minded Democratic adminis-
tration in 1960, the climate in the capitol became much
more favorably inclined toward government intervention,
particularly after the overwhelming victory of the party
in the 1964 elections. That year, Freshman Senator
Abraham A. Ribicoff, who had been elected in 1962 after
serving as Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare,
was made chairman of the previously little known sub-
committee on Executive Reorganization of the Government
Operations Committee. Ribicoff had asked his aide Jerry
Sonosky to suggest possible topics for his committee to
investigate. Then the Senator read a review of a book
edited by Dr. William Haddon, Jr. entitled Accident
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Research which mentioned the concept of the "second
collision" in automobile crashes. Ribicoff was intrigued
by the idea because it challenged his view as Governor
of Connecticut that speed was the cause of accidents.8

Ribicoff was not the only Senator pursuing the issue
of automobile safety. Gaylord Nelson of Wisconsin had
picked up Kenneth Roberts' unfinished task by introducing
a bill to apply GSA safety requirements to all automo-
biles. Warren G. Magnuson of Washington, chairman of
the powerful Senate Commerce Committee, was holding hear-
ings on a tire safety bill introduced by Nelson, and was
upset with Ribicoff for encroaching on what he felt was
the Commerce Committee's jurisdiction. However, it was
the Ribicoff hearings which attracted most of the atten-
tion of the media, and ultimately created an environment
where federal regulation of the' automobile industry be-
came a political reality.9 	

One of the advisors to the Ribicoff Committee was a
young lawyer named Ralph Nader who became interested in
the problem of auto safety as a student at Harvard Law
School. His thinking was stimulated by an article in
the Harvard Law Review, and then he discovered the re-
search of the Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory and the
Roberts Hearings and went on to write his third year
thesis on auto safety. After graduation he opened a law
office in Hartford, began writing articles on auto safe-
ty, and worked on auto safety and consumer protection
legislation in the Connecticut legislature.10

In 1963, Daniel P. Moynihan, Assistant Secretary of
Labor for Policy Planning, invited Nader to serve as a
consultant on highway safety. Moynihan had been intro-
duced to the problem of automobile accidents in the mid-
1950's while working as an aide to New York Governor
Averill Harriman, and he was moved to write a perceptive
and provocative article on the subject entitled "Epidemic
on the Highways," which was published in the Reporter in
April 1959, shortly after one of Ralph Nader's articles
appeared in the Nation, and the two met the following
year.11

Moynihan carried his concern about automobile safe-
ty with him when he joined the Department of Labor in
1961. When he learned that no department had overall
responsibility for safety, he decided that a study of
the federal role in highway safety ought to be under-
taken. Nader agreed to write the report in 1964, and he
gave up his law practice to move to Washington. Nader
was an obvious choice to assist the staff of the
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Ribicoff Committee. He was recommended to Ribicoff aide
Sonosky, who was impressed with Nader's knowledge of the
subject, and Nader was soon sharing the results of his
years of research with the committee staff. At the same
time Nader had agreed to write a book on dangerous auto-
mobiles for Grossman Publishers. When he missed his
first deadline, Richard Grossman went to Washington and
worked with Nader-to complete the book, which Grossman
titled Unsafe at Any Speed, and published late in 1965.12

Nader's assistance to the sub-committee enabled the
hearings . to begin in mid-March 1965 with testimony by

officials fficials which attracted little public atten-
tion. In June Ribicoff introduced his first piece of
safety legislation, an amendment to a tax bill which
would have made a portion of a planned cut in the auto-
mobile excise tax dependent on the installation of the
seventeen safety features required for federal vehicles
under GSA standards. Ribicoff saw this as a moderate
approach which would not penalize the automobile indus-
try. The amendment passed the Senate, but the adminis-
tration and the industry opposed it, and the House re-
fused to accept it.13

Ribicoff was very upset by the failure of his
amendment. He countered with a bill to use the funds
from the remaining excise tax to finance a National
Traffic Safety Center under the Department of Commerce,
and decided to invite the presidents of the automobile
companies to testify in July. Ribicoff began politely,
but soon began to ask tough questions, some of which had
been suggested by Ralph Nader. The hearings excited the
audience and attracted the media. The presence of tele-
vision cameras, in particular, enticed Senator Robert F.
Kennedy to attend the session and he also used questions
suggested by safety experts to grill the automobile
executives.14

The automobile officials were not prepared for the
July hearings in Washington. The first round in March
had given little indication that they would be any dif-
ferent than those conducted by Kenneth Roberts almost
a decade earlier. The industry agreed through the
Automobile Manufacturers Association to oppose federal
regulation and argue for a voluntary approach. Industry
leaders used the same arguments advanced during the pre-
vious sixty years. General Motors executives defined
safety as "reliability" and argued that their products
were safe. Then Ribicoff asked for details of their
recall campaigns which revealed that the industry had
quietly recalled 8,000,000 automobiles in 426 campaigns.
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General Motors testified that it had spent only $1,250,
000 on safety research in 1964, a year when the corpora-
tion had earned $1,700,000,000 in profits.15

Auto executives were shaken by the experience and
the press was shocked by their poor performance. Even
the Wall Street Journal was critical, and many support-
ers of safety legislation came to see it as the crucial
turning point in creating a climate in Congress con-
ducive to the passage of a meaningful automobile safety
bill. President Lyndon Johnson concluded that the time
was ripe for action on auto safety, and he ordered his
special assistant, Joseph A. Califano, to work up a
transportation program for 1966 which included a traffic
safety bill.16

After the publication of Unsafe at Any Speed, which
was very critical of_the_Corvair produced by General
Motors' Chevrolet Division, Ralph Nader began to sus-
pect that he was being followed. Then on February 11,
1966, Capitol policemen apprehended two private detec-
tives who were trailing the lawyer, and on March 9, Gen-
eral Motors admitted that it had investigated Nader.
The GM Legal Department suspected that he might be fin-
ancially involved in some of the more than 100 suits
filed against the corporation in regard to the Corvair,
which would have discredited Nader as an expert witness.
When an initial investigation turned up nothing, a
decision was made to check into the lawyer's private
life in search of other ways to destroy his credibility.17

Since Nader had been a witness before the Ribicoff
committee, the Senator immediately invited General
Motors President James Roache to testify at a special
hearing on the matter on March 22. General Motors hired
Theodore C. Sorensen, former aide to President John F.
Kennedy, to serve as Roache's lawyer, and Sorensen ad-
vised Roache to apologize. However, the damage had al-
ready been done. The President, Congress, and the public
were outraged at what appeared to be an attempt by a
huge corporation to intimidate an individual critic. A
number of observers have concluded that it was the Gen-
eral Motors investigation of Ralph Nader which made a
tough automobile safety bill inevitable.18

In April President Lyndon Johnson publicly critic-
ized the industry for its "picayunish" opposition to
safety legislation, and stated, "We can no longer toler-
ate unsafe automobiles." 19 Shortly thereafter, the
Automobile Manufacturers Association dropped its oppos-
ition to federal regulation, announcing a compromise
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position which accepted federal safety standards but re-
quired the participation of the states and the industry
in the standard-making procedures. The AMA hired well-
known Washington lawyer Lloyd Cutler to direct industry
lobbying efforts, and he, James Roache and Henry Ford II
met with members of the Senate Commerce Committee, where
the administration's bill was being considered, to
present the AMA-proposals. However, the moral overtones
of the automobile industry's conduct and the fast pace
of events made opposition difficult. Even the automo-
bile dealers, suppliers, and labor unions declined to
lend their support. Ultimately, the one success of the
entire lobbying effort was the deletion of criminal
penalties for violation of the act.20

The final draft of the National Traffic and Motor
Vehicle Safety Act was checked and approved by Lloyd
Cutler and Ralph Nader, sitting in separate rooms while
committee staff members rushed from one person to the
other. This version was unanimously approved by the
Commerce Committee and then by the entire Senate on
June 24, 1966. The House of Representatives approved the
bill on August 17, and President Johnson signed the act
into law on September 9 at a formal ceremony to which
Ralph Nader was not invited.21

The act established the National Traffic Safety
Agency with the sole power of setting safety standards
for new automobiles sold in the United States. When
the new 1968 models were unveiled in the fall of 1967,
they were not only longer, lower, wider, and more power-
ful, with fashionable new styling, but they also included
seventeen safety features required by federal law.22
The government regulation of automobiles which American
automobile manufacturers had advocated at the turn of
the century had finally come to pass, and the industry,
now long used to laissez faire, would have to accomodate
itself to the new situation.
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